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PRErACE 
Louis Blan'¢ summarized the central queation considered 
by all of the thinkers under examination in this study when 
he wrote in 18391 ttL 1ordre social actual est mauvaiss comment 
le changer?" The first half of the nineteenth century saw 
' . . . ., . 
a gigantic effort on the part of thinkers in Western Europe 
to find and to develop their ouin solutions to this problem. 
The ~ecision to terminate this study at about 1848 vJas 
·,_; 
based 0 on a number or factors~ In the development of 
socialist .thc;,ught J.n Western £urope, _the period f'rom 1848 
to about 1851 marks an important watershed for the 
movement. Of those intellectuals who lived during the 
first half of' the century, each turned in his separate 
way to new avenues and enterprises after mid-century; 
that is to say, they had completed most of their major 
works by that time. All of Robert Owen's major writings 
were done before 1848, the only exception being his 
autobiography. Saint-Simon and Charles rour:ler were both 
dead, and their followers split into warring factions. 
Pierre Joseph Proudhon returned to wr1 ting in the late 
l850's after a brief excursion int~ the realm of politics 
and economics in 1848\ his most famous work came in 1840. 
~tlenna Cabet left the old world in 1848 to establish :- ·1 
11 
an ideal community on the American frontier and died a 
pauper• s death in Saint Louis. ·Louis Blane turned from 
organizing workshops to the writing of F'rench history, and 
produced hi~ multi-volume study of the French Revolution. 
G. o. H. Cole, one of .the foremost authorities on modern 
social.1sm;".has labeled the decade after 184B as "almost a 
,i '·.• ··- . • • 
dead period for socialist thought." 
As· the tltle indicates, this study has attempted to 
gather and digest the major thoughts of early nineteenth 
century·· 8r1 tish and French socialists on but one main 
subjects· individualism ·and the role of' the individual~ 
Specifically this effort involves consideration of several 
questions. How did each thinker contribute toward the 
meaning of' the'term individualism as it f'inally appeared 
about.mid-century?· tn what ways did they view the role of 
the individual not oniy under the existing social order, 
. . . 
but in their respective alternatives to that order? As 
writers they faced the dilemma of indicating the rights 
due to both the collective social body and of each individual 
in it. How does one secure both the blessings ot' mankind, 
end yet realize the wealth drawn from individual spontaneity? 
~Jhat' is, therefore, the true social contract? F"urthermore, 
to what extent were these various intellectuals influenced 
!ii 
in their decisions ~Y their own national experiences? Clio 
was subjected to a great many prEtssures in order to ••proven 
a number of vastly d1ff'erent social programs. Never, in 
fact, was there such a pressing concern for the rights ot 
the' most numero:us and the poorer elements 1n society. All 
of the thin.kers examined here••Owen, rourier, Saint-Simon, 
Proudhon, Cabstand Blanc••were agreed that the existing 
system of property relations generated and perpetuated a 
·morally evil and inefficient social system. Western 
industrialization had brought• or was .bringing, a social 
order based upon dehumanization and automati.sm. Thus, 
. . . . ' . . . 
the key question was, to quote Louis Blanc again• "how to 
change it?" Their persistent love of human! ty led such 
. . 
intelleet~als to seek ~ut t~e real, not ne6essarlly the 
true, laws· of nature and history. Such laws, they assumed, 
existed!, eriori in the universe. 
·1ndiv!dualtsm is a topic which· has received but scant 
· treatment by mode1m scholars, although it is a subject 
which has prompted a great deal of commentary within the 
socialist movement itself. Theu~e has not been thus tar 
any scholarly attempt to treat this topic as it relates 
to the Utopian Socialists or the early nineteenth century. 
The role of' the individual in the writings of' this school 
of socialist thought is a relatively untouched area of 
investigation. Although researchers have examined many 
sources for the term 0 individualism, u none of them have 
used the numerous dictionaries of the period, 1800•1848, 
to explain their findings further. And, no study has 
sought to place both of these problems, the origins and 
history of' individualism-and the role of the individual, 
together into one project. As will be developed in the 
text• these two problems were interrelated for the six 
thinkers treated below.· 
Throughout this study, I have adhered at all times 
iv 
to the original definitions found in the primary sources 
referred to. Quotations from the F'rench dictionaries have 
been kept in their original wording in order to avoid the 
possibility of misquotation and other etymological problems. 
When .·suitable English translations of certain primary 
materials of the· major rrench works ware available.- they 
have been used after comparison with the original source 
at the discretion of' the author. Certain problems of 
possible misleading translation have hopefully been solved 
also by citing both tngl!sh translation and the original 
material in specific cases. Biographical information 
V 
in the following chapters is simply to aid the reader by way 
of a brief introduction to the thinker under examination et 
that point. There has not been any attempt here to pursue 
questions of biographical interpretation and bibliography 
further, since such excursions might distract attention 
from the primary topic of this 'study. Also, throughout 
this text all words and phrases in italics have been taken 
directly from the original materials. In cases involving 
extensive use of the italics, or in cases where there might 
be some confusion as to their origin, reference has been 
made in the appropriate footnote. 
I wish to express my sincere gratitude to the many 
people who rendered assistance to me !n this project. The 
following institutions were most helpful in providing me 
with sources: University of Chicago, University of Colorado, 
University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Nebraska Wesleyan 
University and, of course, the University of Kansas. I am 
particularly indebted to the efforts of Professor Ambrose 
Saricks and other members of the Department of History at 
the University of Kansas far their encouragement and advice. 
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CHAPTER 1 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPIC 
11 The Utopian," wrote the Russian Marxist George 
Plechanoff, "is one, who starting from an abstract principle 
1 
seeks for a~perfect social organisation." Utopianism has 
been defined by a recent sch0lar1as "a conception of social 
improvement either by ideas and !deals themselves or embodied 
2 
in definite agencies pf social chan~e•" ln their separate 
pursuit of such an abstract principle and the i-mprovement 
of the social order by_ idaas and ideals, each of the six 
thinkers examined in this study found it necessary to 
i~troduce various.neologisms into his writing in order to 
explain his principles. These principles were to be dis• 
covered in the realms of morality and philosophy, which 
meant that the vocabulary of such writers was automatically 
given certain ethical connotations~ Also, the terms u~ed 
similarly assumed a great deal of.their moaning Prom the 
pens _of tha!r respective authors. They ware therefore 
l 
2 
George Plechanoff, Anarchism And Socialism (Chicagos 
_Charles H. Kerr & Company, 1895), P• 21. 
Jov.ce o. Hertzler, l!:ll!. Histor~ !!!, Utopian·Thoyght 
(New Vork: The fflacmil.lan Company• 19235, PP• 2-3. 
2 
genarally·:,:egarded in somewhat a personal context depending 
upon the individual writar who used them. It was under 
such condit~ons that ltindividualism"·entered: the languages 
of·blestern-£1.1r0pe·early·in' the· nineteenth century. ·In this· 
development. the·s.tx thinkera treated.here playGd key roles 
·, I 
by ptovidir.fg certain connotations to· the· ·te~m• ·: • lndiv~dualisrn 
was used popula·rty by a · wide: range of· th'inkers·, which 
included Jtberals· •like· Ale>cis de Tocqueville, and theocrats 
t1uch· as · Joseph ·de·· Maistt-e• However its· usage by . thf! · six · 
intellectuals involved in this study•.;..Owen,· ·saint,; • .-simcm, 
f"ouriet,' Proud.hon;: Cabet and' alanc--contributed measurably 
to the' definitions given' to the term by.mid-century. The 
terin-tt1nd!v1dual1smtt accumulated more sinister connotations 
after it was paired with its antonym "socialism." 
It is the thesis of this study that, al though the 
term individualism was used bya number of critics, the 
application of this term to specific social conditions 
which ought ta be changed came from-the pans of· the six 
Utopian Socialists treated here. It was they who provided 
the main connotations given to individualism by various 
dictionaries. ror this reason, only passing attention has 
been given to the various schools founded 1n their behalf • 
. ·\, 
!~!thin the chronolog1eal and g~ographical framewo~k of 
3 
this studyt the writings of the six thinkers examined here 
constitute the most important sources in the early socialist 
movement • 
. At t.he present. time the term .ind~vidualiem. gerte~ally 
denotes at l~a.st. two. baf:3ic' ·1deast. tt(a) a, politic":ll theory 
( 
. whieJ:I,. by .• amphas!z1r,g, property rights, as a·· 1'lecessar3:1:. :. 
cori~ition or libart~, .seeks to.$et. definlti~ and. circum• 
:;-~ 
scribed limits to . tt:te rogulatory powers vested in .. the 
. ' :'.~:·!,:". ' ' 
Government over social. and .economie processesf (b). th~~-. 
beltsf' that:the 1nd1vJ.dua1 .is an.end ~n.himself', .and; as 
~uch• CJught. to realize his, •self' and eultiva~e his own 
judgement,. nqtw!thstanding the weight of pervasive social ' ' ' 3 
pressuros,tn the direction of' cttnf'ormity." The f1rst 
prolllem und~r 1rtvestigat1on. hate is therefore to determine 
the origin .and meaning. of !ndividt1alism as 1 t developed 1n 
the major wr! tings of.. the most important. social theorists 
·in the early·ni"eteenth century socialist mo\fement, the 
"Utopian Socialists." How did each of the sli writers 
discuss the fact .that "freedom" for one 1nd1v!dual, or 
group or individuals, had 1n fact become tyranny for others? 
3 
Julius Gould and William L. Kolb. (eds.). A Dieticnarx of 
the Social Scienc2a (l\!ew Yorkt Crowell-colliert 1964T; 
p;-325. 
4 
·_.~;,: <.::.: · .. : . 
must Of'.te,-;<.tn ·,other words• concur with the late Professor. R. 
H •. Tawney's w1 tty clich8 thats 11 f"readom for the pike is , ' ' 4 
death for the minnows?" Thus, one must f'ace the basic 
issue of how to guide; toward some preconceived 1deal of' 
social harmony, the free and creative qualities of tha more 
{ : . . 
talented .members in a community. How does one provide• at 
the same'tlme~ protection against the $Xplo1tation of one 
lndtv1dua~ or group. by ano.ther individual or group? . At 
what point.does individual sovereignty become _no longer 
a blessing for the prorn_otion of _human progress, but rather 
the• very negation -of' whole -groupa of similarly ~•free" 
1nd1 vi duals -by others--a concept so frequently expressed,. 
and.later so vehemently attacked, by the .formula of 
laissez faire, laissez passer? Historically, "individualists" 
have rejected the .. con_cept of be1ng respons1bla f'or others, 
and regarded.their actions as being their own private busi• 
ness~ "A free man," vJrote Thomas Hobbes in 1650, "is he 
that in those .things, which by his strength and wit he is ' ' s 
able to do, is not hindered to do what he has. will to." 
4 
5 
R.H. Tawney, Egualitv. Third Edition (Londons Allen & 
Unwin, 1938), P• 205~ 
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (Oxford: Basil Ulackwell, 1957), 
P• 137. 
5 
For Hobbes, man••unless curbed by same power--was anti-social 
' . 
and motivat~d by the rather on-abstract principle of simple 
self-love or egoism, an early ingredient in whet would soon 
be called ••tndividual.tsm~" 
It was not long before the argument advanced further 
I , 
to hold that .indiv.tdual gain _was. _in fact beneficial to the 
whole of society. Adam Smith has provided the classic 
statement to this ef'fect in his !a, Jnguirx .!!!12, !b,!. Nature 
and Causes or the Wealth of Nations (1776). He wrote in ------. --· . 
part that, 
As e·ve:ry individual, therefore,endeavors as much as 
he can both to employ his capital in tha support of 
domestic industryr~·~·~and by directing that industry 
in such a manner as its pl'oduce may be o'f the greatest 
value, he intends only his own gain, and he is in this, 
as in ~any othe~ ca$BSt led by an invisible hand to 
promote-an end which was no part of' his intention. Nor 
isit always-the worse for the society that it was no 
part of' it. 8y pursuing his own·interest he frequently 
-promotes that of the society more ef'f'gctually than 
when he really intends to promote 1t·. 
Society, therefore, was considered by the students of 
political economy as the vehicle for indivldua1·rreed0m~ 
Individul:lls strove here f'or- prosper.tty and happiness, and 
the function·of the state was to remove obstacles which 
hampared'such individuals in the pursuit of their goals • 
. 6 . . 
Adam Smith, :An lrJ9uir1 ,!.!l!9. .!!:!!. Nature and Causes 2!, the 
Wealth of Nations (London, modern library Edition, l930)t i, P• 421'. . · 
6 
Thus, in the day to day relationships between equally free 
indlvlduals, the creative and progressive energies of each 
member were ultimately and naturally reconciled. Any 
attempt at arbitrary restriction on the part of.government 
was regarded as an unnecessary intrusion. As David Ricardo, 
another of' the Classical Economists, so succinctly expressed 
the idea, "This pursuit of individual advantage is admirably 
7 
connected with the universal good of the whole ... 
The emphases placed upon common sense and individual 
good will were prime features which the early nineteenth 
century socialist writers inherited from the cultural 
movement known as the tnlightenment. Individual vJri ters 
of the period 1750-1850 disagreed quite sharply among 
themselves, but they acceptad the basic eighteenth century 
view that environment was the main factor in shaping human 
8 
conduct. Such divergent figures in Great Britain as 
ltlilliam GodttJ!n (1756-18 36) and Robert Owen (1771-1858) 
accepted similar postulates as: (1) the perfectibility of 
7 
8 
Oavid Ricardo, Th~ Principles of Political Econom~ and 
Taxation (New York I E. P. out!on & Co. t l '326), P• "eT. 
G. o. H. Cole, A Histor~ of Socialist. Thou~ht (New Yorks st. martin• s Press, l 5:r:'60) • I, pp. ~o- I; and J. 
Salwyn Schapiro, movements of Social Dissent in modern 
turoee (New Yorks o. Van Nostrand, 1962>, PP• 12-13. 
7 
the human race, (2) the gospel of inevitable progress, ·(3) 
the rational nature of man, (4) the s1mp1,ic1 ty of human 
needs and wants, and (5) the idea that the smaller the 
government the. better 1 t could serve society.. . Needless to 
·.. :_. :1 
say, they differed in their conclusions as to what these 
·principles meant in terms of the social order,.the former 
chose anarchism while the lattei:- preferred collecti.vtsm. 
In Aa. £ngu1r;t Concerning Political Justice (l ?93), Godwin's 
ph1losaphice1 radicalism.led him.to repeat the Enlightenment's 
premise that ~Society le nothing more than·an aggregation 
9 
of individuals~ 11 Wh11e accepting .. the idea that individuals 
composed soc1ety,Owen refused to accept the position that 
this was all society was composed or~ 
About tha turn or the century, .there developed among 
certain.intellectuala a-determined self.consciousness and 
an.awakened desire to alleviate. the cond1t1ons of the poor 
by means of democratic institutions and an.enlightened 
philosophy. The six thinkers presented in this study were 
in the vanguard of the ref'o~ming zeal; J~ Ramsay tvlacOonald, 
a modern leader in socialist ranks• has correctly captured 
the spirit of the early nineteel"lth century socialists~ 
9 
bJilliam Godwin, A!l Enguf. ry Concerning Political Justice 
(New York• A. A. Knopf, 1926), I, p. l36.-
8 
The Socialist movement, as conceived by thepre•lTlarxian 
Socialist, was not en incident in a social evolution in 
which the whole of society was to ·{tllay a part;-.,.,jeason and 
moral affection were to bring the 'change as an act of 
individual .will~ -Thus, F'o.urier• Robert ·Owen end others 
had no idea-of effecting a great Socialist transformation 
byc,rganic change brought about, 1n·the-f1rst instance 
at any rate• by political action1 but they spent their 
· energies in attempting to found 1 deal communities wherein 
t1ghteou$ness was to dwell and {Bom which enlightenment 
was to bea:m all over the wbrld. · 
··What distinguishes· the six· thinkers under discussion 
in -this· study from such other nutopian" literary. figures 
as Plato, Jitore• ffiably and Morally is tho development of 
modern capitalism and with it the problems of the Industrial 
Revolution. Social reform aft~r the turn of the century 
was -simply the issue of the day~ In the last half of the 
eighteenth century, howevet-, Jean Jacques Rousseau wrote in 
1762 how he sought ·to find a solution io the problem of the 
individual in society by "a farm ut association which will 
defend and protect us with the whole common force of the 
person and-good of Bach asstlciate;•and in which each, while 
uniting himself with all.1 may still obey.himself alone, and 
11 
remain. as. free as be"t'ore. u Toward the ·end of the century, 
10 
J. Ramsay fllacOonald, Tha Socialist Movement (l..ondon, 
tUilliams and Norgate;-I'911), · p. 99. · · 
11 . . 
Jean Jacques Rousseau, .!h!. ,Socia~ Contract. (Londont 
Oxrord University .Press, 19461, PP• 253 •. 54·. 
9 
rran9ois. 0 Gtacchusn Babeuf·only carried Rousseau's doctrine 
or Gene~al Will to its logical conclueion1 the aim oF society 
was:to·promote the happiness of all- end.the best means• he 
reasnned, to· achieve thi~ was tota.l equality. At his trial 
in 1_797 ror treason, he reportedly stated that it was the 
exiating system or individual property ownership which 
prevented the realization or social harmony by equality. 
Ownership· of more property than one· needed· was indeed· theFt.· 
8abauf · explained his position to the court at· Vend5me, 
· Even someone who could· prove that he is capable. by 
the individual exer-t1on or his own natural strength,: of 
"doing the work of four men~ and so lay clatta ta ths 
recompense of four, would be no less a conspirator against 
society,·bccause he would be upsetting the equilibrium of 
things by this alone, and would thus ba destroying_the 
p~eci6us p~inc!ple of·oquality~ . . · . . 
.;~~ .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ; .... · It ls therrifore necessary that t.he social institutions 
be such that they er~dicate m1th1n every last individual 
the hope· that he n11ght ever became richer• moro · powerful, 
or mora disf~nguished because of his talents, than any of 
his equalt. · · · 
Both Rousseau and Babeuf had -1n mind an ideal state of 
society in which the indtviduals:who composed it would 
consider themselves as one will on matters relating to their 
common welfare••an idea that attracted many thinkers. 
12 
_rranco1s ·eabeuf, as cited by Albert fried.and Ronald 
Sanders (eds.), Socialist Thought! Oocumentarx History 
(Garden Citya Anchor Books• 1964), pp. 66•67. 
10 
P_~1vat$ 1nte-r~~ts,. acting under whatever guise of "public 
good~• l~st all.concern for tha peopia~ S~cial institutions 
wh1ch_sought to p~otecteertain individual interests mu~t 
therefore be el.iminated~ Social relationships fo•Jnded on 
_the theories· oi' pr_eviaus ages had res_ulted c;n1y in tho 
cr~at!on and perpetuation of gigantic systems for tha explo!• 
-~ . . ' . 
tation of the ma"y by_ tha few~· Philippe 8uonarrnti, one of' . ' ' . . ' . . . . . . 
Babauf.'s eo~consp!tators • .tdentif'ied in 1836 those who stil~ 
bloc~ed the way to equality} "Exclusive_enjoymnntn, solitary 
pleasures, personal ea_sa and privileges, will cause poignant 
. ' . 
regrets to some ~em tnd.ivJ.duals who are dead or cailous to 
. 13 . 
the ·pangs of ·others~•-
The system of' private property. or rather its most 
visible' and repugneu,t menifestatiutt-•exce~sive· capitalism 
and the: exploitatlon associated with it~-,uas attacked on a . . .' . . . . : . 
broad front. Here also the $1x thinkers 1:1electad for this 
study made important contributions. The existing .. Bystem of 
economlc and social ralationahips•-more precisely the anti• 
social relatlonships--came under an ever 1ncrnas1og amount 
of cr1 t1c1sm from moralists·~ Man; reasoned many.id~alists, . . . -. ' 
was a vital pai-t of an organic social order; .he was -~·aocial 
being produced by history and natural evolution/· The;· task 
13 · · · · · ',, 
Philippa auonnarati, as quoted by frank .and•rrftzl'e Manuel 
(eds.}, -F'rencJ\ Utopias,.!!! Anthology Of Ideal :Societ1e$ 
(New Vorlh ffie free Press, l956)t p. 249. · · •. 
11 
of the early socialists howeve~ went beyond sheer criticism 
toward offering some alternatives, and for their efforts 
they were subsequently rewarded with the label of "Utopians;" 
The wri tars L1Jh0 rallied to support the capitalist system of 
laissez faire 1uere the Classical Economists, and their 
philosophy was that of "liberal"ism." ror socialists, then 
arid now, liberalism appeared·as the pseudo-humanitarian 
program for the political, economic and moral exploltatlon 
by one group in society ove~ the great masses ttf the papu• 
. 14 
latlon; · In the·lasi analysis, ·the whole .debate between 
the forces of liberalism and socialism boils down to· the 
basic issue of which program shows more concern for the 
individual in practice, a system which permits ~ach member 
the maximum amount.of individual freedom in society or·a 
system ·of social organization which .stresses a cooperative: 
commonweal 'l lUhat, therefore, is the most retiona.1 1 natural, 
~rid historical hu~an environment?· 
,. 
\ The last question is precisely tt,e one which the •six : 
thinkers under examination in this study attempte_d,: at some 
14 
ma·x:·Beer, Social_ St.ruo·gles. and Socialist f'orerunne;rs~· 
1750-1860 (London t t... Parsons, 1~?4 ),.-:pp~ 14-16.: fo,: 
. a· cvrren€ definition of libera:l:'~sm-~ .· sE:le Gould .. and ,Kolb 
(eds.}; Dictionary 2!. the Social· Sciences, P•· '388~ 
12 
point in their career, to answer. Here• in fact, is where 
the origin of the terms they used to express not only what 
they opposed• but what they sought to create, 1s of' para .. 
mount importance. The use of' particular terms gives to each 
writer a unique •uality all his own, and one of the main 
terms involved allot their various works was criticism of 
what would be labeled "individualism." All six thinkers 
contributed to its definition in one way or another. There 
was also their search for the answer to such questions 
concerning the rola of the individual. t!ihat ought to be 
the role of each individual ideally? How was the individual 
to be an instrument of' historical change and social better• 
ment? How, indeed, was each individual to be involved in 
the trans! t!on from the a_ld immoral social order to a new 
one founded on correct principle$? And further, upon 
achieving the desited new moral world, what would then be 
the role ·or tha 1ndiv1dtJal? All of the writers, as they 
developed their ideas 1n their major works, opposed the 
capitalistic individualism of thelr day, but still they 
sought to maintain something similar to the creative spirit 
genc'rated by it. What made capitalism so dynamic? Was 
there, for example, the possibility of creating what one 
might call "socialist 1ndiv1dualism7" Or, perhaps, an 
13 
ttindividualistic socialism?" This con_,plicated issue, or 
rather series of issues, had to be faced. lt is the way 
in which the six writer$ under discussion handled $UCh a 
dilemma that makes the topic so interesting, and allows 
the modern readet an opportunity to see the fertility of 
their minds in operation. Because it was; however• a 
moi-al question of 0 ought," the subject was one on which a 
wide range of interpretations was offered and very heated 
debates held between the disciples of these six thinkers. 
Early nineteenth century moralist9 simply could not accept 
the ldea of either devouring one's fellow human beings, 
., . 
or else of being devoured as every individual pursued his 
own private interests. To offer the hypothesis 'that such 
1nd1v1duai" actions· as this const1 tuted a collective benef1 t 
for society was absurd to them. With the beginning of' the 
nineteenth century, end the already observable evils of 
the capitalist system with its all too apparent lack of 
social responsibility, these thinkers sought to' discover a 
means to get something done. f"or this reason, they looked 
at society not as a collection of individuals warring with 
one another, but as a living historical organism. They 
accepted the social nature of man, hence there only remained 
to determine the best social order in which man could 
express himself. The love of mankind was thus passed from 
14 
the eighteenth to the f;lineteenth .· century. However. was the 
answer to individual tyranny collective despotism? Was . 
there not a ttgoldenmean" to social harmony? Once ~gain. 
it must be painted out that. within.the ftam~work of.this 
study, ! t. was the six thinkets••Owan, Saint-Simon, rourier, 
Proudhon, Cabet and Blanc .. •who emerged as the most important 
of the early socialist writers.; Thay, with their disciples, 
provided the basic connotations far the term individualism, 
eve~ though Qther writers also popularized the term~ 
L1bera11sm,.wh1ch had originally sought to emancipate the 
individual from the fetters of tradition in all areas of 
life, had become so harnessed to the economic program of 
laissez faire capitalism that some critics echoed Voltaire's 
battle-cry "Ecrase2 111nf'&m1d 11 
How· was each individual within the social order to 
realii~ his greatest freedom arid develop hi$ indlvldual1ty,. 
which was not the same thing as "indiv1dua11sm," without 
disturbing the communt,ty? Anti-social individual! ty . was 
attacked by many critics~ The impotency or individualism 
to. handle the social problems associated with a complex 
and modern society meant. that elements of collectivism and 
individualism might both be necessary depending upon thu 
circumstances~ As if to confound the issue f'urther •. 
J. Ramsay !YlacOonald wrote that, "Socialism is itself a 
theory of individualism because socialists contend that 
15 
only under socialism will men be free~" Louis Blanc 
(1811-82), the politically active french socialist, noted 
the necessity for certain individual distinctions in any 
organized society• but minus private competition and its 
resulting capitalist evils. Individualism Blanc regarded 
as the necessary second stage in a historical triad that 
led from authoritarianism through individualism to, at . 16 
last, "la rraternitl." 
15 
Such doctrines as fratarni ty and association evoked 
responses from some quarters that sought a solution not in 
any moralistic egalitarian scheme, but in a responsible 
democracy among equally ftee but socially responsible 
associates. A charge made against social organization in 
the early nineteenth century, and repeatedly heard there• 
after, was that such planning would lead to virtual cultural 
sterility~ Although ma~y socialists have attempted to 
assure critics that they need not fear such a development• 
perhaps the most eloquent answer to the charge has been 
15 
16 
fflacoanald, 22.• cit., P• 27. 
Louis Blanc, Orgafti~ation du travail, quatrtlme &dition 
(Bruxelles1 Soclltl belgedu Librairie Hauman, 1845), 
P• 31. Hereafter cited as Organisation. 
16 
only recently made by a modern socialist. "The plain fact 
is that, on the contrary, Socialism aims at the emancipation 
of the individualJ it desires to set him free from the 
crippling and degrading·· forces of modern capitalism• to 
. ;,, . . '· 
open ~a him, for the first time in history, the fullest 
17 
OPP;~rtuni_~Y for the development of his personal! ty. i, 
There is no rejection involved, he pointed out f'urther, 
of tithe rights of the individual under socialism; full 
satisfaction· for each 1ndividua1•s ·rights and interests 
was, in fact, only possible in·a socialist society .. 
Although the·y did· not use ·these ·exact= wori:ts, the 
early nineteenth century·sociali.sts with whom this study 
will deal' s·ought to' express I themselves in somewhat 'the.' 
same fashion. lheir strong·moralist tradition would.not 
permit them, ·however, to replace one system of ty.ranny -by 
another~ ·Robert Owen, probably -one of' the most dogmatic 
and dictatorial of the early socialists, was too much of a 
humanitarian-to have"rorced"·his theories by resorting to 
violence. Like so many other ideas in the socialist movement, 
dogmatism also awaited the arrival of' Karl l'ii~rx. Along with 
many co·ntemporaries, Owen was outraged by the shocking 
17 
John Lewis• Sociallsm and the Individual (London, 
Lawrence & Wishart, 1961)-;--p". 12. 
17 
inhuman conditions of his day. He saw in an idealistic 
co-operative community, constructed ra.tionally by good men 
of common sense, his sought•ef'ter salvation on earth through 
social harmony among men.· Thinkers at about the turn of the 
century, and certainly during the first decades or the 
nineteenth cantu~y, took to using some rorm of tha stem 
"1ndividual 0 to express the essence of' all the deplorable 
manifestations and the ruthless system of unbridled compe• 
titian inherent in contempc:,rary capitalism. Thus, "indi-
vidualism" finally emerged in the major writings cf the 
six thinkers presented here as the final expre~sion of the 
unnatural and unhistoricB:1 exploitation of' man by man~ 
Such connotations were soon to receive of't"icial sanction 
by a variety of dictionaries;~ While "1ndiv1dua11smf1 thus 
developed and assumed from the beginning assorted peTjorative 
connotations, "soe1al1smtt was invented as its antonym. In 
the variety of socialisms which emerged, each of the six 
thinkers again contributed. They all sought to integrate 
the individual within a larger framewt>rk, the community. 
But what was the community7 These two terms vied with 
each other for the support of mankind. They wete compe~sd':'. 
by one source in 1895, which obviously supported socialism. 
18 
Individualism regards humanity as made up of discon. 
nected or warring atoms~ Socialism regards it as an 
organic whole~.~~The aim or Socialism is the fulfillment .or service; the aim.of individualism ls the attainment 
of some personal advantage••riches, place, or fame, 
Socialism seeks such an.organisation of.life as shall 
secure for every one the most complete development of 
his powl!l1"SJ individualism seeks-primarily tha satis• 
faction of the particular wants of' each one,·in the hope 
that. the pursuit.of prfMate interests will, in the end, 
sC!cure public wal f'are.. . . 
Tha notod historian of sonlal:lsm G. D~ tt.,Cole has 
described socialists as, -1~those whof·.1~· ~pposition. to the 
"l ' ... ·1 . prevailing stress on the-claim$ or tho lndividualt empha-· 
sizod the social clement in human relations and sought to 
bring about the rights of man let loose on the world by the 
rreneh Revolution and.,b-y_ th1r-·a·ceompanying revolution in the 
. 19 
oconomic field." Ho,uevar, before proceeding with;;/any 
further opinions regarding·ind!v!dualism and socialism, 
•:.; ... 
the origins of' tho term "!nrftv!dualismn must be more 
carefully traced and lts connotations placed in a historical 
conte~t. 
According to one English dictionary for. 1815. · tho re was 
20 
no such word as individualism. There were, however, seven 
18 
19 
Bishop B. F'; Westcott, ttAddress. bef'c,re Hull Ccn,gress," as 
quoted by w. D. P. Bliss. ! . Handbook Ot' Socialisfl'I 
(London, SvJan Sonnenschein & ·Co~, lB9sT, p .. - .s •.. 
Cole, gj;',• cit,• P• 2. 
20 _ . 
John Walkmr (ed.), A C,..r1 tical Pronouncing pic~iopary '!!!!!, 
t:?C1os~ tor P,t:, !!la. Enoti sh_ \,an9uage (Philadeiph,ia: E:dward IJJa ker et, al., 1815), P• 499• 
19 
derivations of the noun stem "1nd1vidualtt offered to the 
reader of the day~ Used in this fashion, the noun simply 
meantt nseparate from othe·rs or the same species. single; 
numer1c~11y, oneJ undivided• not tt:J be parted or dls-
21 
jointed.·" The term "1nd1v1dua11 ty" was rather abruptly 
22 
defined as having a "separate or distinct existence.•• 
In 1826 the same definition of "separate or distinct 
exi~tence" was repeated, and again there was no ind!• 
23 
v1dual1sm listed. Although the same entries were being 
re-stated, the base stem of the term was being so employed 
in the writJ.ngs of' the day that the resulting changes 
soon began to appear 1n the dictionaries. 
It was Robert Owen who first adopted the root "indi• 
vidual" and thus altered a neutral term into a convenient 
word, or words, for labeling what he regarded ~s being a 
basic evil in society. man n1s individualised," he wrote 
22 
23 
Ibid. This was the term which was so attractive to the 
writers of the Romantic movement, and which was also 
sought after by tha utopians in their various programs.· 
Jahn Walker (ed~) • A Cr! tical Prounouncing Dictionary And 
Expositor Of Ihe English Langua1e, Revised Edition (London, Ernest Fleischer, 1826 , . Pf 253. 
20 
in 1811, "and made openly or covertly, to oppose every other 
. 24 
human being." Some time later, Owen again altered the 
base stem of' the term "lndividual 0 and created the word 
25 
"individualising. 11 . I;tf was in an Oweni ts publication 
also that there f'irst appeared the term Hsocialist" for 
26 . 
any person 11Jho sought to create social harmony. Vet. 
27 
~ocialism did not a~pear until 1837 in Owen's publications. 
Perhaps there is a great deal of truth to the idea offered 
by a modern· psychologist, "The idea of socialism sprang 
not so much from the physical distress of manual workers, 
28 
as from the moral distress of mental workers. 11 It was 
... 




Robert'Owen, "Second Letter of August 7, 1817," A Supple• 
mentary Appendix le. The f"irst Volume !!!. . The Life .Q1:. 
Robert OuJen (LondontEffingham Ulilson, 1a5BT, P• 86. 
Hereafter referred to as! Sugplmmentary Appendi,i:~ 
Robert Owen,_ o5;a t ,!. Arner-lean Discourses .. • (London 1 Longmans, 182 . , P• 14. 
The Co•Operative ~agazina and monthly Herald (November, 
1827), P• 509; later again in the Poor Man's Guardian 
(August 24, 1833) t p_. 2751 see als'o'ii": -C-Bestor. "The 
Evolution of the Socialist Vocabulary, tt Journal £.t !t!!,. 
History .e!, Jdeas,· IX, 3 (June, 1948), pp. 259-302. 
27 
28 
The New Moral World, III (September 2, 183?), P• 364. --------
Henry de Man, l!ll!, Psvchololx e!, Socialism (New Vorkt 
H. Holt and Company, 1926, P• 228. 
21 
of the general interest of the community to that of' personal 
gain was clearly established ih the Engiish language with 
the term "individualism." Webster* s .8£l American Dictionary 
e.f. the English Language for 1841 carried the term for the 
first t.tma and defined "individualismu asa "The state of 
1nd1.vidual interest• or attachment to the interest at' 
tndividuals, in preference to the common interest of 
, 49 
society," This definition was offered later in 1856 by 
.,,.\,i 30 
ario;ther dictionary. The stress placed on the interests 
\)' . 
~{ 
of the community led thinkers an both sides of the English 
Channel to davi se the! r plans toward this end. They 
desperately wanted to rescue -humanity from the evils 
of lelss~z faire and its callous lack of social tesponsi• 
_:._~::. 
bility. Thare·,"nnly remained to ascribe to a series of 
conceptual notions the necessary select terms which se~med 
somehow to capture the main points in their programs, 
either positively or negatively, The terms finally arrived 
at: .. m!d•century, and given final semantic sanction by a 
l'. 
varl~,y of dictionaries, were individualism and socialism. 
29 
Noah Webster (comp,), A!l American Dictionary g!_ the English 
Language (Naw Havens a. L. Hamlin, 1841), I, p,893. 
30 , . 
Chauncey A. Goodrich (ed.), A !hp:.~ohouru::ing And Defining 
Dictionary Of The English Lanbuaae (Philadelphia: J. B, 
t..lpplncott,-Ya's6)"', ... p., 22r. · ,. 
22 
Like Great Britain or America• a leading french die• 
tionary for 1813 contained no entry for "l'individualisme," 
:31 
offering only "1 1ind1vidu." Saint-Simon, the first of· 
the Utopian Socialists from rrance to be examined hare, 
u~ed such rudimentary, but expressive, terms as "les 
int~rats individuals," "l'antagonisme•" "l'associa~ion," 
and "l'eg6isme." The first recorded use of the rrench term 
was by Joseph de Maistre in 1820, who lamented in conversation 
I 
the 1 divisiveness in society and bemoaned "le protastantisrne 
politique pousse jusqu" l 11hdividualisme la plus absolu, 
32 
•••" Thus the expression of anti-social individuality, 
or the willful separation an~ isolation from society, was 
introduced into French by a leader of the reactionary 
forces. However, it was the Saint-Simonians who first 
popularized th~ term to the reading public of France. In 
their journal Le Producteur (1826), Saint-Simonian authors ------
attacked the perpetuation of outmoded theories from the 
past century, and suggested a.need for a new social law to 
achieve real social harmony among unequal men. As one of 
31 .. 
32 
Ac9d~mie frangalsa, Dietionnaire de l'Acad~mie frangaise, 
5 (Paris, Bossange et Masson, leT3T, I, P• 730. 
See the copy of a conversation held with Charles de Lavau 
by Joseph da.ft'taistre, in peuvres comel~tes, nouvelle 
~dition (Lyont Librairie g~niral Catholique et Classique, 
1884-86) ,· XIV, P• 286. This conversation of 1820 luas not 
entered in Maietre's works until July 20, 1876. 
23 
them put it, "Comment liet le$ unes aux autres, dens un but 
et ,.u,:, 1nt6r~t universel, des rorces 1so1Aes portles natural• 
33 
lemsr1t s•exercer dans le cercle de 1 •indiv!dualisme?" 
If one would but consult history, this same author continuedt 
one .would see that an .intellectual elite must lead society 
away f"rom the reign of individualism toward a social order 
of 1;>eace and mutual assistance. After the death of -their 
master in 1825; the Sa1nt•Simon1ans attempted to clarify 
their interpretations of his dactrinas in a series of 
essays during 1B28•29~ Hera they used the term individualism 
widely. It must be pointed out here, however, that the 
term was never used by Saint-Simon himself, although he 
was responsible for providing the essential meanings behind 
the term as J. t was used by his students·. In March, 1829, 
one ':It them wrot_et 0 The public listens indulgently to the 
doctrines that tend to 1nd1vidua11za beliefs .or interests 
more and more~ In short, egoism, expressed in political 
. . 
33 
Le Producteur, Journal de l'Industrie, des· Sciences et 
peau~~arts (Chicagoi University of Chicago microfilm 
Collections, T826), II; P• ·535. · This particular article 
is concluded with only the initials "P.m.L~"; Henry-Ren& 
d'Allemagne quotes a portion of this article incompletely 
and attribute$ its authorship to "Laurent," in w, 
Saint•Simoniena 1827-1857 (Paris, librairie Grllnd, 1930), 
p. 54. The author iri question must be Paul•filathieu · 
Laurent, ons of the lesser known members. Sae also 
Koenraad w. Swart, "'Individualism• In The fllid•Nineteenth 
Century,"_ :Journal. 2!, the Historx !!!, Ideas, XXIII •· l 
(Jan.•i\1ar. • 1962), P• -,g'. 
24 
or religious terms, finds grace before it in whatever form 
34 
it may appear. 11 ln June, 1829, the author of the "Twelfth 
Session" used the term· u1 t individualisms" f'ot- the f! rst time 
in this series~ lie wrote in part, tti'his formidable unanimity 
of all the defenders of individualismr an questions of poll• 
tics· should suffice to prove to them that their social 
beli~fs are not logic~l daductioris from· their ab-called 
I 
philosophic doct~ines and should make them d~ubt the value 
3~ 
of ·their beliefs for thi·s reason ·alone.,. In the session 
for July• 1829, there was discussion regarding the necessity 
of leading mankind •out of a state of isolation and egoism, 0 
two of the cent~~l connotatio~s given to individualism by 
the early nineteenth ceritury socialists in general, and by 
36 
Saint-Simon, Owe·n and F'ourier in particular. Th~ pre-
vailing view was 'neatly p·ackaged 1n the "Sixteenth Session" 




Saint-simonians, The Ooet.rine Of. Saint-Simons. An Exeosit!on; 
First Vear, 1B2B:ni29 (Bostons Beacon Press, I'9ss), p. 114. 
As natad earlier, when a suitable English translation of 
major luorks is available, it has been used. 
Ibid., P• 179 •. f'or the first use of the term, see the 
exact quotatf.on as found in Ooctrinfi de Saint.simon 
ei:eml~re ann&e. excosi tion. ~. (Paris a au: Bureau de 
l'Organisateur, 1830)• P• 216. · 
Saint•Simonians, .!tl2, Doctrine Of Saint•Si!I!2!l, PP• 232, 
. 237, 239 •. 
25 
"Yes, my friend, the words •order,' •religion,• •assoc!• 
atlon,• and 'devotion' are a sequence of hypotheses corres• 
ponding to the -sequence 'disorder,• 'atheism,' 'ind! v!du-
37 
alism,• and •egol~m~•n 
With the change in governments from Charles X to that 
of' Louis Philippe in 1830 11 the forces of' anti-individualism 
rea~ted sharr,ily to the tai=3s@!. !~1£~ oriantat!on of the 
\ 
new regimo~ Pierre Lere>t.tx dist:ussed the fragmentation in 
thought and tho fine arts in a letter of Saptambert 1831• 
to the Revue ~n~lcloemdigue~ He warned of a result in 
which: •c•ast qua la philosophie a abouti au doute, la 
politique I 1 1 indiv1dualisrna, l'ax-t I'. l'e><altation de 
l'orgueil, !'erudition~ la satisfaction d'une va!ne 
38 
curios! tm. • Aa an editor of b~ . .§lqbE}, one of the 
Salnt•S!monlan jburnals, h~ commented the following year 
that, •11 n•y ••• en polit!que que deux systlmes. l'associ• 
39 
ation et l'individual!sme.• In the fall of 1B33, Leroux 
so used socialism and association as to make them synonomous 
and, in the process, introduced "eac!alism" irito French, 
37 
Ibid., p~ 247~ 
38 . . 
Quoted by P.•f!lix Thomas, fliarre Leroux, sa vie, , son· 
oeuvre, ll doctrine (Pariss rllix Alcan, iioXY; p-;--io. 
39 .. 
Quotod by Carl GrOnberg, "Der Ursprung der Worta · • Sa'i:Lal• 
1smus1 und I Sozialist, 1 " Archiv !!!t die Cesch!chte £m!t 
Sozialismus (Leipzig: Hirschfeld, 191.2}; II, P• 376·~ 
26 
•c•etait un nlologisme alors• un nlolog1sme n&cessaire pour 
40 
faire opposition~ 111ndiv!dua11sme.• Leroux then took 
the final step and paired the two terms in 1833 as antonyms~ 
ttNous sommes pourtant auJourd 1hui la proie de ees deux 
syst?imes exclus1fs de 11indiv1dual!sme et du soc!alisme, 
repousses que nous sommes de la 11bertl par celui qui 
pr§tend la t'aire rlgner, et de 11 assoc1at1on par celul qui 
\ 41· 
la prlcha~ n 
Individualism first entered a French dictionary in 
1836, and only then in a supplement to the two volume set 
- 42 
issued by the f"rench Academy the year before.~ The 
40 . 
41 
Quoted by David Owen Evans. Le Socialiame romantigue 
Pierre Leroux et ses Contemporains {Paris I fl1arcel 
Rlvllre, 194°§), p-:--2°6. · 
Pierre Leroux, "De 1 11ndlvidua1isme et du soctalisme," 
Revue encxclop~digue, LX (octobre 1833), PP• 94•117. 
42 
The term used by the f"rench Academy in 1835 was the verb 
"individualiser" by which was meant, "T; de Philosophie. 
ConsidArer, pr&senter une chose quelconque isolAment, 
individuelleinent; ou:, F'aire qu 1elle ait un caract~re 
propre et qui la distingue de toutes les autres choses 
de son· esp~i:e~I' Acad§mia franc;gtise, ict onnaire 1!! 
·ril'Acadftm!e franoaise, sixi~me Adition Paris: Didot, 
- 835), 1-1, p.,, 29.. This was the term employed by Karl 
fllarx in l844f he wrote that "the estate is individualised 
w1 th 1 ts lord,•• 1n Economic And Philosophic manuscripts 
Q!. 1844, Second Impression (rooscowt roreign Languages 
Publishing House, 1961). pp~ 61 1 62. 
27 
definition provided by the Academy in its supplementary 
publication of 1836 f'or "1 '.tndividualisme" was, "T. de 
Ph!.losophie. Syst?ime d' isolement dans les travaux, las 
43 
efrorts; l 1opposA d'Esgrit J!'association. •• The Belgian 
Society piovtded a shortened version of the 1836 entry in 
their d1ct1onat-y of 1837 s 0 syst~ma d' isolement dans, les 
44 
tra"-aux, dans lee efforts. 1• The french Academy later 
elaborated further on the new term in 1B42. usyst~me 
d1 isolemant dans les travaux, dans les Atudes, dans 
1 1ex1stence~ L.~;ndiv!dual!sme emt !'oeeosl £! !,'esprit 
S,'association." This last definition would be the one 
used through the mid•nineteenth century, in 1856 for example. 
The 1842•56 definition showed its Utopian Soc!al!st origins 46 . 
rather clearly. In the evolution of this term to about 
mid•century, tha six thinkers examined here all contributed, 
43 
Acad§m!a trangaise, §ueel&ment au D!ctionnaire .5!!, 
l'Acad~mie franoaise, 6~ (Parist Barba, 1836), p. 455. 
Ytailcs In original. 
44 ., 
45 
AcadAmia fran9aise, Oict\onnaire J:!ll dictionnalres 2!:!.· 
vocabulaire unf versel L complet de !!. Langue. franyaise 
re r~duissant ...!.. olctionnaire a trAcad§mie franga se 
s xi me et _derni5re Gdltion · ubl §e !?!!, 1835) et le 
Suppl ment. !. £2. dictionnalre Bruxe lesa Societls de 
Paris, Landres et Bruxelles, 1837), II, p. 193. 
AcadAmie fran9aise, om l~ment du O!ctlonn~!re 





The Utopian Socialists by no means had a monopoly on 
the term indivldualism, other writers began to use the term 
during the .18:30's in,particu_lar and. all of them disfavorablyi· 
The connotation of egoism attached to individualism was 
well illustrated by the remarks ot Balzac's character , . . . 47 , 
Benassf.s in "The Country Doctor" of 1833,. In fact, 
egoism and individualism were confounded* and ~he idea of' 
egoism was pethaps the most popular expression of lndi• 
vi dualism. ·The full -impact of this particu~ar view. is· 
fully apparent in.one or the most widely read politic!!!! 
\ 
studies of the day, Alexis de tocquevllle•s Oemocracr l!l 
.B.ru~rtca.: F'1rst published in 1835, it was not _translated 
and published in £ng11sh until 1840. 'the semantic d1ff'i• 
cultias, involved in the use of the term "individualism" 
were explained at the time by. Henry Reeve the translator. 
"I know of no English word exac~ly equivalent to the 
expression.-••-. The passage in: t}Uestion reads- in partt 
47 
Honor§ de Balzac, "The Country Doctor," in lllorks (New 
York and Lon.don, Harper & Brothers, 19'17), x, P• 54. 
The statement wast nthe great mao who shall save us 
f'rom the ship11,reck whJch 1s imminent will no doubt 
avail himself of 1nd1V1dua11sm when he makes· a nation 
or. us once more, but until. this regeneration comes, we 
bide our time in a materialistic and utilitarian age ... 
29 
Individualism ia a novel expression to ::~}which a novel 
idea has• given. birth~ O~r fathers wer~ bnly acqu~inted 
with, ~gotism. Egotism is a passionate and exaggerated 
love of sslf,which leads a man to connect everything 
with h.ts · own per·son, · and· to prefer himself to everything 
in the world •.. Individualism 1s · a mature and calm feeling, 
whlch:;··d.tspbses each member of' the community to. sever 
himself·. from·· the mass of his 'f'ellow-creatures, and to 
draw apart with his family and his friends;·'so that, 
after ha has thus fprmed a little cirqle of ;his ·own, 
he willingly leaves society at large to itself.,EgotJsm 
originates in blind instinct, -individualism ·proceeds 
from .err(Jf'leaus Judgement more, than from deprESved.. .. 
feellngss. l\~riginates as·such ln'the defic!~ncles of 
the mind as in the perversity of_ the heart. . . .. 
Egotism blights the germ of all virtue, .i.ndividualism, 
at first, only sap$ the virtues ·of public life; but, in 
the long run, lt attacks and destroys all oth~rs, and 
is at length absorbed in downright egotism. Egotism is 
a vice as ·old as, the· world, which does not belong to 
one forrn of' society more than to another• individualism 
is of democratic art•gin, and it- threatens to jgread in 
the same ratio as the equality c;,f conditions. 
Thus, de Tocqueville want to a great deal of efrort 
to distinguish between the iwo terms "individualism" and 
ttegotism.,n ·A portion of de Tocqueville's analysis was 
in fact incorporated verbatim in an English language 49 . . 
dictionary of 1856. · It has generally been held that 
Democracy In America saw the first appearance in English 
48 
Alexis de Tocqueville, Oemocrac}! 1Q. America (London 1 
Saunders and Otley, 1840), III, PP• 202•03. 
49 . 
Jahn Oglilvie (ed.) 1 The Imperial Dlcttonar\!• •. (Glasgow: 
Blackie and Son, 18561, I, P• 1000; 
30 
of "individualism• tt but Michael Chevelier•s account of his 
travels appeared a year before de Tocqueville•s study, and 
he used the term to describe ••the Yankee" 1 "Ha is indi• 
viduallsm incarnate; ln him the spirit of locality and 
50 
division is carried to the utmost•" Chevalier felt that 
the "sp1r1 t of division and lndiv!doalism" was most. pro• 
51 
nounced 1.n the New England States~ As previously notedt 
the term(sQon )entered the English language dictionaries of 
the day shortly thereafter~ The writers who thus used the 
term individualism to describe the anti-social tendencies 
of the day were very strange bedfellows indeed. Vet the 
fact remains that 'it was the utopian soc1al1sts· who con• 
s1stent1y ascribed to "lndJ.v1dua11sm" the pe,jorative conno-
tations, and these we:ra incorporated into the definitions 
provided to the reading public of Western Europa by many 
authoritative sources~ Later dictU,naries continued to 
build on the earlier defln:l tions for individualism~ The 
Larousse dictionary of 1873 stated thati .. Le printipo 
.•> 
d 11ndiv1dualisme est celu1 qui, prenant l'homme en dehors 
50 
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fflichael Chevalier, Societx, fflanne~s ,B!!!1 Politics lo. .!!:ll!., 
Mnitad States, Beilg A Series Of Letters on North America 
trans. from ihe th rd-f'rench sdi tlon ( Boston• Weeks, 
Jordan And Company, 1839), p~ 116~ 
Ibid;,, P•. 40?·~· 
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de la sociGtA. le rend jugs de ce qui 11entoure et de 
lui .. mBme, lu1 donne un sentiment exal ti de ses droi ts sans 
lui 1ndiquer ses devoi rs; 1 1abandonne ! ses prop res forces• . 52 . 
et, pour tout gouvernement, proclame le laissez faire." 
!he tollowJ.ng year, 18?4, t.ha pictionnaire de !!. Langue 
rran21,\s~. ·Qffered the followingr "Terms· de1 philosophie. 
Syst?ima d1isolement dans 11ex1stence~ l 11nd!vidualisme 
est l'opposl de !•esprit d'assoc:1atton. Th~orie qui fait 
53 
prtvalo.f.r las droits de 1'1ndividu sur ceux de 1a.soci3tA. 0 
By the end or the nineteenth .century; this,lattar definition 
54 . 
was the· most widely accepted. in f'rench circles~·· • · Thus, 
the n1ndividualisttt was an autonomous·being·who was capable 
of willfully isolating. himself from society in order to 
pursue his own egotistical· ends at the expense of' others. 
However, individualism was, and.ts, a most difficult term 
to define precisely~ . As one scholar on· the subject wrote, 
52,, .. 
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Piet;a Lal"ousse (ed.), Grand Dictionnarie universal du 
XIX · pi~cle (Par.le• Administration du Grand olctionnarie 
universal, 1873), IX, p~ 657. 
Emile LittrA (ad.), 01ct1onnail"e de !!, Langue fran9aise 
(Paris: Hachette, 1874), III, p.76. 
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Henry Lfon ro11in, ,ttQuel1e est la vAritable dlfin.ttion 
de 1 1ind1~1dualisme?," Journal rJes §conomistes, XXXVII. 
(Janvier l mars, 1899)~. PP• 3•18.· · · 
From the very beginning 11.ndividual~sm•_ was used to 
.designate· at· least :three' highly· dissimilar clusters 
of ideas_= first, the idealistic doctrine with equali• 
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·tat1an·.impl1cations of' th~ rights of man, or what ·may : 
be called_po11t1eal liberalism; secondly, the anti• 
.statlst,-·'1argely .utilitarian, doctrine of laissez faire, 
or economicl.!beraltsm; thirdly, the aJ."1sto~~~t1c cult 
· 0f1 individuality, :or· '.Romantic individualism. > · · · 
. / 
lt wa; __ ~ot . until well a rter mi d•mi neteenth · century, 
. . . ·, ' ., . 
1859•50, · that ·anyone sought· ·to· use-- 0 !nd1vidualism" ·1n· a . . 
pos! ti.vs· sense,.: '.In· one or ·the most popular :books· of the ·. 
century• : Samuel Smiles· wrote tn· Sel ~•Hele· ·(1859) · that, 
"l·t ts this· strong individualism which makes and _keeps·• 
- . 
Englishmen teally free, and btings out fulli the actio1t•of 
56 
the social ·body." So it was that· during the first fifty · 
years df,the· nineteenth century. terms which ·would later 
play suc:h important roles ·1n the history •of' socialism wsre 
given their re spec ti ve detinitions., Vat. it· must· be empha• 
sized again, that what would be termed "individualism" or ·. 
"socialisin" wera, in actuality, a multiplicity of complex 
ideas and actions which were polit1c:al 1 social,_ economical 
and phllosophlcal. He~e, in fact, is precisely where the 
six thinkers tteatad in this study made their own contri• 
butions to the· history or :indlvJ.dualism, and socialism. 
55 
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Swart, WI• cit., P•. 77. 
Samual Smiles{ Self•Help. with Illustrations of Character 
!!l!1, Conduct London, J. murry, 18S9), P• 20.-
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Alt~ough the following chapters will examine vafious 
problems·of individualism and the role of the individual as 
presented in the major writings of the most ,important men 
in Utopian .. sacialism, a few words of general ·1ntroduetion.: 
are in order. Tlie creative abilities or each thinker were 
such that they vari~d a Qreat deal in their individual 
solutions to the social system of the day, but ·they.all 
had some similarities worthy of note. All or them ware 
thinkers of some fame; hence• their basic presentation was 
designed toward presenting a convincing polemical discourse 
and the winning of semantic battles with their colleagues. 
They were• for the most ~art• cons~rvative men in that they 
did not regard social change by violence as the anstiler to 
the problems of the day. Thay generally accepted the 
eighteenth century concept .that only a good society could 
possibly· produce gocd men. They tended to· look at the worker 
with·a rather romanticized notion in·which each ·member of 
~acl~ty accepted an ·adequat8 a~~unt of.society~s produce, 
whic;h they would determine• and lived happily with it. As 
a' vital part of ·their heritage, a strong anti-clericalism 
pervaded: much of their writings. Certainly they all, as 
moralists, loved humanity and tended to idealize mankind~ 
All placed a great deal or emphasis upon a good system of 
edt,ttiation for the masses as one means of improving society;. 
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They attempted to face squarely the issue of compensations 
and rewards for individual initiative, while providing a 
system of rules and regulations at the same time which would 
protect the community itself. Soma Utopian Socialists were 
.led to. communlsm-•Cabet and Owen••while others found a 
solution in another form of collectivism, or_ in the. anarchism 
Dr Proudhon. 
:At differing points in the development of' their_ thought• 
they·attempted to resolve the basic problem of the !ndi• 
vidual •s rights as opposed to those of the group~ At 1vhat 
point must the freedo_m of the individual be subordinated to 
the _general interest or society'/ IIJhet are the necessary 
criteria_ fol' opposing "ind! vi dual" interests in the name of 
the community? Who is to select .the cr1teria1 tt is the 
answers to such questions as thesa, and soms raised earlier, 
that. will ha sought in the major mri tings of' Owsn, Saint-Simon, 
f'ouri_er, Proudhon, Cabet and Blanc~ These six figures 
consti t.uta_ a cross section of the HUtopian" phase of modern 
socialism in Britain and rrance between 1eoo.1a4a. For 
all of them, "fresdom" was something obtainable, but only 
under. different conditions than those.under which they 
themselves lived. 1s a modern British socialist put ltt 
••tt is the contention of Socialists tha.t economic 1nd1• 
vidualism leads ultimately to the nega.tion of both free_dom 
35 
and tha individual, while the co-operative eommontuealth 
with its responsibilities and obligations makes for real 
57 
freedom and real responsibility." 
A golden me~n between "individualism" and "communism" 
was the prize ihich they sought, excluding Cabet and Owen~ 
"Socialism," wrote the Fabian Society's Sidney roebb, n1s, 
indeed, nothing but the extension ot democratic self.gov• 
ernment from the political to the industrial world, and it 
is hard to resist the conclusion that it is an inevitable 
outcome of the joint effects of the economic and poll tical 
58 
revolutions of the past c~ntury." Although these six 
Utopian Socialist~ opposed individualism in varying degrees, 
they sought to maintain a healthy "individuality." A 
leading American socialist and labo·r leader• ·oaniel De 
Leon, h·as described the situation in part as followst 
57 
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ror the very re'ason that the soldiers must be individually 
well tr•ined• all of them must give up a certain portion 
of' their individualism to the whole, without which there 
cotild be no organization. Without altruism in the army, 
each soldier would pull his own way, and you might have 
anything you please, but an army you would not .have·. It 
requires individuality, plus the surrender of part of 
yourselr, and that 1s the point Socialism teaches-• 
Lewi st 9.e.• .e.!i•, P• a; 
Sidney UJabb1 .Socialism And Individualism (New Vorkt 
John Love,Company, 191IT; p, 22, 
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man is a social being• and the real capabilities of his 
individuality cannot develop so long as he is not in 
societ!§ marg1ng part of his individuality in the 
whole. 
Thus, for any individual to have his proper role and 
the opportuni~y to assert hi• individuality, it was neces~ 
sary for the community to be organized in soma fashion. 
"Social organisation," wrote J. Ramsay MacDonald; "is the 
. 60 
condition, not the antithesis, of individual liberty." 
The. task r.,f organ!ztng aoc!aty was a challenge eagerly 
accepted by the early n:tnetesnlh can·tury socialists in 
Britain and rrance~. Individual cr·aativi ty, operating in 
an inte11P-ctua.1 climate of' real freedom and responsibility, 
. : . . ' . . . 
could bnly ~xpress 1tselr through the medium of an organic 
commurilty guided by enli~htened p~!~c!ples~· However, first 
it was necessary to determine what those enlightened 
principles were. ror thi:s, one must turn to the major 
writings or the individual writers. 
: 59 . 
· Daniel De Leon, 0 soc1al1sm vs. Individualism," Neu, York 
Labor News (April.14, 1912), P• 15~ --
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Plechanoff1~ definition of the "Utopian" as one who 
sought for -"perfect social otganisat1ontt from an abstract -
principle applies best to Robert Owen (1771-1858) of' Great 
Britain. Howe·ver, his utopian insights included such modern 
ideas as the sea as an inexhaustible supply of food, educa-
tional ref~rms, public works projects and the, as yet, 
misunderstood emotional and pyscholttgical problems of mass 
frust·ration and despair. Like Karl. marx later in the 
century. Owen's observations were based upon both truth 
, and some hatr.truths, but they both founded their ~e's~ 
pective systems an the-basis of incorrect conclusions about 
what these "truths" were. In addition to the national 
differences with his rrench counterparts, Robert Owen had 
other distinctions as we11. After leaving home at the age 
of ten and serving as an apprentice in a variety of' manu-
facturing enterprises. Owen and a group of partners took 
over the management of a cottQn mill at New Lanark in 
Scotland. _ trom the beginning of' this large scale enterprise 
in 1800, Owen pl;'oved himself' a competent supervisor and, 
38 
almost at the same time• an energetic reformer. On his own 
initiative he introduced a benevolent paternalism among the 
workers which soon made his mills famous. Owen personally 
inaugurated a series of' policies which first removed the 
younger children f'rom tha factory, then improved sanitation 
facilities·. He ivas an innovator also of limi tad hours of 
work for adults; he directed the $Stabllshlng of a true 
co-operative s~oret built a modern education system for 
both.children and adults, advocated religious toleration. 
and showed a prof! t while doing all of these projects. 
Owen's The Life "of Robert Owen u1ritten during the laso•s, ....................... _.........., . 
published with a supplement in 1857-58, is a fascinating 
61 
account of the ·Welsh humanitarian•s dreams for mankind. 
Owen's program of rational reform, ~she developed 
1t, .stemmed from his central doctrine.of environmental 
determinism••"Train any population rationallYt and they 
will be rational. tt He believed that if mankind could 
constructively transform its.institutional environment, 
then man could r~form society along totally new lines. 
61 . . . 
Robert Owen• The Llf'e of Robert Owen. tiJri tten .fiY. 
Himself". (NewYorkaAifred A. Knoi)'f, 1920), and 
A Supplementary ~peendix as previously cited. 
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"Out- hopes·for the f'utura condition of' tha human race," the 
fllarquis de Condorcet had written previously along someLuhat 
similar lines in 1794, "can be subsumed under three impor-. 
tant headst the abolition of' .inequality between nations. 
the progress of equality within each nation. and the true 
62 
perf'ection of' mankind.". However,· Robert Owen sincerely 
thought.he was the first to discover certain laws operating 
within the social order~ As one modern critic has observed a 
*'Because his ideas were based so directly on his personal 
experience he held to them with immense tenacity, but he . 63 . 
never learnt to evaluate them properly • ., Indeed, Owen; 




The advantage$ of' this·general domestic arrangement 
can only be known and appreciated by those who have had 
great experience in the beneficial results ot" extensive 
combinations• in improving the condition of the working 
classes: and whose minds, advancing beyond the petty 
range of individual and party interests; have been 
calmly directed to consider what may now be attained by 
a well-devised association of human powers, for the 
benefit·or all ranks. It 1~ such individual~ only, who 
can detect the present total want of foresight in the 
conduct of society, and ttsgross misapplication of' 
Antoine-Nicholas de Condorcet. Sketch !2.£, A Historical 
.Picture Of The Prog~ess P.t: The Human tnind (London: 
EvetymanTti' Library Edition,1955), p.--rf3. 
Arthur L. morton• The life and Ideas of Robert Owen 
(London• Lawrence&tllisharr;-1962), j;7 17, -
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the most valuable and abundant means of securing pros-
perity~ They ~an d1st1nctly perceive, that the blind are 
leading the blind from the difficultAls to danger• which 
they feel.to 1ncrease'at every step. 
Such a statement explains why Owen always had so much 
difficulty e><plaining hi~' rational system to others in any~ 
thing ·other tha:n· _a· personal key·~ In the last analysis, ona 
had to take a .great deal or his ideas on trust or_ with 
reference to New Lanark, and whenever these ideas Palled 
t~ make ·.the satisf'act~,ry impression- which he desired on 
. ' . . . . . 
his listener, Owen naJ!vely-replied that it-was .only ignor-
. ' 
. \\ance which. prevented -~ne*s accepting his sel r•evident 
-propositi~ns+ .. o·,..• under difrerent circumstances, he would 
declare that ·va_rious ·1ndiv!duals, parties and .sects allowed 
their own· personal interests to .blind them to the truth. 
This is what brought Owen into tt?'e ranks of' the antt-indi .. 
'. vJ.dualists. 
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Robert, ()wen, .,Beeort .!9.- The County Of Lanark, !lt A Plan 
f2.t Relievino Public Distress, !.!l.2, ,Removi,qg;·Disconteiit, 
.l!x,. &~ng- Parmanent, Product£ ve Employment .Ia The f2.2.t 
! UJqrking !;.._lasses, Under Arran9emsntp Which lllill Essen~ 
tiall,x, lmgrov~ Their Character, And Ameliorate The.1r 
Condition; Oimin1s~ .I!:!.! k-2,<Penses .Q!. Production And 
Consumij£1u,:i, And Create markets Co•Extansiue Wittt" 
Production e-820) (London1 Charles Vandrant, 1832), 
pp,30 ... 31.,, · 
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With publication of his essays on social reform in 1816, 
based -on hls program at New Lanark, Owe·r) launched his real 
literary career as a reformer. f"rom about this point until 
his death in 1858 1 Robert Owen••"the Friend of man"••enthusi• 
astically expounded his program of rational reform. He 
even sought to transplant his system in the fertile soil 
of New Harmony, Indiana• between,1825 and·l82B, but failed. 
This unsuccess he attributed to the irrational pursuit of 
individual gain 1 individual interests, certain individuals 
and party or sect interests. He never considered there. 
was anything intrinsically mrong·w!th h!s program, since he 
had seen it work t:,efore. He simply could not divorce himself' 
from hie spectacular successes• perhaps too spectacular, at 
65 
New -lanat:k'~ 
fflillenarian!sm••making, .the globe "into an ever•!mproving 
earthly paradi$e"••was most definitely an early ingredient 
in Owen's thought. lt continued to grow stronger with the 
passage of time, and took hold completely after his failure 
as a ti-ade·unionist in the m1d•lB30 1s. Vet, it.was always 
somewhere in his writings. He wrote 1n 1811 in part thats 
42 
"Even notu the time is near at hand;..•almost arrived•-when 
su1ords shall be turned into ploughshares, and spears into 
pruning hooks•-when every man shall sit lJrtder, his own vim, 
66 
and his own flg•traa. ~nd no~a shall make him afraid.h 
Only ignorance prevented the realization of' a tuorld tui thout 
violence and exploitation, of povarty and misery being 
alleviated for goodJ a world gutded by intelligen~e toward 
lastiMg human happiness for all mankind. Owenism ult!m~tely 
became a religious crusade for the spiritual regeneration 
tif man. tttt is a familiar paradox," G. o. M~ Cole has. 
obset'Vedt "that men tend to act most vigorously t1Jhen. thay 
p'roclaim that they are· doing what tfie order of the 'universe 
. 67 
bids them do, and will achieve even in iheir cte'spite~·tt 
This trait 1s particularly dominant among those elements 
1n 'the 1ntallsctua1 community which $eem obsessed with, ,the 
desire to sacri fica everything fot the aake of the ·ge;no'ra_l 
interest. Owen's love or mankind led him to think alw~is, 
. . . . I 
. . . . ': ',. 
or society or human! ty ra_then: than of the· individual, or· 
any grouping of 1nd1v1duals. ••1 cared, and I do. stilf 'car.e, 
66 
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Owen,! pueeinm~ntapy ~2~~nd&x, PP• 132-33. 
G. o. H. Cole, The Life of Robert Owen (London1 
fi!acmillan and Compin'y";. 1930), p~ :e--
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as 11 ttle for the individual as any of' his opponents did or 
can·. t make him, as they shall now be made, an instrument 
68 
to forward Q'leasures f'or our mutual and the general benefit.·" 
ror many a critic of society 1n early nineteenth century 
Britain, Owenism provided a vision of a better world for 
the future based on experience 1n the past and the present; 
1 t cornb1ned 1dea11sm and actual achievement into a program 
of action which competed with· the other contemporary pro-
69 
grams offered across the Channel. "It is time," f'ormu• 
lated a pro•Owenite writer of fiction in 1828, "that 
ignorance should be supei:seded by !ntelligencet that 
destitution, misery and vice, the bitter fruits of' the 
former, should be supplanted by abundance, happiness, and 
70 
virtue;•.~•• 
How did Robert Owen cont~ibute to the meanings given 
the t~rm individualism? Ae previously noted 11 it was Owen 
who spoke in 1817 af mankind being ••ind1v1dua11sed, and 
made openly or covertly, to oppose every other human 




Owen, "First Letter of July 25• 1811," A Supplementary 
Appendix, P• 81~ ; 
One F'rench author.concluded thatt "Done entre 1833 et 
1848 le nom de socialists tradui t ! 'opinion des adhArents 
et disciples du systtime de Robert Owen. 1t Evans •. 212.• cit; 1 
p. 26. 
John fflintern Morgan; The Revolt .Q!.!!:l!. Bees, Second 
Edition (Londona Longman U• !!•• 1a2a.,.-;-.;. -vi. 
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the obstacles which he saw on the path to true social har• 
many. He described how they could only be removed ~1r those 
who have influence in society" prevented, what he termed, 
• • • ',• I I • 
"individual considerat!ot1s" from competing titith and 'res• .. ,•. .. · . 71'. . . 
tr1eting•·i).mportant practical beneri ts. By the time Owen 
publ.f.shed his four early essays under .'the si~gle .title as 
;_ 0 • I j 
A £E!J! View e! §ociety. he had very carefully used the term 
u1nd1v1dual"· 1n such a way that it had lost its semantic 
neutraii ty. rrom time ·to tjma he d!d use the term in the 
sense that it r.uas currently foun·d in the dictionaries, a 
.reference to a·slngle person under any circumstances. It 
was his ·expansion of tha word into a verb form which created 
the sinister connotations noted earlier~ Likewise he used 
the term as an adjective with pejorative meanings before 
a variety' of nouna~ ·throughout. his 11 terary works, Owen 
constantly employed derivations of the word "1ndividual"t 
ha most frequently used "individua·11s1ng" or "individualised," 
72 
but later he also used »individualism" itself'~ 
··11 
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Owen• A !t!!! View 2.f. Societi, p~ 20. 
ror but a few of the many examples of Owen's usage of the 
first two terms for the year 1B17 alone,~-see --! ~upple• 
mentar~ Appendi~, pp. 112, 113, 114, 117; or later, 1849, 
sea his The. Revolution in the l'ilind and Practite' of' . the ........ .. ~~.·--- .......... · Human· ~, 2,t, !Jl!. Coming_ t..Cn: an9e from I rra tiona.u. t~ El. 
Rationality \Londons E. UJ1lson, 1849}, P• 111 •. 
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Although "individualism" appeared in an E:nglish dic-
tio~ary in the eatly l840's, Owen dld not first use the term 
itself until·l849. While d1$cussing the anticipated prob-
lems involved in getting a sufficient number of workers 
for his communities, Owen attacked their a~parent reluc-
tance to Join him. ••aut their present habits are those of 
ignurant, selfish 1ndividualis11't• ·most injurious to all, 
and they have na correct ideas of rational. social habits, 
based on tha fundamental principle of truth, and of a life 
in accordance with itt in consequence, all their false 
associations of ideas and injurious practices, emanating 
73 
from them, must be changad~ 11 Since 1817, howevei-, the 
ideas which he expressed by the term ind1v1dualism had been 
implicit ttl his other terms and phrases cited earlier. In 
18571 Mr. Robert Cooper, one of 011,en's followers, read f'or 
the agad'homanitarian an address in which Owen depicted 
individualism as the scourge of the earth. "Let it also 
be equally remembered, that it may·sinkdeep in your minds, 
that individualism is another term fot covert hatred, 
competition, contests• wars, poverty, degradation, and . 74 
misery for the masses.•• At the same time, Owen inf'ormed 
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Owen, !tie. Revolution !.£!. !h!. fflind, PP• 49-50. 
Robert Owen, "Speech of 24 l'tiay 1857," Robert Owen's 
Millennial Gazetta, Second Edition (Londona Effingham 
Wilson, IBSB), PP• 86-87. 
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the Congress of the Advanced r~nds of the World through Mr. 
Cooper that he wes indeed a socialist, and paired the two 
terms "individualism» and "$6c!al!sm" as opposites. "Let 
it be now known to all," Owen told the delegates, "that 
individualism and true Christianity can never co•e·xist •• •• 
Individualism is• and ever has been, the Anti-Christ, or 
.. ' . 
apeo·set g!. truth over the world• in prine19le and practice, 
in forming the character; and in governing the human 
75 · 
races. n ror -Owen, a "Socialist" was a· person· who ••tn' 
spirit, mind, and practice, has love and charity for every 
human bein91 who loves his neighbor, as shown by his 
practice, as himself; who heartily and cordialiy d~sire~ 
and endeavours ·to promote the best permanent happiness of 
everyone, without excepting even the worst made human 
character;· who desire~ to be on an equality with his fellows, 
but not hi'gher in rank, station• privileges, or enjoyments, 
than his equals in age, and one who wili sac·rifice his· life 
before he would· deny the truth· or any of these all-ime·ortant 
' ff ' 




Ibid., p .. 87. 
This passa~e woold suggest that Owen was influenced by 
the inro~ds made by the English Christian Socie11sts 
dur1ng'the mid•l850 1s. Certainlt his state~ent that~ 
"A true Christian and a true· Socialist are tu,o names 
for the same thing.~· lbid.,.pp~ 87~~arr~· -
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into ~ha general soct&llst ranks• Again, having created 
his own system and the necessary terminology to go with it, 
Owen was reluctant to abandon portions of them for an imper• 
sonal·J.ntarnational movement. ln fact, he constantly pre-
ferred his own terms since they were more intimately linked 
with his own plaris-.-a trait of all the Utopian Socialists. 
In a pamphlet of 1841, Owen stated that what he had in 
mind ·for socialism ~as his own system, which ought always 
11 
to be thought of as the "Rational stats of society." 
Throughout his writings, Owen used the term "ind!• 
vi dual'' in a variety of' ways~ When it was employed simply 
as a noun, "individual'• generally referred to a singie 
person placed in any particular context and with no 
pejorative connotations lnv~1ved. However, whenever it 
was used in an ~djectival way• it was always modifying 
nouns such as "interest,..- ttparty," "sacttt or "gain." Its 
use as a verb of any kind was always malevolently inspired~ 
He frequently had recourse to the word "individuality" too, 
by ,.uhich Owen envisioned having more than just a separate 
existence~ This term involved having a distinct, but yet 
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Robert Owen, "titlepage,'1 lUhat is Socialism? And tlJhat 
would U,!.-Practical Effects 1e4n Society? (Londons Tha Home Colonization Society• 8 1), a debate held in 
Bristol, 5,6,7 January 1841. 
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wholesome quality. Individuality seemed to capture the 
essence of that character ttait which accepted the natural 
and empirical dlff'erences among persons living together in 
any social order, but which· did not lea_d to selfishness or 
' 
exploitation by any one element over·another. Robert Owen 
I . 
therefore· played a key rols in assigni_r:'19 to "individualism" 
,\ 
. ! / 
the idea ~r 1nvolv1ng a person~•th~ "individualist"••in a 
. .: '• :. . . . ' ' ' . 
voluntary wl thdrawal from the com,i:r,µ!'lity. in order, .to pursue 
his own interes·ts at the expense of the group. This was . . . . '.. ' 
the anti•socialiinature of' "individualism" and of the ,.:· . . 
f".:• 
In a series of observations presented to 
. . . ,; . . '•f ·• .. ,·, .. 
Parliament in l815t Owen.discussed the anti•sac~al character 
of the manufacturing system_ and_ explained the origins of' 
such behavior~ 
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The acquisition of weal th, and the desire which it 
naturally creates for a continued increase• have pro. 
duced a fondness for essentially injurious luxuries 
among a numerous class of' individuals who formerly 
never thought. of them• .and they also generated a 
'disposition which str<>ngly impels its possessors to 
sacri f'ice the best fe,A1ngs of human nature to this 
lava of accumulation. · · 
Robert Owen, "Observations on the effect of the manu• 
facturing System: with hints for the improvement of 
those parts of it which are most injurious to health 
and morals~" A Supela~entary Aepandix, P• 38~ 
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The spirit or compat1 tion was therefore t-esponsible 
far sowing the seeds of disunity, of' setting one lndf.vldual 
off' against another~ Unbridled competition resulted only 
in a very few receiving any bemrf.t tss while the masses•• 
"from whose labour this tuealth is now drawn"--sank 6urthel' 
and further-1nto poverty and despair~ Thus, Owen contributed 
also 1n his numerous writings to another connotation given 
to lndlvldualism,, the pursuit of individual interests•• 
specifically economic interests••at the expense of society. 
In h!.s now famous plan which he of'fered to the inhabi-
tants of New Lanark, Owen pointed out to them how the 
existing system of' political economy based on individual 
interests and personal gain meant only continual ";ignorance, 
?9 . 
poverty and vlce." If mankind would but accept his plan 
fc;,r removing the forces of' disunity. Owen predicted that 
these evils would be removed from the world and soon each 
1nd1v1duai would discover 1nstead true "permanent happiness ... 
No one, he opt1m1stlcally reasoned, would ever want to 
return to the existing system of misery and ignorance once 
80 
they had seen paradise. f"or the individual, he elaborated 
19 
80 
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upon what he· called his "more perfect st,ate of society~" 
Owen described in part that he had ln mind a social orders 
.;.in which every individual shall be instructed• and 
his powers of body and mind directed, by the wisdom 
derived from the best experience,. so that neither bad 
habits nor erroneous sentiments shall be knownJ••in 
which age· shall rec-eive attention and re·spect; and i'n 
which_ every irtjurlous distinction shall be avoided,-• 
even variety of Opinic,ns shall not create disorder or 
any unpleasant feelingJ••a society in which individuals 
sha11·acquire increased health, strength, and intelli~ 
gence,••ln which, their l~bour shall_ be always advan• 
tageously. directed,••and. I!• which - they will ·possess 
every rational enjoyment. 
:.• 
' :t 
Owen was therefore moving from a description or 
socJ.ety•s cur,:ent ills toward a full scale solution, from 
attempting to find an_ immediate remedy for the political, 
economic and social problems of the _first large national 
demobilization effort 1n h!st!]rY to a plan for creating an 
. . ' ' 
entirety new socia~ order. -This process took from a_bout 
1815 to 1820. _Until 181?_, Owen was still a reforming mana• 
ger, thereafte_r he became a managing reformer~. Certainly 
' ·.:· . ''' .. : . . 
after 1820, he was no longer the mild social critic, but 
a man with a m1ss1on. Armed with the power of reason and 
natural. law• he set out nat only to find the Holy Grail for 
hlmselr. but to lead all of' humanity there as well. He had 
81 
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become, J.n other wordst a "utopian." After his "Report•• 
to the County of', ·t.anarl<; most of his later turi ting and-· 
speaking efforts were but extensive commentaries upon his 
earlier theories;. The purpose here_ ls to examine ·_bl3th what 
these principles ware; and how Owen envisioned the individual 
82 
1n them. 
The essence of Owen•s environmental determinism was 
f'ully developed in Jl. New View _2!, Societ:t• "Any· charE!.cter, 
from the best to the worstt. from the mast ignorant to the 
most e~lighte~ed, may be .given an'y community,· even to the 
\ . ' ' . \ . : . . . 
world at large, by applyJng c~rta1M roeansJ which a·re to a 
. : 
great· e·xtent at' the c~~rnand and).1nder· the controul, or 
easily tnada so, of those who possesa tha gavernmentof 
, : .. 83 .. 
nat~or_,s; u .. _. Theret'Ore, he repE:Jatadly informed an·y and 
(•-, 
ali :~!'lo would listen . that "human cb,aracter is always. formed 
,. < .. :_ . ·,·-_ ·-. ____ · . ·a,4 ,. :•·<·.·_ ··-,---·>-.,:··. ___ _ 
·rar, .1;1nd not !u'., the lndivid·ual." r Owen's "Plan" sou"'ght 
to brtn"g indi_viduals f.nto a proft ta'ble co-operative social 




f'or the ,perplex! ties· of ou,en•s "Plan" see the summatitm 
provided by_ Robert L. He11broner, The l!forldly; -Philosoghsrs 
(New . Yorks Simon and Schuster, 196i'r; PP• aa~a§. · 
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on the pr1nc1pls of' united labour and axpetid1·ture• having 
their.basis ln egticulture, and in which all should have 
85 
mutual and common interests';" This agricultural eommun1 ty 
created by Owen was the product of' his romanticized notion 
concerning.the ttcomparatively happy simplicity" of the 
peasant's 11te. 
rot Owen, man was by nature a creature close to the 
physical un!uerset and so an agricultural life was the 
closest one could coma to harmony·with the universe. Tha 
Industrial Revolution was, thererore, in reality a most 
unnatural phenomenon, and ha wished only to return man to 
rshere he rightly beltm9ed and to an environment which would 
produce those character traits which rightly belonged to 
him. Owen's concern fetr de\leioping proper character traits 
f'or mankind led him to speculate an the role of·the ind!• 
vidual under h1s pl'Ogram or rational reform~ In 1811, he 
wrote· 1n part that, 
85 
All -the labour of the individuals under this svstem 
would be naturally and advantageously directedj first 
to ptocure for themselves abundance of all that was 
necessary for their camro:rtable subsistence, next, they 
would obtain the means to enable them to unlearn many, 
al~ost all indeed, of the ba.d habits which the present 
!~£,g., p~·69. 
. defaetiva arrangements of society have forced upon them: 
then, to give only the best habits and dispositions to 
the ris.f.ng generation, and thus w1thdraLv those circum .. 
stances from society which separate man from man, and 
intr.oduc:e others, 11,hose entire tendancy shall be to 
unite them in one general interest that shall be clearly 
understood by each. They will afterwards be enabled to 
cultivate the far more valuable. the intellectual part 
of. their nature, that part whieh, when properly directed, 
mill discover how much rngi yet be put into pract1ca t.o 
produce human happiness~ 
What, hOIIJSVer, did Owen mean by "when properly directed, .. 
since this involved the key issue of leadership? l~ho, in 
fact, tuas to lead and· u,ho to follow? What were the criteria 
which he had in mind for leadership? All of these were 
vitally impor,ta_nt questions, and problems upon which ·Owen 
was later forced to elaborate at some length. 
One,, important question asked of Owen was whether or 
not individuals would, under his system, be "as industrious 
as when amp.loyed .ro~ their individual gain?" Since this 
would r_,o,t be the last time that an advocate of a co-operative 
community would be asked this question, it is worth quoting 
Owen's response~ 
86 
The supposi t1~n that they will not, I appr-ehend to 
be a comm011 prejudice; and not at. all founded on fact. 
llJharever the experiment has been tried, .the. labour of 
each haa been· exerted cheerfully. It is found that when 
men work together for a common interest• each. performs 
Ibid.,, p·~ · 10. 
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his part mote advantageously· for himself and for society, 
than when employed for others at daily wages or than 
tuhan tuorking by the piece.· IJJhen employed by the day, 'they 
feel nointetast 1n the.tr occupat!on 11 beyond the receipt 
of their wages; when they·work.by the piece, they feel 
too much interest and frequently overwork themselves, 
and occasion disease, premature old age, and death. l!Jhen 
employed with others in a community of interests, both 
theaa extremes are avoided; the labour becomes temperate, 
but effective, and may ba easily regulated and supetin• 
tended. Besides; the principles and practices ere no:w 
· quite obvious, by which any incl1na.t1ons, from i11dolont 
to the ·moat87ndustrious 1 may be given to the risinct \'. generation. 
Of similar inter-est to his public was Owen, s : v~aw o.n 
: \' 
the division of banef'l ts derived from labor. Uloul d, not. 
: • I'. .. :,,·, 
. . .. \ ; ; ·; . 
· they asked,, community pi-oduction result in communt ty, sp~t:ts 
concerning distribution of ·goods? Owen immediately·, ~eplied 
. . . ' .. ,· .. · 
Any such individual or party squabb1iri'.g · 
·. . ' . . ' ;, :_; 
was the product of selfishness and the ignorant· system .t'(~ . 
intended to change, and could not tharef'ore• by defin~t~;on, 
be found in the New fflDral World. t f' mankind .were but .p~~. 
in a · ,;moderate occupationt 8 they could obtain both nece~ ..... 
. ·., • j •.·· 
si ties and comforts in ·abundance and therefore no one would . ' 
hoard or seek. his awn personal interest at the exp,en'sa of. 
: : 




0 1 might add, that under this plan each individual would 
soon discover that he possessed more for his own enjoyment 
without any anxiety, than he could have acquired under the. 
existing system amongst the poor, with all the cares and 
88 
troubles they now experience." 
How were these c·ommunl ties to be directed by •~men of 
great talents and benevolence" when such individuals are 
not very numerous? Once ggain, Dwan drew on his years of 
work at New Lanark. "F'rom my own experience, however, I 
can aver that such means and regulation may be adopted for 
the management or these villages, as would enable any one 
possessing fair talents, so to manage them as to give 
entire satisfaction to all the parties under h_is direction 
and care. with the greatest pleasure to himself and with 
89 
unspeakable advantage to the country." He furthermore 
predicted that any person animated by the proper spirit of 
ca-operation and who followed the guide lines, which he 
88 
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Ibid. In good eighteenth century style, Owen wrote 1n 
1841 thats "I feel more for the working classes because 
they suffer more, still I know but one family, and that 
is the family .of mankind." !Yb,tl is Socialism?, p. 26. 
Owen•! Sueplementarx !eeendix• P• 72. 
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would draft, could manage the communities with nothing more 
than good common sense. "Yet the principles being under• 
stood," he explained ln 1820, "a man of ordinary capacity 
would ·superintend such arrangements with more .ease than 
most 1arge·commei'c1al or manufacturing establishments are 
90 
now conducted." Such a community might be founded by 
any 1ndlvidual-•landowner, or capitalist--and by public 
corporations, a· county or even a parish. Regardless of 
who founded them• they were all to be "subject to the 
rules of the founders_.·,. Commun! ties established by middle 
class elements were entitled to govern themse,lves by their 
own elected committee of citizens between the ages of 
thirty-five and t"if'ty. Numerous sub-committees for 
heal th, 1·nstruction• agr1cu1 ture, manufacturing, domestic 
economy and foreign relations were also to be created. 
Owen distinguished.all individuals by some four 
classes of ttassociates" in his new orders first, the 
.._ 
pa~ish poort second, the working class; third, the upper 
tiers of' the working class and the skilled artisans with 
90 
Owen, Report To The County•!!! Lanark, P• 300. 
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-···· 
property; and, fourth, those: people with property who volun-
tarily joined the association for the sheer betterment of 
. . 'i 
humani,ty. "Every individual, from the lowest to the highe,t, 
will enjoy _the greatest possible advantagf!)S of Instruction, 
Health, Comfort, Liberty, and Recreation, an9 all their 
. . • . . .•.··1 
accomodatlons_,._·wi~l-: be_ in proporti.Qn to the Capt tal they at . . . . . . 91 
first advance, or. m~y hefeaf'ter acquire." Of the rour 
class div.f.sionss_ which hEt used, Owen subdivided tha_1ast two 
alone J.ntocategorJ.es dep~nd1ng upon the amount of initial 
capital inve_a_ted. Each individual was therefore enrolled 
by Class., <Sect .. aiid Party;. a. comb1nat1on· effort which thus 
totaled. some one hundred and· forty different possibiU. ties. 
Owen theorized :that the origin of' any ttassociate" would. not 
disturb the movement towa:rd unity of' interests, since none 
would irrationally interfere with "the honours and pri~ileges 
of the existing higher orders." Every associate wa$ to 
remain· happy, and therefore content, with the benef1.ts 
derived from his own station in the village of co-operation. 
Owen believed ju~t being t~ possesston or ~he correct 
. . 
principles was enQugh to insure social harmony among the 
91 
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members, regardless of any one individual's status there. 
The very removal of the causes of disunion meant that only 
harmony would prevail. Should, however, any individual· 
associate change his mind or become dissatisfied with his 
cond1t1on~ he was free .to. leave the community_ an~ take his 
92 
property· with him. 
One means of easing .the transition to,,:;jfbetter society. 
Owen suggested,: would be to replace· the metaliic standard of 
value for one based on labor. This: step, ha reasoned, would 
eliminate th·e desire· f'or accumulation and selfishness. 
ffloney was responsible fot making man nignorantly~ ind!vid• 
ually $~lfl~hJ placed him ln opposttion to hi~ fello~st 
erige~~ered_ ftaud and d~ceit; blindly urged him forward to 
93 
create, but deprived him of the wisdom to enjoy." Thus, 
the use of money, and with it individual gain, was·n0t to 
be· found in Owan1 s ideal eomfuunity. He constantly empha-
sized how his v1liages would be animated by the positive 
values of "e~uity and justice, openness and fairne~s•" 




Owen, "f'ourth -Letter(, of' Snptamber 6t 1817, tt ,8. Supple• 
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differences among associates would eventually lead mankind 
into ·a new world order as well. He described what he meant 
by writing in part that 1 
Peace, good will, charity, and benevolence, have been 
preached for centuries past; nay• ror thousands .of years, 
yet they no where exist; on the contrary, qualities, the 
·reve,:,se of these* have.at all times constituted the 
character, and influenced the conduct of individuals 
and of nations, and must continue to· do so I luhile !!l! 
s~stem 2!, individual rewards, eunishments, !!:!J!. compo• 
- titlon !..§4eermitied to constitute !ll!. basis 2!, human 
sqt:ie~r,. 
As long es mankind continued ta accept the fallacy 
that nthe character is formed ,ex. the individual•" Owen 
, warned, hatred• revenge and mise_ry. wouid plague it. "'That 
the character 1s formed .for and not 2-l. the individual•• is 
a truth_ to which every Paet connected with man's history 
bears testimony; and of wh:tch the evidence of'_our senses 
95 
aff0rd.s us daily and hourly proof~., Individual interests 
anc;t.those of society under the present social structure 
were at variance with each other, and rar Owen the laws of 
communities and of individuals must be made to operate, 1n 
complete ha_rmony mi th one another. Therefore, he relentlessly 
94 
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returned ta attack the philosophy which perpetuated such 
nonsense~ tt 1820, he assailed it again~ 
It has bean. and still is, a received op.inion among 
thetiri~t~ in political economy, that man can provide 
better for himself', and more advantageously for the 
public,· when left to his own individual exertions, 
opposed to; and in competition with his fellows, than 
when aided by any social ar,:,angament, which shall unite 
his interests individually and generally with soeiety. 
This principle of individual interest. opposed, as it 
is perpetually,.to.the public good, is considered, by 
the most celebrated political economists, to be the · 
corner stone to the social system, and without which, 
society.could· not subsist •• ~~From. this principle of 
individual interest have arisen all the divisions of 
mankind, the endless·errc:;rs and mischief's of" class, 
sect, party. and of national antipathies, creating 
the angry and malevolent. passions, and all the crimes 
and misery w!th which the human racs have been hitherto 
afflicted~ In short~ !f there be one closet doctrine 
mate contrary to truth than another, it 1s the notion 
that individual int~rest, ~s that term ls now understood~ 
is a more advantagec,us principle on which to found the 
social· systam, for the benefit or all, or of' any, than 
the principle of union and mutual co-oparatian~ ••• Tha 
principle on which these economists proceed, instead 
of adding to the wealth of ·nations or of individuals, 
is itself' the sole. cause of povertyJ and but for its 
operation, weal th Lvauld long ago have ceased to9~e a subject of. contention in any.part of the world. 
When mankind shall be trained in principles nto act 
in union," Ou1en predicted, .then and only then could human! ty 
construct a new end happy social order for the benefit of 
all. In th~ last analysis, he ~rgued, the existing inst!• 
tutionallzad social ordet "ever will appear to be opposed 
96 
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to the interests of those whom they govern." Laws and 
policies of government were but the political and economic 
instruments cif selfish sects who sought to protect their 
spacial interests. such policies only resulted in misery 
and degradation for the masses·. ••my aim, n announced Otuen, 
98 
«1s therefore ta withdraw the germ of party from society." 
Thus, government• as an inst! tution, was not intrinsically 
evil, only the petty factions which controlled, or sought 
to control, it. were. "The aim of' government," Owen told 
his audierices repeatedly, ffis to make governed and the 
99 
governor,·· happy. 11 He never ceased to think of' himself 
as the self-appointed champion of the poverty.stricken· masses 
of humanity iuho had only to go forth armed with correct; 
principles 11'.1 order to slay the dragon of irrationa.iity . 
and individual selfishness. Not th~ sword of violent 
tevolution, however- but of truth was the means ta real. 
happiness. The entire system of individual interest was 
97 
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the logical result of a distorted environment and could be 
remedied quite simply if one would but alter the evil ideas 
which had produced it. 11 Al1 are individualised, cold, and 
forbidding; each .being cornpelled to take a hundred-fold 
more care or himself than would be otherwise necessary; 
bec~use the·ignorance of society has placed him i~ direct 
. 100 
opposition to the thousands around him." The very first 
step was therefore to destroy the false notion that indi• 
viduals had free tdll and that they "form their own charac• 
ters." Misery or happiness depended upon environment~ 
ln political terms, Owen further elaborated his own 
brand of utilitarianism.when he wrote in 18171 "That govern• 
ment then.is the best, which in practice produces the 
greatest happiness to the greatest number; including those 
101 
who' govern, and those w_ho obey." The realization of 
Owen's .plan required only the true principles being applied, 
and then tttgnorance being removed, experience will soon 
teach u~ how to form character, individually and generally, 
so as to givo the greatest sum of happiness to the individual 
100 
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and to mankind~" However, until society could produce 
its own leaders, who were men of experience and sufficiently 
enlightened, Owen felt obliged to provide that leadership. 
As a means of effecting the change from irrationality 
•-from the "abodes of mental darkness"••to rationality, he 
felt the Sri tish Cansti tution could be 11admi rabl y adapted" 
103 
to the purpose of running society. Reason and common 
sense, harnessed by rational men of' good principles and 
. .~ 
. ~.;· 
motlvat~d by a desire to' serve humanity, w~re the keys to 
success. Like so many of' the early ninettienth century 
socialists, Owen abhorred violence of any kind. Owen's 
~· 104 
individuals were thetefore always men of peace. 
Perhaps nothing distinguishes Owen's system, and the 
role of the individual in it, from those of his contem• 
porar!es any more than the e~phasis he placed on education. 
for the individual in his association, edueation--the means 
to understanding and interpreting experience-•was the avenue 
102 
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f"or· Owen• s hatred of vi~lence and revolution,. see his 
address to the people of New Lanark to obey the law 
or else change it by legal means, in A New View Of ........... ...._. -Society! Other Writings, PP• 110-11, ll8•19ff. 
to human progtess• Ha therefore elaborately planned a 
system of free education for each child in the community, 
with inat~uction to ba given from factual materials only 
. • _; ' • 1, • • 
. ' 
or irrational habits~ ln his educationa~ sch$me, -as ~1th 
. ' 
his political and· social ideas, Dwan specified.that there 
64 
-was to be. no coercion, and certainly no violence· mated out 
in thij cl;asstoom~ teachers had to -be· ·able to convince and 
guidra their: students by the ·t"ine art of intellectual·par• 
suasion throug~ reason and common .$ense~ Owen•e entire 
. . ,, 
-educational structure, sought -to plQee -pupils ''under -such 
circumstances as shall remove the·m f'rom unnecessary 
· ' · ·· '·10s 
temptations, and .closely _unite ·their interest and duty." 
Education• as he so fl'equently stated in all of his major 
writings, was Owen's most important means to "reform man• 
and to re.constitute saciety-•. tt 
Thus-a~mod .with the true principles ragarding·the 
f'ormat.1on·~f human character. Owen's individual ·citizen 
would be educated f"or a New f/Jor~l World. Every individual 
.~: . .••~: . 
would clearly ·understand from personel experience and'his 
own raason1ng·tha true value of' real sccial·harmony. Then 
105·· 
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society would cease to be an intellectual ideal, and it 
tvould in fact. become a viable reality wherein each indi• 
vidual vJould be deeply committed to the good of all. In 
1836, Owen described how the individual v,0uld react there. 
The knowledge which he will thus acquire of himself 
and of nature• will induce end enable him through his 
salf•interest,• or desire f'or. happiness, to form such 
suparior-· external arrangements as will place him within 
a terrestrial paradise. 
· As in this New World, all will know, that far more 
happiness can be.obtained.by union than by disunion, all 
opposition and contention between man and man, and 
nation against nation, for individ~6a or national ad• 
vantages, of any kind, will cease. 
. ' ' 
At this time also, _Owen distinguished what he called 
the five basic facts regarding the nature of any persons 
(1) "man ls a dompound being," whose character was formed 
at birth and developed throughout his life by 11external 
circumstances" acting upon hirnJ (2) every individual 
re~elv~d h1s "feelings and his convictions independently 
of his w1t1~, (3) feelings and convictions together 
created the "will" which determined any action; (4) no 
two human beings were ever the same, nor could they be 
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manuractured as suchJ and (5) the character of every ind!• 
v1dual "is capable of. being formed or matu_red" for good or 
. 107 
evil depending upon the external circumstances·. Owen, . . . . : 
now in the 1830 1st moved full speed toward millenarianism, 
and his v!ews of human nature reflected this trend. Human 
nature was "a compound" which was composed of animal pro• 
108 
penalties• intellectual capabilities and moral values. 
ln every individual these properties varied, and therefore 
Owen concluded thats nrhe different proportions of the 
same general propensities; faculties, and qualities, con-
stitute the sole diffatence by which one individual !s 
109 
distinguished from another." Differences are beyond 
the individual himself' in their origin. Every person was 
subjected from the beginning to the influences or many 
external circumstances wh1ch impressed upon his character 
different values, and "thus the local and national character 
107 







is formed unknown to the individual." Vet, each person 
~s~lmil~te~ :the~~ influences differently. Owen accepted the 
empiricism.of John Locke, and hence the_ reform· of society 
. was impossible ',as long as children were given ttfalse notions" 
. .·.; ..... , .. • I : ' . , : 
·rrom their ,first entry into the world. Was it any wonder 
then irrationality and ignorance ruied? "Each individual 
·1s ~ci organiz~d, that, when young, he may be trained to 
acquir~ 1nj~ri~~~- habits only• or beneficial habits only; 
. ... 111 
or a mixtute of both." In any educational process, Owen 
noted• eacll individual liked that which tuas pleasant and 
disliked tha~ which was ~isagreaable. His goal was to 
pres~nt a plan of rati~nal reform_which sought to alter 
exterior conditions so as to be consistent with the laws 
of nature and man. He summarized these views in 1836,. 
Each individual is so organized, that he is made to 
receive a superior. character, when his original consti• 
tution contains the best proportion of the elements of 
. human nature, and when- the. circumstances which surround· 
him f'rom birth, and through life, are of a character to 
produce superior $Bnsat1ons onlyJ or, in other words, 
when·the laws, institutions, and customs, under which 
he lives, are •11 in unison with the laws of his nature. 




These are fundamental laws of nature, not man's inven• 
tion; they exist without his knowledge or consents they 
change not by any eftort he can make; and• as they pro-
ceed solely from a cause unknown and mysterious to him, 
they are pivine laws, in the only correct sense in which 
that term can be applied. These laws, considered separ• 
ately and unitedly, and viewed in all their bearings and 
consequences, form a perfect roundation for a true Moral 
Science•-for that science, the knowledge of w~f~h is 
necessary to secure the happiness of mankind. 
tahenever the individual was molded by the irrational 
system or believing in °free will," Owen labeled him as 
"individualised~" However, any person who-now, thanks to 
Owen, perceived :(:hat his character was formed not by any 
act of will• but by experience and then sought ta act 1n 
harmony with ·nature was demonstrating his "individuality." . ,, ' . . . . 
Each individual was indeed different, Owen merely sought to 
harness the potentially constructive qualities in every 
parson for the betterment of human1 ty as a whole. However, 
to better· the individual, 1 t was first necessary to begin 
with the social order- itself, or with the community of men. 
Robert Owen wanted to end the irrational evils 1n all 
spheres of lif'e, particularly the immediate economic evils. 
112 · .
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ln both the formation of grades of associates and in his 
statoments concerning ttindividuality," Owen clearly demon-
strated that what he had in mind was the creation of an 
equality of condition and not an equality of parson. "The 
dif'f'erance between man exists by nature, and in apposition 
113 
to all art, and 1st therefore• lnevi table." Vet, without 
the principle of. 0 perfect equality» Owen theorized that ·there 
ttcan be no Justice.no unity, no virtue, no permanent hap• 
. 114 
piness~" He therefore sought to ·resolve this dilemma 
by the careful. use of his. ttequal1 ty of candi tion." Hara, 
he reasoned• was the necessary mean between absolute ·eg~li• 
tarianism an the one hand• and the tendency toward a 
nee-individualism on the other. "No one versed in this 
knowledge of his nature;" Owen wrote confidently• ••will 
think more highly of himself than any of his fellow•menJ 
seif'ishness, therefore, from personal considerations will 
. . 
ceass to oxlat~ and a new mind, in.this respect, will be 
115 
formed. 0 Sueh an understanding, that d1 fferences 
113 . 
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between individual$ were not the result of any artificial 
standards but of nature itself• would eventually lead each 
person to simply regard their individual distinctions as a 
wholesome part of nature's plan~ "£gotism, also, of every 
descrlptio_n, and .tgnot'ant selfishness, the great banes of 
society, must disappea~ under the practice of a system, 
116 
founded on a knowledge c,f theae fundamental facts. tt 
f"or Owen, natural divers! ty among the members of mankind 
was a healthy necessity for man's total happiness and the 
realization of his true hself • '* or his individual! ty. 
The knowledge of the tacts that men are made to 
differ one ftom the other in the proportions of all 
the elements of their nature, and that this dif'f'erence 
ls the source whence infinlta excellence and happiness 
may be derived, will induce those who shall; hereafter. 
direct the public and private proceedings of mankind, 
to adopt such genetal laws,- regulations and arrange• 
ments as will allow this natural diversity among man 
to have its f'ull scope of' action, and to produce all 
the endless benefits and enjoyments which must, na1y,• sarily, flow from !ta existence and encouragement. 
Th~ individual was therefore a product of nature and 
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evil••for intelligence or 1gnorance-•by the society in wh1ch 
118 
he lived~ The transition from the existing system of 
"Evil" to that of ncoad" would ul timatel.y change nall indi• 
vidualitles into universalities, and all individual interests 
119 
into universal interests." The existing so.cial · order had 
an obligation to provide its children with only,the best 
possible external circumstances. Such naxtarnal circum-
stances" as :New Lanark 1n Scotland proved 1 t could be done. 
In 1B37, Owen explained his views further when he wrote in 
partt· 
The existing generation may with this knowledge decide; 
before the. next shall be born, .what character they shall 
possess, what conduct .they shall p~rsua;.;.or, with this 
divine. knowledge of human .nature,. the existing .. generation 
•may decide, that their offspring to. be born, shall be 
· surrounded from their bitth; by so new .. a combination of 
external objects, that they ~hall one a~d all be filled 
· · with truth only and w1 th the most valuable knowledge 
become; wealthy, kind, charitable, without motive to 
commit vice .or crime, thelt minds shall be f'c,rmed of an 
entirely new assoclatton or ideas, of the most useful 
and._ elevating, charactarJ their .thoughts, . feelings and 
conduct, will be, therefore, ii~ays consistent with each 
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"The principle or Good ls 'the knowledge that man.is 
formed• without his consent, by nat~re and soci~ty.• 
The principle of Evil is 'the supposition that man forms 
himself~'" Ibidf see also, ibid., pp. 40-41. -
Robert Owen; Six lectures Delivered In Manchester ••• 
(n1anchester: Heywood, 1837), p. 26. - · 
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What. therefore, was· the ro1e assigned by Owen to the 
individual in h~s parallelograms of prosperity? rormed as 
they were in a large square, these eo~operative facilities 
were to ssrve as lodging quarters for.families, :mess halls, 
school rooms, lecture halis, ~nd. private apar~rnents for 
visitors. Kach one was a self•governing township oriented 
. . ' 
toward achieving maximum ag~icultural production. £verr 
person, Owen assured his readers; would then produce.more 
than .he individually required:. With one bold stroke of 
the pen, ha eliminated the desire to hoard, selfishness 
and ind! vi.dual 1nterest.l If ona accepts the premises upon 
which he operated -~nd. the defini t1on or his te·rms, Owen• s 
"Plantt follows only toe logically. His !dealisttc vieLu of 
these co•Operative communS.ties.seattered across ths country• 
side, w1th their gardens in bloom and home production at 
maximum efficiency, reflected Owen's concept of the historic 
English yeomanry~. Everyone would be wall~f~d, well-clothed• 
well-housed, well-educated, fully employed in constructive 
labor and, therefore. happy~ 
·or all the individuals located in his commun!ty•-or 
suffering more under the existing system of his day•-Owen 
was most concerned about· the fate c,f' women and chiidren·. 
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Every individual child ih his prQposal would attend a public 
school after tha age of' three. They would sleep 1n dormi• 
tories and eat 1n a public 111esa during their early childhood 
1n order to cleanse them of their parent's faults. Women 
were to care for the very small infants, tend to the domestic 
chores, work in the family gardens end they were forbidden 
in tact to wotk at any "manuf'actutlng enterprise" for more 
than f'our or five hours a day·; F'or the man• Owen thought an 
eight hour day at such labor was enough. Other important 
provisions he p.lanned to provide for evety individual 
inclucfedt attention and care for the sick, public care f'or 
orphans• vocational training for all so that the community 
would be "the abode of abundancett and he thus concluded 
that one ·would find there only. "active intelligence, correct 
conduct, end happiness." He described this environment in part 
further: 
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Every one from birth to death will be amply provided with 
every comfort; and, according to the justice of these 
arrangements. each individual having occupied his youth 
in the performance or the duties devolving upon him, 
according to his age and progress, will at a fitting 
period find himself entitled to repose, and required·only 
to aid his younger brethren with advice. The morning, 
noon• and ~vening of 11Pa will thus alike pass.pleasantly 
away, amidst the relative$ and associates who.have become 
endeared to all by mutual f~fpathies, and the continual 
manifestatidn of kindness~ · 
Robert Owen 1 The tonstltution And Laws Of The Universal 
Commun! ty: SocleTy Q.t. Ra £tonal e l oioiii s"ts:-tt'onBon, ' 
Universal Community Society• 1839, pp. 10-11. 
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All of the anger and misery produced by the forces or 
disunion would soon wither away before the triumphant march 
of an enlightened mankind. "To divide riches among lndi• 
vi duals 1n unequal propor-t1ons, or to hoard it for individual 
purposes,, will be perceived to be as useless and as injurious 
as it would be to divide water or air into un~qual quanti• 
ties ror different individuals, or that they should hoard ... 122' . 
them. for f'uture use. 11 · · As· Owen explained his program ln 
later, years, he· ··moved .more toward complete economic egali• 
tarianism~ He decided.that much of the individual .hoarding 
he so detested was due to private proper-ty in general, and 
thus he sought to eliminaf:a the source of so. many· problems 
altogether~ Private prl1perty was therefore attacked as 
"the cause of .so much injustice_. crime and misery~" lt 
. 123 
was simply .. a "demoralising" force~ 
lUhat then mas the role of the individual J.n :Owen's . . . ., . . ' 
community? The 8r1tish humanitarian continued to adhere 
to his. central_ doctrine of' each individual •s differing 
"propensl ties and qualities"• which he regarded as similar 
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to a chemical formula in nature~ For each person to express 
his own "ind:lv!dualJ.ty~ was not only permissible, it was 
only natural. In the intellectual sphere. where· Owen put 
so much reliance, equality was impossible. By-tha normal 
processes of birth and experience, the labor of some indi• 
, 124 
viduals would be more valuable than others. Sa. the 
dilemma rema1rtsa how does one pair Owen•s writings,on the 
equal! ty of condition with the 1nhe_rent. di.f'_f'erences among 
individuals? How, therefore, can-one achieve ~elf•reali-
zatiort without disrupting equal!~y? In answer to ·surih 
questions~ Owen replied that ~very rational individual 
would willingly accept the distinctions due:to-nature, 
since truth Lvas only to- be found th(3re~ "The.pivarsity 
I • • • •, 
of the human race is necessary_to_the ha~~iness of man •••• 
This diversity is, then, only a neces_sary result of the 
organization of man, but should be found, and in a ration~~ 
stat~-of society will be round, a potential eausa-of his 
. 125 
greatest happiness~n lt was requisite to take Ow~n•s 
word for it at this point; such a thesis could not be proven '., ; ,. ,: .. 
124 . . . . . 
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because ~o rational society as yet existed to demonstrate it. 
f'or .th.ts same reason, Owen could not envision any problems 
regarding individual differences in his communities of 
co""operation~ In tact, the existence of ttindividualism" 
there was, by definition. a contradiction in ·tet'ms! 
However, in case any individual created a schism in 
the cainmunity while exercising hts right of individuality, 
who was then to judge the mer! ts of the case1 tJJhat were 
the criteria one must.follow in such cases? What, 1n 
other words, constituted f'reedom for ~he individual 1n a 
collectlvlst society? And, would the emphasis given to 
the group not stif'le the individual's creativity? Owen, 
with his usual optimism, predicted Just the opposite of 
any dull uniformity~ His po~ition here is worth quoting 
.at some length. 
It appears td m~ that quite the raverse of all this 
will follow; that the rneans provided in these estab~ 
lishments will give every stimulus to bring forth and 
to perfect the best parts only of every character, by 
furnishing the inhabitants with such valuable lnsttuctJon 
as they could not acquit$ any other means, and by aff~rding 
sufficient lei:sure and· .freedom from anxiety to promote the 
natural direction or their powers •• ~.As for the ~robability 
at" ~. dull uni form! ty of character being produced, let .us 
for a moment imagine individuals placed as the inhabi• 
tants of these villages will be, and contemplate · the : 
characters that must be formed solely by the circumsta'nces 
that will s~rround them. F'rom the hour they. are. born, 
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treated with uniform kindness, directed by reason• and 
not mere capi-ice, weakness, and imbecility; not one habit 
acquired to be again unlearned; their physical powers 
trained and cultivated to attain their natural strength 
and healthJ the mental faculties furnished with accurate 
data, by all the useful facts that the ingenuity and 
experience of the world have acquired and demonstrated, 
aided by the power of minds trained to draw only just 
and consistent conclusions, and each left to declare 
freely those conclusions,-to compare them with others, 
and thus 1n the most easy and rapid manner to correct 
any errors that might otherwise ar1sef••Children so 
trained, men so c1rcumstancsd; would soon become, not a 
dull uniform race• but beings· full of health, activity, 
and energyJ endowed by means of instruction with the 
most kind and amiable dispositions, and who, being 
trained free from mof!ges, would not form one exclusive 
wish for themselves. 
If any disputes arose between associates, Owen felt 
the corteet course of action could easily be determined by 
a comm! ttee an the bas!s of justice t'or all. He always 
maintained that his communities would be run by a consensus 
of opinion. As one or his biographers observed• "He was, 
moreover, so fundamentally convinced that the rulers, like 
the ruled, were good at heart, only so ill•educated under 
existing social conditions that they occasionally made 
disast~ous mistakes, that he came to believe that there 
127 
was nc, need to set about changing them.•• As Owen wrote 
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tou,ard the end of' his career; t•Reason and common sense are 
. 128 
the only weapons which can ever succeed." Owen affirmed 
throughout his life that ona could Qnly convince others by 
. ' . . 
"making the subject ·clear to t~e understanding" and that . 
unless one could de, this, every attempt at reform ·was doomed 
to failure. Only• in f'act, by the free exchange of ideas 
and freedom of individual expression could a free community 
move· towa.rd a ne~ social organization wherein all rational 
beings .worked hatnioniously together· 'f'or thei·r own mutual 
benefit, and at the same' time the.benefit or all mankind. 
True llbetty, Owen stated, "can exist oniy in a society 
' . 
based on a true knowledge ~f huma·ni ty, and constructed to 
' ,, 
be consistent with that foundation, · in all 1 ts parts and 
129 . _ . 
as a whole ... · Such would constitute a rational system 
of society and would give the greatest amount. of' .individual 
liberty p0.$slble~ "Because 1 t will of' necessity," Owen 
reasoned, ttmake each one good, wise and happyr and such only 
can ever be trusted with the ·full amount.of individual . 130 .. 
liberty._,. · . Each person would always be perfectly free 
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lbid~ -
to express himself "mithout hindrance from any of' their 
131 
fellow men~ singly or united~" 
One of the more interesting aspects of Owen.•s career 
79 
is the debate regarding his o~n handling of this very di ffi• 
:cult problt3m of f-reedom. , G4a o. H. Cole· has written that 
. . ,. s-· ;• 1· ; 
Owen w~s :;lw~ys too much or a ttbenevolent autocrat•• to be 
.... · . . . . -132 
at home ,ln. any democratic movement.~ Owen· was indeed 
cha.rged o·n· 1JJ0re.i than one occassion. with the inabil.1 ty .to 
take .crit!.c.tsnt~ .. in -one pa~ticular case, involving him 
' . 
and 'the :Ch~rtist :leader IUllliam Lovett, Arthur mo.rton 
· .. • . . . , . I , . 
has quoted Lovett•s d~scriptf.an of ·the,1nciden~i 
· •1 began ·by:· telling him of his having submi ttsd an 
.· amendment :.to ·our circulat;, of. the commi ttile having . 
reJected·tt by a ·large majority, and of his taking it 
upon tllmselr to a_uthor1_ze .-its insertion in the c~rcular 
notwithstandingJ and-concluded by asking him whether such 
conduct was not highly despotic? u.t1 th the greatest of · · 
composure.he. answered that it evidently was despotic; 
but.:as: we.• a$ well as the committee that sent us, were 
all ignorant of his plans. and of' the objects he had 
in, ·view,. .we must consent to be ruled by despots till 
131 
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'1-fS had·acrquired suff!c.tent knowledge to govern ourselves. 
Af'~er- such a, vain-glorious. avowa~,. what could we say but 
to report ... •-in the phraseology ·of one o43;he deputatio~--that we had been flabbergasted by h~~• 
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Robert Owen, who optimistically elaborated his views 
to any and all ·who would listen, never lost faith in either 
his program or in his personal right to direct its 1mple• 
mentation~ He could never forget_ he wes "l't1r. Owen•• of 
r~ew Lanark~1• He alone had actually superintended workers 
·, 
to their ·overall benefit. and, as he managed people in the 
. . . : 
manufaeturin~ sphere• so he sought·to manage them ~n the 
intellectual realm as well. Although the principles.he 
espoused were nf:ltural and universal, fo~ the time being 
. . 
Robert Owen had a monopalj:on them! If this most rational 
of men was himself subject .to a. benevolent_,c;fi<:'tatorsh1p, then 
one cart only imaglni the hazards of.his system itself. 
Oweli 1 s·"Plan" offered the best of all poss.ible worlds 
to the best·~, all posslbl~ 1nd1viduals••the enlightened 
English yeomanry of the pra.industri~l era. Although he 
frequently spoke of :humant ty or mankind .i.n general, Owen 
really 'wa~ thinking in British terms. Thus, for the 
individual in his social structure, there was available 
unlimited happiness if' he would but. grasp 1 t--however it 
was always Owen•s definition or happiness. Exactly what 
part emotional responses to suffering and frustration play 
in the human psychs are still a mystery; however they do 
undoubtedly effect the totality of human life. To assign 
Bl· 
such conditions to the e1eisting irrational state of society 
was e gross over•simplification of the problem on the part 
of Owen~ When mankind understood the principles which deter• 
mined character, than misery, poverty, human degradation and 
egotism would all be removed by rational individual$ working 
together toward construction of a new world~ Perhaps, Qne 
might even say, the heavenly city of the nineteenth csntury 
Utopian Socialists. 
Individualism was therefore a product of· the existing 
social order only, and must ba eliminated~ The role' of' the 
individual, as Owen interpreted it, was to act as the instru• 
ment of change from an evil system of social organization 
based on individual interests to one based upon principles 
for social harmony drawn from nisture and reason. Each 
individual was thus obligated to follow tha dictates of 
common se,nsa and the need of humanity~ If each person 
honestly understood tha principles upon which true social 
harmony ultimately rested, then there was no doubt 1n Owen's 
mind that a rational ir1dividual would always take the best 
course. And since his program was entirely rational, Owen 
never doubted for a minute the righteousness of his caus~. 
Owen's individual was therefore rational, charitable, patient, 
82 
persr:verant•. t.olerant and loved humanity~ Aeeepting the 
thesis that man lived in a natural world order, Owen's 
individual sought to create a society mt>st consistent with 
it. After about the mid-1830's, Owen increasingly turn~d 
away from the.individual among the masses to his own dis• 
ciples. The Owenites, bearing proudly their spiritual gold 
medals, w~re confident that the follies of mankind under the 
existing irrational system would sooner or later bring man 
to grasp the significance of their "first principles." 
They sought to lead all mankind to an earthly paradise if 
men would but abandon their "individualism" of the day~ 
Man, they sincerely believed, was a rational creature and 
ought, therefore, to live rationally. In the last analysis, 
it was their fundamental view of human nature which deceived 
them, and their master. 
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CHAPTE:R 111 
HENRI DE SAlNT~SIMON 
If Claude-Henri de Rouvroy. Comte de Saint-Simon (1760~ 
1825), had written nothing more than any-one of his major 
single works, he would have contributed a great deal toward 
understanding the era in which he lived. In a number of 
important p~bllcations• his fertile mind and imagination 
traversed a wide range of subjects, even if he was not 
134 
always consistent or clegr. Saint-Simon was not, like 
Robert Owen, a successful manufacturer; therefore he was 
not familiar as an active participant with the Industrial 
' .. ; 
Revolution, stil'i ··in '.t'ts '1n·r·a·n~y ·1~· .irance. Although both 
he _and ,Owen lived through. the chaotic years of the f'rench 
Revolution, the latter did not have any personal contacts 
with 'the ·Reign 'or Terror as Saint-Simon did•-an experience 
which. would cause any philosopher to reflect deeply on 
human nature. Vet, both thinkers would have agreed thats 
".·;.c'1est sur l'av'enir q·ue· l'homme dolt principalement 
135 
fix.er son attention. n 
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Saint-Simon's personal 11Pe resembles a great adventure 
story. As a young man he commanded elements of the rrench 
forces in America during the Re~olutionary War. Ha returned 
to F'rance after the concluding of peace• and from there he 
traveled.widely drafting.plans for canals and other specta-
cular--and expensive-•projects in Eul'.'ope and Panama. o.uring 
the early stages of tha French Revolution, Saint-Simon made 
a fortune in land speculation but soon lost it. He was. 
nearly beheaded during the executions of 1794 in a case of 
mistaken identity. After questionable activities behind 
the scenes during ·the secret,negotiations for peace at 
Lille in 1797. he "exchanged the r6le of financier for that 
136 
of philosopher and prophet" in 1798. His first literary 
effort came shortly after the turn of the century, his 
137 
Letters !!e.!!l !!l lnhabitant S?..f. Geneva to b!!, ~pntemporaries. 
F'rom about• this time, 1803, until the Congress of Vienna, 
Saint-Simon was reduced to poverty-•a fate which generally 
awaits socialists who would save mankind. Vet he did•man~ge 
to continue writing some autobiographical fragments and his 
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Introduction 12. .1!:!!. Philosoqhy g!, !!!!. Nineteenth Century in 
lBOa. 138 In 1814 he collaborated with his secretary Augustin 
Thierry, the future historian·, on a treatise entitled On 
139 -
!!J.! Reorganisation 2.f. Euroeean Society. Arter Thierry 
departed in 1817, August Comte served as secretary until 
18241 the last of' his secretaries was Olinda Rodrigues, a 
rich young Jew, who had joined him only about a year before 
140 
in 1823. In his final year, 1825, Saint-Simon wrote 
three major works, of which the most famous is New Christi-
141 -
anity. His death at this time provided Saint-Simon's 
followers with the opportunity to develop their master's 
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In his first published .work of 1803• Letters fro.!! 'M 
. . . 
Inhabitant!:!!, GGneva to his ~_qntemporarias, Saint•S!mon 
proposed that the worid•s educated leaders assemble ftbaf'ore 
.the grave of Newton" and .debate the evils of society and 
also propose how to rem~dy them~ One of the consistent 
points 1~ his n~merous writings .was his belief in the natural 
iri~~uallty or things lri gene~al and.men in p~rticular •. Owen 
sought to provide· an equality of conditions wherein each 
individuai could devjlop himselft Salnt~Simon retained the 
necessity of social' stra.tifica:tian, Thus, in his Letters. 
Sain·t.s!mon divided societf into thr·ee classes,• the haves,., 
the. have•nots, and the·men of science, leadel."ship would 
come·mainly from the last element• the scientists. In 
1803 he described the situatittn he had in mind by writing 
.in parts 
. ror this purpose l address my remarks to different 
sections of humanity, in which I distinguish three 
classos, The first, to which you [the imaginary corres• 
pondent) and. I have the honour to •belong, marches be• 
neath ~e ba~nar of human progress: it consists or the 
scientists, the artists, and of all men of liberal · 
ideas, On the banner or the second clas~ is ins6ribed 
143 
• No innovation. 1·· All the property~owners who, do. not 
qualify for the first class belong to the second. The 
third class, which rallies to tra3word 'equality,' comprises the rest of humanity. 
.Seint•Simon, Selected Writings, P• 2. 
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In a tone· reminiscent of th8 Encyclopedists, he urged 
in the Letters also• ff Let the mathamaticia_ns, who are in the 
144 
vanguard, begin!" For a parson who h~d·neither training 
nor experience !n the sciences; this whole idea of scienti fie 
elitism was somewhat bizarre.· Nonetheless, Saint•Simon 
proceeded to explain to the have•nots or the world why 
enlightenment meant prosperity far. all. "A scientistt my 
friends, is a man who predicts. lt is because science has 
the means of prediction that it is useful, and makes 
. 145 
scientists superio~ tQ all other man." Referring in 
1608 to the scientist's idealized conduct, Saint-Simon 
stated that science was the "vlritable source de la sagesse." 
If• hoti:ever, more proof mas needed• he pointed out further--
with the usual over•simpllflcation typi~al ~f Frenchm~n 
writing about Great Britain••that: "The educated classes in 




Ibid., P• 6. "I ask the ~eader to reflect on this-obser• 
vat!on1 the haves govern the have-nots, not because they 
own property; they own propetty and govern because, col-
lectively, they are superior in enlightenment to the 
have-nots.".!.!?!.£!., P• 2. 
88 
everybody iri England knows how to read, write, ahd add~ 
UJell, my friends, in that country the workers in towns and 
.. 146 
even. in the country eat meat every day... Throughout his 
many works, Saint•Sin,on placed· the mantle of leadership on 
the men of enlightenment and science, although this burden 
was distributed f'rom time to time.to industrial leaders and 
intellectuals. Evan when he included the induitrialists, 
after about 1816. · to 1819•20., he carat'ully informed his 
raade:r;-s that in any collaborative effar-t the scientific 
method must constantly serve as the guide. "1he mathcd 
of the experimental sciences should be ap~lied to politics•• 
, . 147 
reason an~ experience are the elements of this ~ethod.h 
Saint•Simon·automatically assumed that leadership in society 
would have to be by the most educated persons. The success 
registered depended upon "the degree or activity that 
persons of great influence over humanity would choose to 
exert on this occasion, n which may or may not at the moment 
148 
be scl~ntists• but would certainly be the most enlightened~ 
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'*Great men~" he wrote in leoa. "are f"ormed by great moral 
149 
crises. tt Tho "great_ men" Saint.simon had in mind were 
"lee industrials,~ by tuhom he meant marcely the moat productive 
among the enlightened leaders in society in the!~ respective 
fields. 
moral crises era produced in -social environments, and 
for Saint.simon instltutloMs ware but tangible manifestations 
of the philosophical system which underlay any givan social 
order. Correct ideas could only ba discovered and correctly 
interpreted by an enlightened elite of progressive indl~ 
v!duals for the mass of' mankind. Thererore, pol1 tics 
rested upon morality and ethics. Using a scientific analogy, 
he tt•rota in 1808, "L I installat.f.an du principe de. la gravi• 
tation universalle en premtire ligne, a d&termin& un grand 
changement dans la coordination des ld!ea ~e physique~ La 
m8ma effot sera produ! t dans la mora.J.e par le installation 
150 
du nouveau prlncipe." Any syst~m in the universe, he 
': 
reasoned, was cnmpcsad or certain principles. and,it became 
.149 
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151 
still more perfect when reduced to one. Like his col~ 
leagues in tho early nineteenth century socialist movement, 
Saint-Simon assumed he had discovered the solution to the 
perplexing conditions of the day~ 
Saint•Simon•s proposal fo~ the reorganization of Europe, 
a plan which placed Britain and Franca lrt the forefront of 
the European community, was one attempt to utilize a new 
principle for international relations•' This ·new principle 
was the march of an enlightened humanity toward a f'utftie 
world· order of national harmony and goodwill among states. 
' I . , ' • 
It was to be a world ordel' in which the desires of each 
individual nation, and each individual within it~ did not 
conflict. with tha general £:uropean interests. Europe ought 
to be organized for progress. "La philosophie du dernier 
siacle a rlivolutionnaire; eel le du XI X8 si?fcle doi t 
152 
atre organisatrice. 0 f'or the poli ti.call y conservative 
Saint-Si man, 1 t t11as better to laad the social o.rder onward 
than to we.it. to be dragged there. 
151 
152 
Il viendro sans doute on temps ob tousles peoples de 
!'Europa sentiront qu'il f'aut r~gler \es points d'intGrl~ 
g~n5ral. avant de descendre aux intArets nattonaux; alors 
!E!!!•, P• 148. 
Ibid., II, P• 256. 
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lea mau:: commencernnt ~••· devenir moindras, las troubles lr 
s•apaiser, las guerres l s•tte1ndret c 1est la qoe nous 
tondons sana cesse. c'est la qua le cours de 1 1esprit 
humain nous emporte! Mais lequel est le plus digne de 153 
la prudence de l 'htHllme ou de s•y trainer, au d 1 y courir7 
Soint-Slmon' s plan r.o.r a general harmony or !nterests 
between European peoples,,, e·· harll'ony he thought could be 
. :• 
nchievod b~, instituting b :European ,parli'3ment. with. an imp,r• 
tial 8X13CUtive, was merely t!ie f'irst step:, _ha toak on the 
road to abandoning the Nerntonian principles o t' science for 
thosa of univsrsal brotherhood amono men. riw1 th a union of . . . -
paoples as with a union of indlvidtials, co-mon institutions 
and an organiiation ars required. ~Jithout these everything 
154 . 
is decided by force." Throughout his wx-i tings, ha defined . 
this brotherhood in axclusivoly European terms. As he did 
in so many other tuays. Saint-Simon forshadowad a development 
· · 155 
which came later in the century• namely, racism. 
During the first few years following the return oP 
peace after Waterloo, Saint-Simon courted the support of 
various bourgeois elements in France. His program~•as he 
153 
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elaborated it in L'lndustrle (1816-l?)••advanced the increased - . . 
importance of the tachnolog!cal and commercial elements in 
156 
society. He repeatedly announced that the industrial 
class-•doomad to obscurity by Owen's plans••Was bound to 
dominate the -social order because of its advanced knowledge. 
"Our intention,~ he wrote an American friend in 1811, "is 
simply to promote and explain a development whieh is inevi• 
table. Our desire is that men should henceforth do con• 
sciously, and with better directed and more useful eff'ort, 
what they have hitherto done unconsciously, slowly, inde• 
. 1~ 
cis1vely and too ineffectively." Saint-Simon therefore 
concludadt "Une nation n•est autre chose qu•une grands 
158 
soci&tA d•industrie.~ He regarded as necessary the free 
interplay of individual interests operating in a t"ree busi• 
ness environment. In terms of the political relations in 




Yes, sir, in my opinion, the sole aim of our thoughts 
and out exertions must be the kind of organization most 
favorable to industry••lndustry understood 1n the widest 
sense, including every kind of useful activity, theo-
retical as well as practical, intellectual as well as 
manual. The kind of organization most.favourable to 
Saint-Simon, Oeuvres, I, pp~ 5-223; and !bid. t II, 
PP• 13•173;. 
Saint•Simon, Selected Writings, p~ 70. 
Saint-Simon, Oeuvres, I, p~ 69. 
9:3 
industry consists in a government in which the poiitical 
power has no more force o:r activity than is necessary to 
see that useful work 1s not hinderedJ a government so 
arranged that the workers, who-together form the real 
community, can e)Cehanga directly and wtth complete freed.om 
the products of their labours: a government under which \ 
the community which alone knows what is good for !t, what 
it wishes and prefers, wi111. also be the· judge of' ·the tuorth and utility of 1 ts labours. 59 
Accepting the theory that the principal duty of the 
individual in any social order was to work, Saint-Simon 
assumed the philosopher's duty was to supervise and mhow 
him the way. Only if socialism means "the conscious direc;. 
tion and planning of the economic system from the cents~•• 
. 160 ·. 
could Saint•Simon be called a 11socialist" at all. In 
fact, _the social order he envisioned would have been led 
by a bourgeois scienti,fic hierarchy, "les industrials," 
rather than any proletarian party of the most numerous and 
poorest individuals in it; f'or Saint-Simon, mankind was 
composed ct two partst (1) the p1:oductiva workers, both 
employers and employees; and (2) the idle rich and parasi ta•; 
nobility• whom he termed n1as olsifs~" 
159 
Seint•Simon, Selected Writings, P• 10-~ 
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In the years between 1817•21 1 Sa1nt•S1mon gradually 
alienated many of his former middle class supporters as a 
result of hie attacks first on inheritance in 181?, and, 
161 
second, on organized religion in ~819. · Hs still maintained 
the necessity of an el! te; however, he returned hi's emphasis . 
from the 1ndustr!al1ste to a more !ntellec:tual element·• It 
was at this time that he began to change his earlier views 
on the intrinsic value of' individual efforts, and began to 
writs against what hls disciples v1ould later call 1ndiv1'9.~ .), ::c:, 
ualism. Vet; he continued to lament that men of ability, 
"hard working and thrifty." were relegated by ignoran~e nnd 
162 
superstition to inferior pos1 tions. At first, he had 
felt that any competition between individuals would produce 
only long range benefits. Having lived through the era of 
the trench Revolution• w! th all 1 ts notions of equality and 
the use of plebiscites, Saint-Simon could not, like Owen, 
put sublime faith in the masses. He wa~ by choice a 
monarchist and could never have conceived of society being 
163 
run by republicans. Like so many of his Utopian Soc1a11st 
colleagues,· he was somewhat a social radical but a political 
conservative. 
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Around 1819-20• he ,~egan to write more• with reference 
·•·.;· 
to·th~ "social bodi itself" or·stic1ety "taken collectively;n 
However, he retained social-stratification and was never an 
egalitarian~ He believed such a~rangem~nts would be accepted 
without question sintie every intelligent indlvldual knew 
that -these divisions were both natural and• more eff'icient 
than the present system~ Only ·an, enlightened leadership .. 
· could determine the· correct course 'of action.; · ·, · · 
Dans une so6i&t~ otgan!sGe p~ut l~·but positlP de 
_trava1ller l sa prosp§-ritA par les sciences, les beaux-
arts et les arts-~t mltle~j, l'acte politique le plus 
important, celui qui consists I fixer la direction dans 
laquelle la soci§tA doit marcher, n•appartlent plus aux 
hommes investis des fonct1ons soc1ales, !1 est exsreA 
par le corps social •l·ui•metnel ::•e·•est de. cette, manilre 
que la soc13t§• frise collect1vement1 peut rSellement 
exercer la souverainet&, souverainetl!1 qui ne·consiste 
point alors dans une opinion arbttraire lr!gAa in loi 
par- la masse, mais dens un·principe d§riv~ de la nature 
m&me des c~oses et dont les hommes_11•0nt fai~ q':'f6gecon-nattre la Justasse et proclamer la-necassit~ ••• 
If society were only organized along the lines which 
he proposed, Saint•Simon thought it would need but one 
article in any constitution to aehieve "la solidar1tA." 
"L'objt,t de 1•association politique des F'ran~'ais··, est de 
prospArer par des travaux pacifiques• d1 una util! t~ 
165 
positive." It was to "1es industrials" that Saf.nt•S1mon 
164 
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looked for leadership toward the most productive system of 
production and \ho best political organization 1n human 
history. Thus, he went to great lengths to define such 
people. 
Un 1ndustr1el est un homme qui travaille I produira. 
ou !t1-mettre I la pot't3e des dlff'Arents membres de la 
soc!~tl, un .ou plusieurs moyens matlriels de. satlsfaire 
leurs besoins ·au leurs gouts physiques; ainsi, un culti-
vateur qui s!tme du bl5i qui Alft .. des volailles, des · 
bestiaux, est un industrielt un charron, un marGchal, 
un serrurier, - un menuisier, .son .des iodustriels; un 
fabricant de souliers, de chapeaux, da.toiles, de·treps, 
de_ cachemiras,. est 3galemsnt, unindustr1elJ un.nAgociant; 
un roulier.- un mar-in employ3 sour des vaisseaux merchands; 
sent des industrials, Tous les industrials rGunis tra• 
vaillent ?i produire et~ met~re l la port5e de taus les 
. membr_as de la soc!Att!t: to,Js las moyens ma\f(tiels de 
satisfaire leurs besoins ou leurs goGts phjsiques; et 
ils ferment trois·,grandes·<c-1assas qu•on. appelle1!ss .cultivateurs; les fabrican~s;et le$ rAgiriantsi 
It. w_as .e_vident to s·a1nt:-Siman that only "_le· rAg!me 
industrial" could procure both· the ·greatest amount of 
product!vi ty and social tranqv!li ty, while a-t. the. same ttme,,;·.- · . . ' ,. . ' ' 
perm1 tt1ng ,the. maximum· _arnciunt':'of--1ridividual :111:Je,rty. The 
. industrial leaders alone unde~stood the complexity of mode:rn 
society, and knew how to organize lt in order that "toutes 
las parties contr1buent d'une man11re different I' la marche 
167 
de l'ensemble~" Saint-siinon therefore pianned f'or an 
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apportioning of tasks on the basis of individual merit or 
ability so that society would oparate at maximum efficiency 
as a·varltable.social machine. this goal prompted him to 
search for the best means to eliminate the plight of the 
poor. Saint-simon thought the most. direc·t method of im• 
proving society would baa system of' full employment, since 
"l'homme do!t travailler~" Then, ideas of' "positive science" 
could create true· enlightenment among the majority of the 
population. Sa!nt•Simon•s socialism was thera,ore always 
168· · 
a means to ao end, not an end in itself~ The best s~cial 
organization was one which satisfied the needs of the 
majority, was open to talent, protected the people-and 
fostered·enlightenment. He wrote in 1825 thats 
La meilleure organisation sociale est celle qui rend 
la condition des hommes composant la majoritA de la 
soci&t~ la plus heureuse possible, en lu1 proeurant le 
plus de moyens et de faeilitls pour satisfaire ses 
premiers besains. 
C'est cells dans laqu~lle les hommes qui possldent 
le plus de m~rite, et dont la valeur 1ntr1nslque est 
le plus grande, ont le plus de facilitt I par~eni~ ati 
premier rang, quelle qua soit la pesit!an dans laquelle 
168 
le hasard de la naissanca les ait plae&s. · · 
c•est encore celle qui rlunit dans une m3me sociAtl 
la population le plus nombreuse et qui lui procure les 
plus grands moyens de.resistance contre l 1 Atranger. 
Enfin, c•.est celle qui donne pour resultat des travaux 
qu' elle prott\ga, las dlc:ouvertes las. plus .1mportantes 
et 1:s pl~g9grandes progrls en civtlisation et en lumieres. 
Ibid., p~ 128. -
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The management of something such as na.tional weal th was 
a matter of extrenie care. like so many theorists whose sole 
cri terie for success is ef'ficiency, Saint-Simon wrote in 
1825 that only by allowing men of proven ability to direct 
social organization could society move forward at all. As 
if he did not want to believe that scientists might also be 
subject to individual Jriterests. he returned to them again 
on tha eve or suggesting a now religion~ 
lt follows from what 1 have said that the ambition 
at scientists~ artists and industr1al1$ts, to participate 
1n the admini9tration of national interests, is not dan• 
gerous to the community. It is advantageous rather, since 
they can only succeed in their ambition through solid 
achievements; while the ambition which alms at a place 
in tha government is harmful tQ the community, because 
the most incapable men may be C0!1sumed by such an ambi-
tion and, in order to j~,Gify it• strive to overthrow 
the whole social order. 
Saint-Simon reasoned further that it was easy for any 
man to evaluate the merits of another in the sciences or 
in the arts, arid.when society was guided by t~e s~me values 
then it would be easy to persuade any individual that he 
either did or did not ~ave the necessary talents to. govern. 
Errots would soon be brought to the notice of the guilty 
party by his neighbors,.and, unless the individual in 
. . 171 
question 1.1Jas blinded by vanity, he would correct them. 
170 




Was this not, however, the road to some form Gf scientific 
despotism? As with so many intellectuals absorbed in their 
own system making, Sa!nt•Simon replied that such a fear was 
absurd and he. cr:,otinued to do as he pleased. "La crainte 
de voit s'etablir un jaur un despot1sme f'ond~ sur les 
acience~ serait un chim?!re auss1 qu•absurde, elle ne saurait 
naftre que daris des esprits absclument Atrangere l toute 
172 
id§e.posittve~" terta1nly with his abhorrence of violence 
of any kind, there was never any idea in his mind to force 
his plans on anyone. Jri fact, Saint•Simon thought hi~ 
program would.minimize elass cor,fliets and other torms of 
social disturbances. 
172 
Il ne peut resutter aucun trouble d'une mouvement 
dirig& par les .savants le plus distinguls et par ·1es 
industrials les plus importantst car le~ savants et 
les industriels snnt de toute la socl~t~ les membres 
les plus int&ress&s au maintien de l'ardre; ils sont 
ceux qui ont le plus d'aversion pOij? tout acte de vio• 
lencs. · · 
Les savants et les industrials saront certainement 
o·bligAs de dlveloppe1 .. une grande force pour aplrer le 
changament de systlme; ma!s ce sera la fcrce morale173 
qu 1 ils emploieront, la force de l 1opinion publique. 
• Saint-Simon, Oeuvres, ll, PP• 157.,..55. for a description of 
the totalitarian authoritarianism established by.the follow• 
ers of Saint-Simon, see George G. Iggers, The Cult Of ... 
,Aut~ori ty Pqli tical e.~~ilosophI .Q!. Ih! 'sa!nt•S!monians 
A Chapte~ !!l lb.!!. intellectual History Q!. Totalitarianism, 
The Hague, fflartinus Nijhoff, 1958~ 
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Saint-Simon also discussed the problem of equality; but 
the egalitarianism he had in mind was not that of th~ 
Babouvians. He wished to create equality based on the 
absence of abuses which stemmed from unearned privilege. 
This was an equality of opportunity only, for he retained 
social stratification. Social divisions would be based on 
individual talent and enlightenment .. Theoretically, the . . 
way was always open to those individuals of talent and merit. 
111hat man rebelled against, he noted, was not the principle 
or inequality itself, but rather against inequality based 
on sterile or artificial standards of value. 
The solution to F"rance's ills• which seemed acute to 
Saint-Simon after about 1820, was a new religion••a "Nouveau 
Christianisma." With a preface quoting the Bible--"Thou 
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself"-•he outlined his new 
system by using the ancient device of a dialogue between 
speakers. "Theologyt" he wrote in 1825, "needs to be brought 
up to date at different periods, just like physics, chemistry, 
174 
and physiology. 11 Saint-Simon• s "New Christianity" would 
have temporal institutions as well as spiritual pririciples. 
174 
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Both would be directed toward "the improvement of' the well-
175 
being of the poor~st class." Sine~ "opinion governs the 
world," Saint-Simon re-emphasized that there would be no 
resort to inquisitional methods in order to realize his new 
1?6 
order~ While Owen turned to the great realm of nature 
for his principles, Saint-Simon was the first Utopian 
Socialist to place any emphasis on history within the soc-
ialist movement. It was an emphasis on the importance of 
history which eased him into the Romantic movement also •. 
Actually, he had begun to think about the role of the 
individual in his historical setting sometime earlier, this 
process had simply matured over a number of years and ripened 
with his~ Christianity. His views on the reorganization 
of European society in 1814 were based on history rather 
than on Newtonian pi:-1nciples. Like the Romantics, he too 
thought the medieval Catholic Church had fulfilled a need 
in the Western world. However, he felt this need disappeared 
when the clergy, at first the intellectual leaders of Europe, 
failed to use science for the advancement of mankind and 
even attempted to curb those who sought to use it. "The 
attack on the religious system of the Middle Ages has really 
175 
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proved only this·, that it was no longer in harmony with the 
. 177 
posltive scienc~s.u Thus• he concluded that religloh does 
not disappear 0 only that 1 t should adjust itself ·to scian .. 
178 
ti fie progress." At no point did Saint•Simon advocate 
the ovsrthrow of' religion completely; he merely wanted to 
modernize and expand it fa~ a progressive world. Religion. 
he believed, should conform to its historical goal, to 
promote social ~nity and intellectual progress. nRedemption 
would come· not through Christ, 11 wrote one recent biographer, 
179 
"but through science." Saint~Simon, like so many thinkers 
earlier in the Enlightenment, regarded religion as a con-
venient tool by which· to keep· the masses in check, while ·the 
enlightened man had no real need for 1 t. "La religion est 
la collection des applications de la science gAnlrale au 
moyen d~squellos les hom~e~ Gclair~s rlgirent l~s hommes 
180 
ignorants·." God, .therefore, was viewed as a necessary 
symbol f'or maintaining order. In 1808 he wrotea 
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I say, and I claim to have shewn · fs!c], that the idea 
of God should not be used in the physical sciences, but 
I do not say that it should not be used in political 
matters, at any rate for a long time• since it is the 
best means that has been discovei@f of managing the 
fundamental political relations~ 
As previously noted, Saint•Simon did not use the term 
"individualism" in any or his wrl tings. In fact, early in 
his career he thought enlightened self•interest a healthy 
thing. He could only see general benefit from it to· the 
whole social fabric~ He always considered that."1n the 
general interest, domination should be proportionate to 
182 · 
enlightenment,.. As with Charles ro~rier, Sa1nt•Simon 
theorized that out of diversity came harmony~-: "To gather 
up and unite all. these· forces acting in di ff'erent, a,nd 
often contrary, directionsJ to direct them as far as 
possible to the single purpose cf improving the lot of 
humani ty-•l do not think a better means can be found than 
183. 
the one I propose." Toward the end of his life, he 
' . 
recognized that these different and contrary forces were 
' ' ' . . 
operatin,Q. virtually unchecked and would,~less controlled 
by some element, not improve man's life the way he wanted. 
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Theref'ot'e, •. he began to write ~gainst what he most frequently 
chose to call "l 'egotsme. 11 · "There are two routes, .. he had 
written as early as 1803, rtby;~hich,a. man may reach a position 
of superioritvjr; ()ne of them combines the individual and the 
general ·interest. Ply_aim is to improve this way, and scatter 184 . , ,·, ,, · 
thorns on the other." Yet• then·he, proceeded ta-look at 
the.problem of egotism in individuals. 
' ' 
Opinions are still divided on the question of egoism. 
Although discussion has hotly continued oh this subject 
since the beginning of the world, the solution of the 
problem lies in opening up ·a. path,· which· .ts· the same for 
the individual and for the common· interest. Egoism is 
essential to the seeurlty or organisms; ~vary. effort to 
combine the interests of individuals is a step in the 
right direction; but every argument· or the moralists 
which- goes beyond the conciliation of interests and 
tries·. to destroy egoism, is an error which is eae11 y 
recognizable. Moralists often mistake wot-ds tor th!r,gs, 
the first generations of humanity were those in which 
there UJas the greatest individual egoism, befft~Se 
individuals did not combine the1~ interests. · 
Until about 18191 Saint-Simon sought to harmonize -
"les int§r&ts privls" with the general interest;.,! There-
after he began to see some new developments, and he 
respondod to them. "Jusqu'lt prlsent, les hommeso•ont 
exercS, pour a1ns1 dire, sur la nature qua des·ef'forts · 186 . 





Saint-Simon, Oeuvres, II, p~ 194;' 
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18? 
egoism as .~la gangrlne mo.ral de 1•esp?foe humaine'•" Ha also 
termed certain inC:iviclvals who attempted to dominate others, 
while not being suitably enlightened themselves but only 
. 188 
greedy• as "las ego!stes~·tt . Saint•Simon was particularly 
instrumental in popula_rizing the idea of *'isolation" and 
"~golsm" and in attaching them- to individual interests dis• 
d~!nfully; In 1825 he assailed the ~ampaglng egoism of his 
day,-he wrote in parts 
It is to this egoism that wa must, attribute the political 
malady of our awn age, a malady which afflicts all the 
workers t.uho serve the. communi t.y; which allows kings to 
waste a great proportion of the wages of the poor ·on their 
personal expenses, and those of theit' courtiers and sol• 
diersJ which allows monarchy and_hereditary arJstocracy 
to usurp much of the esteem which should go to tt,e·~cien-
tists,·artis~s, and industrialists• in viri~9 of their 
direct positive services to the com_muni ty. · · 
Thus, "New Christianity,»· Saint~Si~ori announcad·proudlyt 
"is called. upon_ to. a~hieve. the triumph or the principles of' 
universal morality 1n the, struggle which ls going-~~ with 
the forces aiming at the individual instead of p(cb.lic in• . 100 . 
tiarest." These forces wera not the rorces of', the new 
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industrial order which Saint-Simon wanted to lead mankind 
forward, but "des nobles et bourgeois oisif's." Thus, his 
socialism was prompted by a negative response to forces 
which he discovered might possibly be limited only by an 
opposite. Al though he did not use the term, Saint ... _S_imon 
clearly had in mind the very phenomenon his disciples and 
other critics called "individualism." At the same time, 
he maintained his belief that the most enlightened indi• 
viduals would always use their knowledge and talents to 
eliminate false privilege. In 1822 he wrote,. 
Tousles privil~ges seront anlant!s, et ils ne pour• 
ront plus se reproduire,· puisque le systlme -~d• §gal! ti 
le plus complet qui puisse exister sera eon~tltue, las 
hommes qui montreront le plus de capacit& dens les 
sciences positives, dans les beaux-arts et dans 1 11n-
dustrie, Atant appeles par le nouveau sys time I' -joui r 
du premier degrA de considlration socials et l ltre 
chang&s de la direction des affaires· publiques, dis• 
position fondamentale qui destine tousles hommes 
possidant un talent transcendent l llever au premier 
rang, quolle qua soit la position dans1~!quelle le hasard de la naissance les.ait placAs. 
In the early 1820 1s, Saint-Simon sought individuals 
who would help him in his effort to serve humanity and act 
191 
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as the vanguard, of' a new social order. There was no longer 
any appeal to the laws of science as such; ·rather Saint-Simon 
inaugurated a religious crusade of progress. He called upon 
his followers "a terminer cette saints entrepr!sl." He urged 
all men to regard themselves as brothers, The honor of 
organizing the temporal power conforming to his divine axioms 
was reserved by Saint-Simon to those who understood them. The 
appe~l concluded with his appeal·for a renewed commitment in-
order to save mankind. He wrote in,partt 
Vous avez AtA destin§s de toute ~ternit~ l demontrer aux 
princes qu!il est de laur 1ntArlt et-de leur devolr de 
donnar a leur sujets la constitution qui peut tendre le 
plus dlrectment a l'amllibration de 1•esistence soci~la 
de la classe le plus nombreuse; vo~~ avez ftl destin&s-l 
determiner ces chefs des nations a soumettre leur polt-g2 tique au principe fondamental de la moral chrAtienne. · 
At no point did Saint•Simon ever abandon the idea of 
an intellectual elite leading mankind, he merely redistr1'• 
buted the importance attached to various kinds of leaders•• 
from scientists, industrialists, bankers, artists, thinkf:='rs 
and philosophers to all individuals ca~able of rising on the 
babis of merit. He never doubted for a moment th~t the 
same reasons which had assured outstanding scientists the 
esteem of the scientific world could easily be applied to 
society as a whole. "la mama co~fiance qui a tant fa!t 
192 
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admettre aux gens du mo_rsde l'analyse de l'air et de l'eau, 
la loi de la gravitation universelle. la d&compositio~ de 
la lumilre, et tant d1autres dlcouvertes astronomiques, 
~·:: . 
physiques, chimiques et physiologiques, les Pera Agalement 
_ .. , 193 
accepter par ie peuple un peu plus tard." The dtdam of 
unquestioned confidence of the lower classes in their 
intellectual leaders was one of the most consistent pitfalls 
into which not only the Utopians, but other writars--even 
including ·"scientific" socialists--fall. This dilemma was. 
in fact, only corrected by the later revisionist tactics of 
Western European social democracy. 
It was in the realm of history that Saint-Simon's 
individual operated. Hie interest in history came "despite 
the fact that he had no historical training, wrote abom-
inable history, made no pretensions to historical scholar• 
ship, was, indeed, not to put too fine a point on the 
matter, no historian, but rather a philosopher of history, 
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History, for Saint-Simon, was the progressive maich of 
enlightenment through the advancement of s·ctence and the· men 
of science. ·· During periods or rcdlative peace and stability, 
it operated organicaliy; during p-riods of stress, o~ of 
crisis, a qritical point was reacihed.and disharmcny•~prompted 
by coriflicting systems ·or ideas-~eropted and tore ·society 
apart·. rrom the fifteenth century to the f'rench Revolution, 
he ~i~wed histbry ~s stiiking at th~ roots of ·the feudal 
order in preparation for the crisis which occurred in 1789. 
Saint--Simon added the idea of inevi t·ability to his history. 
In 1814, While discusslng_revolutions in .states and the 
breakdown of t~e old.order, he described how the-.p~eceding 
~ra of the French Revolution had prepare~ the way for a 
better organization. "this reorgaftization cannot be achieved 
suddenly, at one stroke; f~r outworn lnstitu~itins only g~ad-
·ually collapse, and better ones are cinly gradually built; 
195 
they rise and fall slowly ~rid insensibly.• Now• he 
concluded, it was time for history to return to her organic 
development, and it was by a New Christianity that ~e hoped 
to achieve this.move. In this most important epoch, he 
195' 
Saint•Simon, Selected Writings, P• 32. 
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believed. the. mast enlightened indiv1duals vJould emerge to 
guide mankind,_ This new order; which he and his enlightened · 
196 
leaders sought, was clearly· .an industrial one. ules 
industriels" held the position .tn·salnt•Simon•s thought 
similar to that· reserved for the dictatorship of' the prole• 
tarlat in com~u~lst theo~y• 
L~ r&c~pittilatlon dti,passA de-la $OciAt& nous a prouv• 
que 1~ classe industr!elle avant continuellement acqu!s 
da_ -1 'importance, tandis que les ·autres en avaient t~ujouts 
perdUJ et ~ous devans conclute de la que la classe lndus~ 
tr1e1le dof 97f'inir p_ar. se constituer la plus important~ de toutes. 
·History was theriefore the means whereby any individual 
clearly grasped where he and his society· had been1 vJhere 
• • • • I 
they presently. w~re; and••much more tmportantly••where th~y 
were going. History•..;like science, and because science was , 
. . . 
the histotic~l catal.yst•-was therefore valuable too because 
it :was pr~dictable. History was the birth, maturity and 
. - · · :· . 198 
death of ideas. rot' Saint-Simon, the enlightened person 
recognized that history operated organicallyi and he ied 
the way forward by knowiedge to an ever-increasing amount 
of human progress. In order to achieve this goal, it was 
196 
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necessary for an enlightened individual to have complete 
freedom of action. However, whenever discussion centered 
around the role of the individual; it was prudent to define 
which individual •. Was _it the enlightened person only? Or, 
Just an individual along any or the various rungs in his 
ladder of social stratification? Each individual•s acts 
' 
depended upon his place J.n the-new industrial order because 
all persons had different duties depending upon their tier 
of placement; 
Regardless of the rank one held in societ~, Saint-Simon 
envisioned a social order divided into two basic classess 
(1) the masses who sought merely comfort and physical 
happiness1 and (2) "les industrials" who sought to lead 
all of mankind toward a better worid~ Control of the 
farmer class was exercised by 'the progressive· and ;enlightened 
leadership of the second, but classes there definitely were. 
Every individual was guaranteed a certain'amount of what 
might be termed "equality." However~ it was ~ri ~quality of 
work opportunity only, de~ending upon the individual's 
enlightenment or training in science. Science• th• m~ans 
o·f enlightenment for humanity, was the absolute value by 
112 
which all other values and accomplishments were to be judged, 
all persons classified and society it$elf managed. New 
Christianity was in itself a secular theory of applied science 
based upon a moral comm! tment to the betterment of mankind • 
•• 
The fact that such W thoroughly scientific system had no real 
attraction beyond the confines of a very small element in 
society was simply never considered by Saint•S1mon. roan, 
individually and collectively• was a rat!ortal animal who 
sought security and harmony in his social relationships~' 
Sa1nt~simon•s sublime Faith in the sclentist~artist•techno• 
cratic leader was. a gross oversimplification of what con• 
sti tutes efficiency. The very individuals who seemingly 
have the strongest tendency toward "individualism• were 
charged by Saint•Slmon to create a socially viable systam~ 
when in fact they are the very elements most pron$ to 
squabbling. 
In the changes which he went through, from being an 
advocate of individual freedom to the restricting or the 
individual and harmonizing of his interests with the good 
of thG community, Saint•Simon was a piQneer. His ideas on 
egoism and the isolation of this individuat--one who sought 
his own interests at the expense of others--gave two .or the 
113 
early connotations to the idea which one of Saint•Simon•s 
followers called "individualismw only a year after the 
master died. 8a1nt•S!mon clearly demonstrated tn his later 
,1ritings, after about 1819, the transitir;,n more clearly and 
became a foe of unbridled individualism •. Likewise, ha 
attributed this purAuit of individual interests to certain 
elements in society, elements which he felt ought to be 
replaced. ror both 011Jen and Saint-Simon, certain grc,ups 
.perpetuated an inefficient and irrational sy!3tern for thoir 
awn gain at the expanse of the major! ty. Both of' these 
early nineteenth century socialists used their'pen to 
attack such practices, and in the.process contributed 




The high priority given by Saint-simon to "les indus• 
triels" was met by stiff resistance from a fellow Frenchman, 
Charles rourier (1772-1837). raurier did not oppose organ-
izing sotiety on the basis of certain principles, he just 
simply disagreed with Saint-Simon 1 and tha Sa1nt-S1monians, 
es to the nature of such principles and in the conclusions 
he drew from them. Like Saint-Simon, he too was arrested 
and narrowly escaped death during the Reign of Terror in a 
case of mistaken identity. ln the performance or his later 
business activities, as a travelling salesman for the cloth 
industry, he learned a great deal about human nature. His 
numerous conversations with people in all walks of life led 
him to have a very intimate understanding of the desires and 
frustrations of mankind. Travelling by coach and stopping 
at inns and small town taverns, Fourier tall<ed with the 
people and obtained firsthand information on a variety of 
subjacts. For the great literary and moralist thinkers of 
the past, man was often an abstraction; for F'ourier, "man" 
115 
involved persons with whom he was personally familiar. A 
sympathetic rrench biographer has written thatt "fourier ne 
fut pas l 'lrudi t,. le savant, 1 •omnisc!ent que figutent certain 
eritiquess les connaissances qu'il prit dans les livres 
f'urent superf1cie1les et confuses, elles n1ajoutlrent que 
peu de choses l celles qu'Jl acquit par 1 1observat1on et 
199 
1·1 experienca." rourier•s entire life was that of the 
average bourgeois f'renchman, except that he spent his.hours 
after work attempting to construe~ a social order in harmony 
v,ith man's real nature. 
rourier• s first published manuscript was h1$ Theorx 
200 
of the f'our fllo'vements in 1808. . The. real .essence of his ..... ,____ . ,:: . . ..
thought.w~~ ~~~eloped sometime later in- 1822-23,.with his . . . 
Treatise .2!!. Domestic-Agricultural Association- publish~d in 
201 




Hubert. Bourgin, !tude !!Lt!!!, sources 2!!. raurier (Paris: 
Soci&tA nouvelle de Librairie et. d'£d1tion, 1905), p. 16. 
See also by the same author, Fouriei contribution I 
! 95tude .2.Y. .socia11sma frangais, Paris, Sociltl n_ouvelle 
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Charles Fourier, Thlorie ,w. guatre mouvements et des 
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was-written on the organization~, so~iety in 1829. After 
about this date; however, rourier concentrated more on 
attacking ·the systems of' his rivals than on developing his 
own.program furthet. All of the Utopian $ocialists seemed 
to have this characteristic in common~ they lacked · the 
intellectual flexibility to·re1ntarpret their own doctrines 
in light of f'resh evidence or certain contradictions. t t 
203 
was always easier to charge ,others with deceiving people.· · 
In his first work of' 1808, F"ourier explained his idea 
that the dtiving ·force ·behi.nd every individual was twelve 
passions. Thus, ha rruiaoned that: "All - those philosophical 
whims called duties have no telat1on ~hatevet to Nature; 
duty proceeds from men, Attraction proceeds from God; now, 
if we desire to know\the desl~ns of Codi w~ must study 
204 
Attraction.•• IIJhil'e Sa1nt•S.1mon had drawn hia theories 
202 . 
Charles f'ourier, te·Nouveau ffionde J.ndustr1el et soci~-
~, invt3nt!on du erocldl 11' indu'si'r'Ie attraiante _!1 
nitij'Felle distribule · !!l slries eassionn~es., -.Pat!~=.:--~, 
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Charles rourier, Pilges et charlatanisms des deux sectes 
Saint-Simon!! Owen, guipromettent·!}assocI'atloii et le 
e.rogri\,s, -Paris a Bossange1 1831; and also; La fausse .. 
industrig morcel~e, rApugnante mensong~re, et ilantidote 
natureiio, _ comblnle, attrayan€!_, vAridigue, Paris•. 
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Charles rourier, Selections rrom The Works Of Fourier 
(Landoni Swan Sonnenscfieln, 1901);-"ii"~ 55. Hereafter ' 
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f'rom science, rourier believed he had unlocked .the secret of 
nature in his law ar "attractiQn~ •• In the operation ·of the 
four movements of nature••mateirial, social, animal and 
organic••it was necessary, f"ouriar argued, .to grasp the 
importance of the fact thats "Dieu. setJl est inve.sti do 
205 
pouvoir de distribuer l 'attracticn; ~·.n Every :,pe·rson 
had twelve passions which might combins·in over:elght'hundred 
possible ways. They were split into three categariesi five 
sensory, passions of sight, hearing, · s.mel1, ta$te and touch; 
four affectiv~ passions~, fr!ondshlp, iove, .ambition and 
paternity; and, three distributive passions which he' c:!illed 
cabalist, COlilpOs!t and "'butterfly." rour-!er maintained: th:at 
these twelve passions were not the arbitrary classificatio~\ ,. 
system of one m~n, they weie rather the !ngrAd!ents provided 
for all men by God himself. "L'attract!on," ·her wrote,'in 
18?.9, "eet le moteur de l 'hamme,. E,lle est ! 'a.gent que Dieu\ 
emploie pour mouvoir 11universa et l'homme; on ne.pouvait 
done fftud.ter !.'homme, !_'univers tl .Q.!.ru!, qu' en' ~tudiant 
11attraction dans.son enti~r, on passionnel com~e en 206___ . 
mat5r1el • ., 
205 
206 
rourier, Trai ti £!!. !.'issociall.a!l, l; p;· 11. 
rour!er, !:!, Nouveau monde industriel, p. :u. ttC 1est 
l 1ordannance•" he turote in 1822, "que· Oieu a clltablie 
parmi les choses cries, ••• " Trait&' de l'association, I, 
P• 423. --
llR 
Fourier believed that for more than three thousand years 
the study of, and search f'or, unity in the universe had neg• 
lected to comprehend tho .obvious natural links batlueen mar,, 
universe and God~ The diverse. body of pas.sions in each 
individual was God's way of extending his rule to the worltf .. 
of men, Just as he had created and extended his rul~ to the 
natural world by laws cf attraction·; "le probltma 3tait,~ 
207 
according to Fourier. ttde dllcouvrlr la vote d1appl!cation;" 
Here was where he proposed his natv science or man.- Tha 
hnrmony.between the elements In the natural world.indicated 
that such could happen Rlaeuthere at, well.- "L'8qoil!bre· des 
passions ~oit se fonder sur la mAme r?tgle, s'il ya unitt§ 
dans i. 1 un!vers ·mat&riel at passionnel; i;et. cette rl'gle doit 
Atre appl!qu~o la btanche rondamentale de !'!tat soci&-
WB - . . 
ta!re, ••• " As with his contemporaries, rourier sought 
to f'!nd a theory of' stabilJ. ty and order amid the, ehaotie 
world or the early nineteenth century. Although·his docttina 
was taken Prom nature and God~ it was.expressed by·a range 
of terminology taken from the world of contemporary·science 
and mathematics. In fact• the great figures of science were 
207 
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still being invriked by lesser m~n to support their o~n plans. 
~Je reconnus bi~nt8t ~ua les lois de l'attra~tlon pesslonn! 
Gtaient en tout point conformss I" celles do· 1 •attraction 
mat5r!ellea expliquAes par Newton et Leibni tz; et qu• !1 y 
avail~ UNITC OU SYSTtr~E: 0£ filOUV(MtNT POUR u: .fi'!QNOE: l'llATtRI£L 
209 
ET SPIRlTUf,:L. 11 f"ourier, in f'aet, took an almost childish 
delight in comparing himself tci thm great minds or·· the age of 
scien6~. ·ftNewtori~ en dftmoritrant·que l'attra~ti~n mntgr1~lle 
a la propt'.i&tede r&gir l'univers en ha:rmonie, donnait r 
prGsumer qua l' Attractior, pass!onr,elle dont on n •a jamais 
f'ait aucune ~tude, couvre!taussl quelque grand myst~ro~ 
CI est de quo! l 1on va prendr!? crinnaissance dans la thAot1e 
de liAssoclation, qui n'est,autre chose que le cal.cul 
210 
analytiqus et synth~t.ique de 1 • At.tracti_on passionnelle;• 
Thus, Charles rourier reserved ere di t ror himsel r in dia-
cov~ring the laws·or pa~~lonate attraction In the unlve~se. 
The constant refarencas to the sc!enti rte m!nds of pest 
ages in his ruovks ls cnrtainly interesting also in that 
f"ourier ums assentially ant!•intellectual. 
209 
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The novelty of his theory is the not1ori that from appar• 
ent disunity came harmony, by way of passion~te attraction~ 
Thus, rouriar assertod that# ltf .. ' art d t aosocior SB fonde sur 
. 211 
l 1emploi des discords autant que des aecoJ;-ds; 0 ln the 
existing s~cial ord~r, he concluded that the origin oi th~ 
chaotic syst6m of soci~l tel~t!ons was due to arbitraty 
restrictions placed upon the exetcise of individual passions. 
Fo~rier ther•fo~a argued that the mbre passions ware iread 
from the prohibitive fetters of ci~ilization, tha grs~ter 
would be their t~ndencii·toward what'he termed "Unlt~lsme~" 
or har.mony with the wotld of God and nature. "L I Ai:iraction 
passionn~ est 1•1mpulslon dcnnte pat-le nature antlrieur~ment 
la rGflexion, ·et· persistante malgrt l 1 oppos!tion de la 
212 
raisah, du devoir, d~ pr~jug&, etc." man, tis wrote in 
213 
1622, nought to develop and net correct nature.'* . . He 
u.,a!!I only utilizing things as they u,sre• F'our:ier aaserted., and 




Fourier,!:.!, rausse industrie, II, P• r 9~ Fourier's works 
are frequently plagued with unusual and inconsistent num• 
bering of pages• 
Charles Fourier, Oeuvres p~rnpl?!tes (Parisi Libralrie de 
1 1!cole sociltaire, 1841-48} 1 Ul~ p~- 47. 
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my theory confines itself to utilising the passions 
now condemned, Just as Nature has given them to us and 
without in any way changf.ng them~ That is the whole 
mystery, the whole secret of' the calculus of passionate 
Attraction. There is no arguing there whether God was 
right or wrong in giving mankind these or those passions; 
the associative order avails itself' of them wit2y~t 
changing tham, and as God has given them to us. 
Thus, while Owen and Saint-Simon sought to achieve 
harmony for mankind by beginning their efforts with men, 
rourier thought it necessary to begin with tha individual 
man and tha free exercise of his pa!lsions. "J'emploie ici 
1•expression de bonheur individuel d1ou natt le bonheur 
g&nlral qui ne peut se fonder qua su.r le contentement de 
chaque !nd!vidu. Tant que cette condition n•est pas 
· 215 
remplie, 11 n•e~iste point de bonhetJJ:t glnlral." Every 
individual, ha theorized, must be assured the right to 
develop himself to hie fullest capacity; In his community 
of harmony, the phalanx~ Fourier allowed the individual the 
opportunity to choose his work as he $aw fit depending upon 
the individual passions of each member~ Here was the only 
way mankind could attain harmony, or "Unltliame." However• 
214 
Ibid. 1 p~ 66. 
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f'ourier. Trai tA S!!, l'associet!on, It P• 30. 
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the attainment of' such a common goal as this required the 
proper condi t!ons, which did not exist. Thus, Fourier des• 
cribed in detail the necessary environment to achieve u~ity~ 
In 1822 he wrote, 
A company will be collected consisting of from·1,soo 
to 1,600 persons of graduated degrees of fortune, age, 
character, or theoretical and practical knowledge; care 
will be taken to secur$ the greatest amount of variety 
possible, f'or the greater the number of variat!ions 
el ther in the passions or the faculties of the members, 
the easiet it !1~1 be to make them harmonise in a short 
space of time. 
rourier•s desire to allow the passions their natural 
freedom in each individual led him to criticize sharply 
what he disparagingly referred to as "civiliaation." He 
used this term only as on~ of disdain to designate -the 
existing system of isolated family interests in commerce, 
and he opposeid civilization further because it attempted to 
prevent what was merely man's natural course~ Under such 
circumstances, he concluded that: "Notre progrl:s est 
217 
illusoire." The restrictions imposed upon individuals 
by civilization had created within mankind for too many years 
a feeling of hostility against such a social order. In the 
216 
rourier, Selections, p. 139~ 
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Charles rourier, Publication£!!!!_ manuscripts£!! Charles 
Fourier (Parisi Librairie phalans~lrienne, l852)• P• 23~ 
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course of human history• civilization had created a tumultuous 
world because mankind had constantly acted contrary to' the 
natural ordei of the universe, against the will.of God and 
contrary to the nature of man himsal f'~ "Ma doctrine," 
proclaimed Fourier 1n 1835; "est· la' premilre, la · seule· qui 
s 1appu1 sur des bases conformes au voeu et au systlme de la 
218 
nature. 11 In responsa to the charge that he was being. 
quite presumptuous in such claims, F"ourier defended his . -
discovery by arguing that it was the will of God ehtrust~~ 
to him~ None of the other Utopian Socialists gave so much 
attention to having God on his side as did Charles Fourier. 
Humility was hardly a virtue among the early nineteenth 
c,entury socialists either. In his first work ,of 1808, 
rourier explained: 
218 
I ALONE shall have confounded twenty cent~ries of 
political imbecility, and it ls to me slone that p~~••nt 
and future generations will owe the iniative or their 
boundless happiness. Before me, mankind.lost several 
Fourier, La f"ausse industr!e,. 1, pi 355; "Ah:J. ·-1t is not 
the first time that God has made use of 'the humble·· to 
abase the proud, and that he has chosen the· ·most· obscure 
man to brin~ to the world the most important messa;ge;" 
Selections (1808), P• 11. 
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thousand years by fighting madly against Nature; I am 
the first who has bowed before hart by studying attrac• 
tlon, the organ of her decrees1 she has deigned to smile 
upon the only mortal who has orfered incense at her 219 
shrines she has delivered up all her treasure to me. 
The task of understanding Fourier's ideas is certainly 
not made any easier by his vocabulary. He used a vast 
array of terms to express himselft "Harmonie•" "harmonisme•" 
"harmoniens," "Unit3isme," "Attraction," "sociltaire," 
"garanteelsme," "phalange," "phalanstlre," "Sirles," and, 
althou~h he did not invent it, he used ttl 11ndiv1dualisme." 
220 
Fourier's works constitute an etymologist's nightmare. 
In addition to the'~bvlous semantic problems cited above, 
Fourier confound~~ his reader further with what he calla~ 
"pivotal" signs--such as an "X" or a horizontal "K." An 
explanation of rourier•s theories, and his views on related 
subjects, is therefore a formidable task. 
Underlying all of rourier•s writings is the desire to 
create the proper environment in which the passions can 
freely operate. The passions tended toward unity of some 
kind. "Le secret de l'unitl d1intlr3ts est done dans 
219 
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A. E. Bestor, "The Evolution of the Socialist Vocabu-
lary," Journal of the History of Ideas, IX, 3 (June, 
1948J, P• 283ff:-seealso Edouard Silberling (ed.}, 
Dictionnaire de Sociologie phalanstArienne. Guide des 
Oeuvres complMes .22, Charles Fourier, Parisi M. Rivilire, 
1911. The term "phalanstl·ra" has been used for rourier•s 
community in this studt. 
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1 • Association. 1' F"ourier admitted that the f!r$t nine 
passions-•the five sensory and four •*affective" ones••Wers 
generally known to civilization~ It was the last thr~e 
which constituted his innovation, c~balist• com~osit~ and 
"butterfly." The normal opetiation of these passions would 
lead to "Uni t§isme. '' Each ;individual. saw his own good· and 
well .. boing.in the similar. gaining of happiness ·ror his 
fellows. Thus, f'ourier was· led· to conclude that. only in a 
completely.new social env!ronment·could the individual 
achieve real ::,;happiness. Individual self-realization under 
ths e,cisting system was impossible. Fourier's alternative 
was a social order design"tid: ·f'o:r· just that purpose, the 
phalanst~re !nhabi tad· by. different. classes of ••soci§taires~." 
In physical structure the phalanstth:•e resembled a 
222 
giant hotel. Like the communities desired by·Robe~t 
Owen, it too was a social order gear~d toward agriculture 
and small local.production~ F'ourier•s provincial-back9r0und 
·,, 
find orientation led him to maintain automatically that, 
221 
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rourier, Traits£!!, !'association, 1, P• 133~ 
Fourier, Oeuvr~s compl~tes, I, illustration opposite 
P• 11~ 
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"agr!cul tural production must, thererore,. be the pivot of 
all production, as it is also the natural vocation of 
223 
man." Seven-eighths of the "sociltaites" were either 
cultivators or manuf'acturel's• while only the remaining 
one-eighth.was composed of capitalists, scholars and those 
224 
engaged in the arts. "The associative order looks upon 
manufactures only as the complement of agriculture, a means 
of diversion in the passional calms which will intervene 
225 , ~· 
during the long winter vacation and the equatorial rains. tt c0 1,,,, "''o'-f,..,A. ~. 
Fourier's agricultural community was not to be egalitarian 
oner unity within the community and equality were not 
synonymous. "l 1&quil1bre passionnel est un ordre dans 
lequel chacun trauve un didommagement rlel et suf'fisant I' 
226 
1 1indemniser des inGgalitSs de fortune _et de facult&s." 
The phalanstlre was open to everyone, even wealthy capitalists. 
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rourier• Selections, P• 27. 
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Because the French were agriculturally inclined, and 
the Owenites were atheists, rourier felt• -nc•est. done le 
rrangais qui ·paratt ·1a nation la plus f'aite pour l'Harmonle 
. . 227 
sociltaire. '* In the handling of the normal economic 
intercourse both within the phalanst~re and betwe~n them, 
he thought in terms of direct individual exchange, or 
"1~bour-6oupons." Thus, the system of wages was r~placed 
in association by each individual member receiving shares 
. . . ' ' 
of stock proportional ta the value of hls initial investment. 
Every individual could also realize a profit on his initial 
investment during the course of the year. The investment 
interest rate depended upon shares. and varied ftom five 
. 228 
to forty per cent. rourier worked out en arrangement· 
based upon three standards of value, labor, capital and 
talent. He divided pt'ofi ts w1 th, five-twelfths goin·g for 
labor, four twelfths to capital, and three-twelfths to 
229 
talent. He explained ~is theory of organized diversity 
in 1822. 
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Jbid~, P• 470~ 
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Ibid., PP• 25-26, · 29~ 
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Ibid., P• 78. 
It would not, than, suffice to combine a certain 
number of peopleJ it is necessary, besides, to assort 
them according to graduated inequalities of every · 
property, and to extend the scale of inequality in 
proportion to the degree of the experiment;. that 1s to 
say, that in the high degree the scale of gradation 
should range from the man without.any means, grade O, 
up to the man owning a hundred millions; while in the 
low degree a scale af small ·graduated fortun~!soO to 
20,000 francs of' capital, tu!ll be sufficient. 
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To Saint•Simon• s idea that "Man must work," f'ourier 
would have added the word "pleasant! y~,t• One .might enjoy 
his labor more if• he were made to see how he could profit 
frtim it~ "Legrande probl~me en m~cari1qus sociale est 
231 
d1 Alever le peuple ,au role de. proprl&taire •. a Here ls 
the germ of an,.tdea which is most interesting, a community 
of harmony based upon recognition of' ea.eh individual •s 
right to property·. Good economic relations between 
i'ndividuals in association created and fostered good social 
relations. Thus, Fourier saw the necessity of changing the 
230 
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Fourier, Selections, P• 125. 
rour!er, La rausse lndustrie• I, P• 413. rourier•s 
emphasis upon elevating the people to the role of land 
owner stemmed in part from his own hatred of commercialism, 
and with'this'hatred came anti•Semitism--"des l&gions de 
Juifs, tous parasites~" b!. Nouveau monde, P• 499; or 
§elections, P• 96. Talmon asserts that much of F"ourier•s 
dislike of the Sa1nt-S1mon1ans came from their Jewish 
members, sea Talman, 22.• cit~, PP• 77-78. 
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e~onomic conditions a~ a prerequisite ta changing society. 
Every.individual· had to ru1-r111 in asaoeiat!on what he 
termed ;'Seven Conditions of Associative labor'." f'or the 
individual member, these seven wsret 
1. That every laborer be a ·partner; remunerated by 
dividends and not by w·ages. · · 
2~ That every one, man, woman, or child be remunerated 
1n proportion to -tha three faculties, capita\, labor 
and talent. z. -That the industrial sessions be varied about eight · 
times a day, it being impossible to sustain enthusiasm 
longer than an hour and a half or two hours in the 
exercise of-' agricultural or· manu~acturing labor. _ 
4. That they be carried·on by-bands of friends, united 
spontaneously. _interested and stimu_lated. by very. active 
rivalries. , · · ·, · . · · 
5~ That the u,orkshops and hU$bandry offer the laborel' 
the allurements· of elegance and cleanliness. 
6. That the division of labor be carried to the last 
degree, so that· each sex and age may devote itself to 
duties that are suited to it. 
·?. That in this distribution. each one, man• woman, or 
child, be in full enjoyment of the right to labor- or the 
right to engage in such branch of labor as they may 
please ta sole2~! provided they give proof of integrity and stability •. 
Under normal conditions, shares in the profits of the 
community were evaluated on the importance of the task, and 
varied inversely with the pleasantness of the work involved. 
232 
rour1er, ttSeven Conditions of Associatlva Labor~~ quoted 
in f'riad and Sanders (eds.), Socialist :bought, a·!!2.!:.Y.-
meptary History, PP• 148•49. · · · · 
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tach individual was important, and deserved to be dealt with 
as an individual. "L•Harmonie ne peut pas connattre de 
communautl ni r5tribution collective l des soci&t&s famil• 
!ales ou conjugales; elle est obligle de traiter avec chacun 
individuellement, mame avec les enf'ans au-dassus de 4 1/2' 
ans, et de rl?partir I chacun en raison des trois facultls, 
233 
travail, capital, et talent." According to rourier, 
234 
equality was "p~litical poison.h Only by catering to 
the natural passions or the individual• and then building 
a social order compatible with them, could real harmony ba 
attained. 
ror all of the early nineteenth century socialists 
the principal source of discord in society wa$ st1a ·pauvretA." 
An associative system was rourier•s solution to this problem 
because it would_ protect each individual member from not 
only physical poverty itself, but the fear of' poverty too. 
Even in a stage of semi-association, he predicted that there 
would be "a solidarity or comparative assurance among the 
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families extending over the entire mass, so that no indi-
vidual may be excapted from thebenef'its of the guaran• 
235 
tees." The transitional stage between piv111zat1on and 
association was termed "Guarantee1smi·•i "The government of 
a Phalanx,•• F'ourier assured h1s readers, Hfurnishes every 
group with all that ls necessary to secure extreme neat-
ness; but the wealthy members add to this according to 
. 236 
their van! ty and thsir generosity.•• The maintaining 
of individual property• inter~st on capital and the 1dea 
of' hereditary rights indicate how opposed rourier was to 
egal1 ta•rianism~ ·ttthe associative rAgi!ll~ is;_ as incompat-
ible with equality ~f fortune as with uniformity of 
character; it desires a progressive scale in every direc• 
'· 
tion, the greatest variety in employmen_ts, and, above all, 
the union of extreme contacts, such as that of the man of 
opulence with Ona of no means, a fiery character wlth an 
237 
apathetic one, youth with age; e~c." rourier thought 
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that·each individual would f1nd·wtth1n his "series" rir in 
a group cohesiveness, and he therefore deemed competition 
between such groups as healthful for each participant~ 
£ach associate exercised the spirit cr.f "cabal" in this 
fashion constructively. He felt that:group competition 
released certain passions which did not·damage the relation-
ship ·between individuals. 
··. We must not persuade ourselves that in Harmony mankind 
are brothers and friends~ It would be robbing life of its 
salt. ta cause the shades of' opinion,, :contradictions, 
antipa~f.'(ies even, to disappear from it. But it must be 
observed that in. the play of the series these disagree-
ments operate only as regards the contact cf group with 
group, and not individual with 1rtd1vtdual~ ·It'. 'is of · 
little consequence that the groups be irreconcilable, 
provided there.exist bo2g! of connecti'on between their 
respective. individuals. 
By the variety of his work in the association• each 
' ' ' 
individual expressed himself to the best of his ability 
. ' 
and was rewarded for it~· Compati t1on was. therefore, 
encouraged by f'ourier between "series:;" Every individual 
was a member of a number of "series," about for-ty on the 
average, and rourier thus concluded that "nobody 1s inter• 
239 
ested 1n making one of them prevail over the others. st 
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1. The greater the.number of Series frequented, the 
greater is the ~nterest of the individual belonging 
to so many Series, not to: sacrifice them all to a singla-
one, and to uphold the interests of 40 companies that he 
cherishes, against the pretensions of each one of them. 
2. The shorter and rarer the sessions, the greater 
facility does the individual possess of enrolling him• 
self in a large number of ·series• whose influence would 
cease to be balanced, if. any of' them, by. long and fre• 
quent meetings, should absorb the time and solicitude 
of the members• and arouse an exclusive_ affection~ 
ihis mechanism, as regards distribution, possesses 
the inestimable proparties.,......... . ...... , 
Of' absortiing-:: individual cupidity in the collective 
interests of a series, and of absortling_the collective 
pretensions of each Series in the individual !nt!aBsts 
which each member has in a host of ._othE3r Series. 
; 
Fourier sought-to assure the 1ndapendenee af·the 
individual tuhile providing at the ·same :time a means w_hereby 
this independence did not" lead ta disco:rd• but to harmony~ 
'. 
If man would but follow his passions,- F'ouriet- predicted a 
new life for every individual. God.- he_ added, had -!n fact 
so made·· man w1 th all of his passions that every person was 
. .. . .· . 
"un etre fa1t pour 1 1 Harmonla et pour toutes les sortes 
241-
d1association."" Thus. not only was service to the 
phalanstera a service to God• but each harmonian would 
then be able to understand the real essence of God which 
240 
Ibid., PP• 182-83. 
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f'our1ar, Traltl s!2, 1:.'associat!on, ·11, P• 1B3~ 
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had el_uded philosophers .for centuries. Ha would now _be able 
to comprehend how God, the universe and man were all bound . 2~ ... '. ' 
together. so -1 t wa$ that rrom the. free exercise of the 
individual passions .came ·the thirte·enth passion, "Uni t~!$me~" 
Nothing delighted rourie~ more than having tha opportunity 
to aiaborat- upon some point in his dticttrine. tn 1823 ha 
used scientific jargon tc:, e·xplain his theory~ 
• : • '• • I • , ' 
L'Association op?ira surles passions, comma l'arlth• 
m~tiqua sut; lea quantities r,um~riques. ·On ·dispose les 
nambres en s~rio de gt'oups· ou·masses Achelonnles, dont 
le terrne·moyan multlplil lut-m3me se trouve en balance 
avec le multiple des daux extr6m-s. ·Alnsit dans une 
stria da groupes1 · et dans chactm des ses groupes, les deux rouges extremes, · la splculatJ.ve df. ta cabaliste, 
.et la romantique dJ. te cof!1pos1 te, se trouvent multi• 
pli~es.par elles.m3m~s, igissant tomhin&mant sur chaque 
groupe at chaqua·tndividut pris elles sont tenues en · 
balance, prl!serv§ss ,'de l'excesi par l'alternante, 
passion moyenne mul tipll~e slle-m6me, aglssant dem< 
242 
f'ois en d~but et fin~de chaque seanc;e, et.faisartt contra• 
poids aux deux · fougeei' extr?fmest par las deux trans! tions 
qu'ello leur m&nage. Ce mlc_anisme est conrorme I celui 
d'une sllrie g&omltrique, ob le multiple das,,moysns termes 
est·en balancs.avsc les deux extr3mesi et quant au mAc• 
anisme des propbtt!ons• son analogla se trouve dans les 
sAries ~•~~§&est qui sant d 1o~dre suplrlor aux sir1es 
communes. 
Ibid., I, p·~ 418. 
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Charles Fourier• Sommaira du traitA de 1 1assoc1ation 
: dam st ue-a 1"icole, ou attraction industrlelle (Parist 
Bossange, · 823 , P• lira. 
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How does one create and maintain the maximum amount of 
individual f'reedom-•the free e,cpress1on of one•s passional 
natura-•in a social order? This is the question f"ourier 
grappled with. W1 th complete confidence in his system, 
f'ourier's answer was association in the phalanstlra. Here 
was an elaborate system of' classes and groups, cf divisions 
based on wealth and rights for some elements, and a strong 
d'avot!on to a hierarchical form t>f:" social organization. 
Fourier's opposition tQ "civilisation1t stemmed from his 
desire·for individual freedom, but not.toward .democracy 
and republicanism., Holuever, !n · the emphasis he gave to 
the rights of the- individual, ,rourier provided food for 
thought· in a later development in European socialism, 
anarchism. Ha certainly gave to ••civ1l1sation° the idea 
that it was doomed, and that it would ultimately have to 
give way to a new social order-•his~ 
With all his talent for inventing new terms, rourier 
used "1 1ind1vidualisme" only once~ Perhaps this was ~ue 
to th0 fact that h.1.s arch-rivals, the Saint•Simonians, made 
so much use of it. He employed other terms--~egoism," 
"individual 1nteresttt and "rights of ,the individual. tt He 
is particularly important bacauss of this lattar idaa. 
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Thus, while Owen ·and.Saint ... simon defended the rights of' 
humanity, F'ourier thought first of the individual. In hia 
Theory_ .fl! the f'our ff!ovemonts (1808) • rourter ascribed to 
"civillsat!on," in.its commarclal relations, a mutual con-
flict of interests between the paired opposites, collective 
and individual interests. 
. . 
Industry offers a subver-siort rar more striking; this 
is the o.eeosition of the two 1!¢inds 9.f. f.ntsrest, -collective 
. !!1£ indi:.Y_!rJual. £va'ry Te°rsort'. engago~in. an industry· is at 
war with the mass, and malevolent toward it from personal 
interest. A physician wishes hi~ fsllow~cttizans a good, 
genuine case-: of fevers,, and an attorney good law~u1ts in 
every family. An architect .has need or a good conf'la•· 
gration which should reduce a quarter of the city to 
ashas, and. a glazier desires a good hail•storm which 
should b~eak all the panes oF glass~~ tailor, a shoe-
maker, wishes the public to use only poorly-dyed stuffs 
and shoes mada·of bad leather. so that a tr!plo amount 
may be consumed••for the benefit of ttadeJ that ts their 
r~Frain~ A court ~f justlea regards 1t oppnrtune that 
trance continues to commit a hundi:'ed:and twentt :thousand 
crimes and actionable offences• that number.being neces-
sary to maintain. the criminal courts~ tt is ·thus that in 
civilised industry e~ery individual is in intentional war 
against the mass; nocessary result.of anti-associative 
industry or an inverted world. We shall see this absurdity 
disappear in the associative.regt~, where each 12g!vidual 
will find his advantage only In that of the .. mass •. · 
f'ourier maintained that "c1vilisat1ontt re~.ul; te.d in 
. ' 
inefficiency and enforced ~bsolescence, or the rule of 
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"chacune contra le tout." In 1822 he ~gain stressed that 
civilization perpetuated "1 1intlr3t individual en contra• 
245 
diction avec le collectif." In the course of discussing 
this problem, Fourier explained his views further by 
writing in parts 
7. Conflicting enterprises, civilised rivalries are 
malevolent, not emulative; a manufacturer strives to 
crush his competitors the workmen are the respective 
opposing legions. 
Nothing of this unsocial spirit in .the Series, each 
one or which is interested in the success or the others, 
and which undertake only such labour1 whether in the 
field or in the factory, as 1s guaranteed a market. a. Opposition of the two kinds of interest, individual 
and collective, as in the destruction·of forests, the 
game, fisheries, and the debasement of climatic condi-
tions. 
Opposite effect of the Series, general agreement for 
the maintenance of the sources of wealth, and the res• 
toratt024gf climatic conditions in the integral composite 
manner. 
The phalanst~re • with its numerous provisions for the 
free exercise of individual passions, was the means ·by which 
Fourier intended to absorb "des antipathies 1ndivlduelles, 
247 
dans les affinitls collectives." Only association could 
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corredtly remedy these problems, "clvillsatlon" could not~ 
Assoctatton would also, he predicted, have the positive 
effects oft 
1. ft~'identifier 1 1intArBt individual avec le collectif, 
de :telle manilra· que l 1individu ne pu!sse trouver son 
bln3f'ice que dans les oplrations profitables l la masss 
entilre. · 
2. Da classer 1 1int3r3t collectif en bouasola de l'!ndi• 
viduel, de manil're que 1•amb1tl~ux· ne tende: qu 11· · • 
l'int~rat c2A6ec_tif, devenu gouvernail• de l'int&rlt 
lndlvlduel~ · · · · 
F"oud.er sincerely believed that his ·three•f~ld idea 
of' rewards f'or achievement and err·ort••labrit-, capital. and 
talent••wauld serve to promote all of the crea,tlva energies 
. .. ' : 
of eac:h individual .toward the desired goal of harmony in' 
association. In another attempt to·explain how his system 
would recon~ile the diffelrences between· "l' int&r&t collectif 
avec 1 11nt~r3t lndlviduel•" he stated in 1823 that he had 
four means in mind. Two were means "d*affect1on" and two 
were "de Justice." 
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A.l L1absorpt1on des riva11t3s individuelles dans les 
les affinities collectives1 effet expliqu& dans tout 
le cours du 28 tome [Tral ti de 1 1 association J • 
A.2 Le ralllement des classasextremes eE antipath!ques. 
J.l La balance des lats d1industrie et des lots de 
capltaux, dans le r&paratitlan en raison direct des 
masses et inverse des distancees. 
J.2. La balance de cu~iditl et de merite an contre-poids 
des pr&tentlons ~xtrlmes aux m0yonnes.z4~ 
F'ourier, Trait~ .2!. !'association, II, P• 124. 
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Charles F"ourier was conf1dent that he alone had solved 
the problem of individual freedom far all time. Ha had dis• 
covered the way to achieve harmony from apparent diversity. 
The mechanism was remuneration based upon labor, capital 
and laleht. It had the capacityi ~o•absorber la cupidit5 
ind1vidualle dans les intlrr!ts collectifs de chaque sArie 
et de la phalange entilre, et d1absorber las pr&tentions 
collectives de chaque sArie.par les 1nt&r3ts 1nd1vlduels 
250 
de chaque sectaire dans un foule d1autres sAries." The 
pitfalls of individual interests In "civilisation" lead 
251 
"us only to evil, if we yield to them individually." 
Under his program of association, F'ourier announced, there 
would not be any isolated groups or individuals. Therefore 
he proudly concluded that "as soon as the number of assoc-
iates has reached 1600, the natural !mpulsest termed 
attractions, tend to form series of contrasting groups, 
in which everything incites to industry, become attractive, 
252 
and to virtue, become lucrative." Thus, by the very 
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careful definition of terms, the isolated individual was a 
phenomenon of •civilisation" only. 
Fourier did not use the term individualism for the 
first, and last, ,time until. 1835. lt was used then almost 
as though but a passing referen.ce. In the second volume 
of .this two volume work, he did not use the term again. 
"Quant I la concordance ,de l 'eepri t sociAta:tre- •et de 
l 11nd1vidual1sma, elle Cha.rmonyl ne peut s•&tablir que 
par le travail en courtes s3ances, qui, en;)ageant l'individu 
dans une tr-ontaine.de fonctions et de groupes, fait .na!tre 
pour lui des !ntArats nombreux at graduGs, absorbant 
253 
1 1 ~gofsme dans tJne masse d'affections eorporatives." 
Perhaps. the reason for his reluctance to use.the term was 
that like his calleagues in early nineteenth century 
socialism, he tao had a decided preference f'or.th~se words 
which he. himself had c.reated to explain his own syste~• 
To vary terminology 1n midstream, and to borrow words from 
a rival sect, ~t that, would have broken~ prime ingredient 
in Utopian Socialism, to see stability and order in semantic 
consistency. 
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Charles Fourier's works exhibit the rather strange 
workings of an unbalanced mind, however pleasantly he may 
have expressed himself'. There is a great deal in his work 
that is rather old•-the idea of a community of limited . . 
numbers, about 1600, is reminiscent of older utopians. 
His economic theories echo the Phys1ocrats of the eight-
eenth century. However, there is much in f"ourier•s 
writing that is new-•the idea that the shares would be 
guaranteed by the community itself against losses of any 
kind calls to mind the f'ederal Reserve System. The 
emphasis given to the individual in his various work 
projects and the necessity of diversity in labor has many 
implications for the modern day--everything from the 
coffee "break" to the company bowling team. Unfortunately, 
there is a great deal in his writing that is_ drawn from 
his all tao active imagination--his fantastic scheme for 
the melting of the poles by the aurorea borealis, the sea 
turning into a pleasant lemonade solution and a human life 
span of nearly one hundred and forty-four years. In his 
deeire to create an association which would be 1n harmony 
with God, nature and man, rourier•s fertile mind wandered 
over a variety of topics about which he knew nothing. 
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Thrt'Jughout his works, there was always an importance given 
to the role of the individual~ Thist in fact, is what makes 
Charles F'our1er a leading figure in the history of Utopian 
Socialism; His plan for association started with the ind!• 
vidual and built upon this bas1s1 while others started from 
tho standpoint of society and incorporated the individual 
into their planning from above;. Charles routlel' allowed 
254 
the individual to have free will, which Owen denied. Ha 
Joined with Saint-simon in opposing equality. Both or these 
rrench Utopian socialists provided for a guaranteed minimum 
standard of lie1ng for every individual, but rourier went 
further than Saint•Simon and established opportuni tles for 
labor, capital and talent. Every individual did have the 
opportunity to be rewarded by his colleagues for his efforts. 
Fourier's doctrine of individual freedom led him to open 
the door of' individual rights for woman••''L • extension des 
privillges des femmes est le principe gAn§ral de tous 
. . 255 
pragrls social.» He has been attacked ror his belief in 
feminine liberties on the basis that they encouraged "free 
love" and the breakdown of morality; howEaver, what such 
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f"ourier, Selections, PP• 12?•28·. Other points of' dif• 
feranca between Fourier and Owen, from the farmer's 
point of view, 1ncludsa Owen had too many persons, he 
stressed "equality of fortune"' betmaen persons, and 
tnglish reformers failed to give primary attention to 
agriculture. 
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critics fail. to point out is that he similarly favot"ad 1ndi• 
vldual liberty for children, and for the same reason-•the 
natural operation of' hls "lawn of' passtonal attraction~ 
Like Saint•Siman, f"ourier developed a rudimentary 
philosophy of history. He regarded mankind as moving 
through four major phases of' history, and thtrty.-two sub .. 
256 
divisions which ha called "periods~• !n the course of 
history• s movement from the Garden of' Eden to Harmony, 
Fourier had history reaching its apogee 1n "transforment 
le globe en paradis terrestre."· He did not, like Karl 
fllarx, stop history eonveniantly at this point. History 
not only moved upward to Harmony, but it descended from 
257 . 
its heights into "Chaos. 11 The consistency in history 
was the role of the human passions in every individual. 
The goal of so. many philosophers, rourier reasoned, the 
maintenance of' ttciv.tlisat.f.onn was for him therefore a 
shibboleth devoid of any allegiance. In ef.vilizat!on the 
interests of' the individual and the community were always 
divergent. By comparison• in the combined order each 
individual would have no superior--either singly or in 
256 
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groups--that would use coercion in complete disregard of 
human passions. Fourier automatically assumed that liberty 
for the individual• that is to act in accordance with the 
law of passional attraction, would lead to unity under the 
right conditions. 
ror Charles Fourier, there was indeed an ideal social 
order laid up in heaven, the only problem was how to dis• 
cover and communicate it. Once he alone had made the 
discovery, there only remained the task or presenting it--
Fourier regarded himself as the Christopher Columbus of 
the social world. Various interests in "civilisation," a 
term of constant disdain in his works, steadfastly refused 
to accept his theory even though it was drawn from God and 
nature. 
Thus, in the final analysis, Fourier was an important 
figure in early nineteenth century Western European socialism. 
Unlike so many figures in this movement, fourier began his 
program with the individual. In this respect, he contributed 
a great deal toward attempting to define the role of the 
individual in a social order devoted to harmony by assoc-
iation. With his colleagues in utopianism, he too rejected 
the use of violence. He preferred a system of public 
145 
education to reorient man to his new environment. Therefore 
individual interests and eg~lsm, ~roblem$ which so troubled 
the Utopian Socialists, ware the results of 11.ptvilisation, 11 
·,· 
or social disturbances'produced ,by frustrating limitations 
~lac~d ~n the'twelve_passions., · Vet• by the Jery notion of 
>\ 
pri~~cy which he ,gave to the,individualt des~ite, his own 
conse~vati~m and pessimism, rourler contributed -to another 
ninet~enth t~ntury social: alternative,·anarchism. 
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CHAPTER V 
PIERRE JOSEPH PROUDHON 
Of all of the Utopian Socialists examined in this study, 
Pierre Joseph Proudhon (1809•65) was the only one who came 
from that element in society which Saint-Simon termed_""la 
classe la plus nombreuse et la plus pauvre~fl In fact• none 
of his predecessors ever identified themselves with the 
proletariat as did Proudhon 1 "U!e 1.uhc belong to the prole• 
258 
tairian class: property excommunicates us!" Throughout 
his life and in his written works, Proudhon took e great 
deal ot" pride 1n his humble origins. F"or him, misery and 
poverty were not intellectual abstractions created in the 
mind by middle-class or well-to•do savants, but vary real 
social ills tui th which he was personally familiar. Proudhon 
wrote voluminously on a variety of subjects between 1837 and 
his death in 1865, however his principal concern was with 
the role of the individual, and the relationship between the 259 . .· 
individual and society in economic enterprise. In his 
258 
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Pierre Joseph Proudhon, What Is Propertx .Q..t A!l Inquiry 
Into The Principle 9.t:. Rig~t And .Q!. Government (New Yor-kt 
l-lumborat" Publishing co., B?n, P• 90. Hereafter cited 
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wrl tings, Proudhon-•like f"ourier Prom rural Basang.on•-never 
diva:rced himself' from his own experiences, and thus one 
rinds that his individuals mirrored t!ie F'rench countryside:. 
"Agricultural labor, resting on this basJ.s, appears in its 
natural dignity. Of' all occupations it. is the most noble·, 
the most healtht'ul, from the point of view or morals and 
health, and as intellectual exercise, the most ancyclo~ 
260 
paedio." In this viaw on the virtue of' agricultural 
labor, Proudhon was in complete agreement. u,i th his fellow 
Utopian Socialists, except for Saint-Simon. Proudhon 
. . 
wrote in 1840 t ••L:tketuise the land is indispensable to our 
existence,••consequently a common thing• consequently 
insusceptible of appropriation; but larid is· much ·scarcer 
.. 
than the other elements, therefore its use must be regu~ 
lated, not for the profit of a fellJi but in the interest 
.. 261 
a11d for the security of all.•• The J.ndi.vidual, as des-
cribed in Proudhon• s works, was always a man cltise to the 
soil. 
260 . . . . . . . .. 
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Proudhon virtually educated himse1f, particularly while 
he worked as an apprentice printer. It was in his normal 
day to day task of' setting type that he became inordinately 
wall-read. Ha u1as extremely interested in' many subjects• 
and his later ~se of rrequent quotations from the Bible and 
from classical ·wri tars display his erudition. In f'act, his 
first literary iefforts• 1837•39, were treatises on grammar 
.262 
and religion •. :/· 
. .) 
However,!it was the publlca,ion·ot Properti in 1840 
which gainod recoQnition for·Proudhon'in the field af 
social cri ticisi:n., His unequivocal ansmer to the ,title of 
the book, ~/Is- Propertx?, proved immediately popular ... 
·. / .. 263 . _.. _ . '. . 
"property is theft." :Proudhon· then explained to his 
reador L1Jhat ha meant: ttfhis ·propo$i tion which. seems to you 
blasphomous--eropsrtx 'is },"dbbe'r~--~would~ if our prejudices 
allowed us to consider it•. \be'. r~co·gnized as, the_ lightning 
rod to sh!ald. us from the:' coming-· thltnderboi t; but too many 
. . 264. 
interests stand in th·e way." Claims made by some people 
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1n their. own interests to the exclusive ,1ght of property, 
was, for Proudhon, t~e origin of a scourge which-had plagued 
man's .entire history. "The right of property was the origin 
of evil on the earth, the first link in the long chain of 
crimes and misfortunes which the human .race has endured 
265 
since its birth.It He believed the. best means to under• 
stand this institution was ,raa~on, and that reason would 
I 
ultimately help develop the best kind of property relations 
for the good of the luhole· ·community. ..But what-was "la 
propr15ta7" Proudhon insisted. thats .lf~roperty .is the Jµght 
of' tncrease claimed by the Proprietor aver: any thing·. which ,. ·. ·260 · ·· · 
he has .stamped as his own." .;.' Or .againr · ttproperty .is the . 267' ' . ·. , . . . .' 
right to use arid abuse. n Thus,,. :;~~operty••as Pro~dhon 
. . . 
defined and understood,.! t-,•allovJed· tho~e, · ind~ vi duals who 
had not directly produced something to ~rob" .their fallows, 
the, actual producers. Therefo~e~ the f'c;,rmer enjoyed: the 
benefits of' the latter• s labor wi tho,ut. actually having 
worked themselves in the production processes.. ~~oudhon 
• 
265 
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joined the attack against the existing social order; and he 
too used certain terms to describe the ttevil" social order 
which ought to be transformed. The assignment or specific 
ethical connotations Qr definitions to terms in order to 
distinguish bett11een ttuo diametrically opposed social systems 
was another development which Karl roarx inherlted from ths 
Utopian Socialists. 
Proudhon believed it 1/Jas the labor of the individual 
which gave value to a product, and hence he concluded that 
this physical labor ought to be suitably rewarded~ With 
an emphasis on reason, ha proceeded to determine the best 
system of economic relationships commensurate with his 
theory~ Inquiries along these linos led him to· bacome·a 
268 
reformer--"my life ls a cbntinual apostleship~» He 
did not wish, however. to abolish individual ownership~ 
Proudhon sought simply to reduce-privilege in pr6p~rty 
relationships, and eventually ha tuanted to abolish· all 
unearned incomes-•such as interest·. He t1Jas porticularl y 
incensed by the practice whereby capital improvements made 
upon a piece or land by the individual peasant did not 
268 
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fulfill his obligations regarding rent. Capital improve• 
ments went exclusively to the property owner~ Proudhon, 
therefore. distinguished between one who "possessed" the 
land and the one who "owned" it. ror himt "possessor" and 
"owner" ought to describe the same person~ Under the 
existing system of property relationships; however, tha 
result was only gross injustice to the majority of the 
population. Proudhon reasoned further that the injustice 
in distribution was protected and perpetuated by the state. 
If one would remove this protective arm of the unjust 
system of personal property interests• society wou1d operate 
smoothly and more efficiently •. "Plan••• wrote Proudhon 
optimistically, "in his infancy• is neither crlmlnel nor 
269 . 
barbarous, but ignorant and 1nexperien~ed~" Soclett 
involved the realization of balance and social harmony• 
yet this ought not to be by enforced collectivization or 
communism. It oug_ht instead to come from the natural 
balance of free individuals. 
Proudhon elaborated on his ideas further in 1843 with 
his work !!!l ''.ehe Creation e!. Order··•·!!l Humani tx• 9.£ Princieles 
269 
I bid., P• 253. 
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et:. Political Organisation. Here he developed his_ theory 
of political economy in which there was indeed a science of 
production and distribution of wealth, Once again, he 
concluded that it was labor which determined value, and 
also that the utility of the product must likewise be 
271 
considered. As with his earlier statements in Property. 
Proudhon assured his readers that he envisioned change only 
272 
by legal means. By change, he meant going from the 
existing system of property exploitation to one of justice 
for all, which could be achieved without violence. 
many of Proudhon's ideas were given a more elaborate 
treatment in his two volume study of 1846, !!l!1 sxstem 2f. 
· . 273 
Economic Contradictions, SU:. the Philosophi of' l'lliserx. 
As the title indicates, he felt the real science of p~litical 
270 
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"Reader, calm yourself; I am no agent of discord, no 
firebrand of sedition~" Proudhon• Proeerty, P• 12. 
Pierre Joseph Proudhon, sist~me des contradictions 
&conomigues; 2.Y. ehilosophie dell mis~re, Paris: 
Guillaumin, 1846. 
1s,· 
economy was characterized by contradictions between opposites. 
Proudhon recognized the contradiction between property and 
communism•-~ thesis and antithesis••from which he arrived 
. 274 
at his own viable synthesis• mutualism or "mutualitl." 
Proudhon criticized the intellectual rigidity and dogmatism 
of the early nineteenth century social reformers because 
they idealized too much. They were simply out of touch with 
the real desires of the poor for work 1 education, well•being 
and equality. He rebuked the system•making of the Owenites, 
Saint-simonians and Faurier1sts-•of the latter group he 
wrote a "The sublimity of the fourierists' theories has made 
275 
the elements of common sense unintelligible to them." 
f'ourier• s vielu of ••association" seemed to Proudhon to be 
rather sterile, and furthermore it was·opposed to his own 
concept of liberty. In 1851, Proudhon had the disciples of' 
Fourier in mind when he wrote in part thatt 
Association is~ bond which 1s naturally opposed to 
liberty, and to which nobody consents- to submit,·unless 
it furnishes sufficient indemnification; so that, to 
all utopian socialists, one may oppose this practical 
rulet Never, except in spite of himself, 2,gd because he cannot do otherwise, does man associate. 
274 
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Proudhon therefore sought to create e path between the 
equally offensive evils of capitalism and communis~. A 
division of labor••not however the ·way 1 t was employed by 
capitalists for the realization of profits from low wages--
must be recognized as an important factor in production ·and 
distribution. Proudhon believed that a reconciliation of 
private and public interests could be achieved not by any 
plan of "associationtt drafted from sotne intellectual school, 
but by his ~rogram of libe~ty. justice ~nd equality. Thus• 
he developed his doc~r1ne of liberty for all, or ••reci• 
procity_. u 
During the disturbances of 1848•49, Proudhon had an 
opportun1 ty to do more than merely cr1 tic1:ze, the government. 
He himself entered politics and developed his theories into 
a program of actlo~ intended to resolve the social ills of 
the day as he defined them. Proudhon created a bank for 
the people, a ban·k of exchange in which individuals agreed 
to Join together voluntarily for the purpose of obtaining . 277 . . . 
cfedi t at coat. f~embership in tha bank was open to 
217 
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persons of-all classes who-needed to axchanga their products, 
via the circulating of special bank notes, f'or items pro.-
duced by othei-s. Individuals agreed to pay baek the prin• 
cipal plus a small amount of interest In order t~ cover tho 
actual costs. However, -before examining his system for 
achieving individual liberty, one should discuss·Proudhon•s 
use of the term individualism. 
No other thinker treated thus far used the term more 
frequently than did Proudhon~ Nat until 1841, however, did 
he use "individualism" for the• first time. , To the Academy 
of Basa,:,gon, who had provided him with scholarship funds 
during the 1830's, he wrote in part: ttQn ne ·c:e!Sse de 
d§clamer contra la soif de l'or et contra 1•1~d!v1dual1sme 
croissant du silcle, et pu!s, par le plus !nconcevable 
contradiction an s 1 appr3te l transformer toutes l~s ~spices 
. - 278 
de propr!AtA en une. seule• .. la proprilltA des §cus. n In 
the same year, Proudhon later associated individualism with 
tha ov!ls of existing society. "I say that competition, 
isolation of interests, monopoly, privilege, accumulation 
270 
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of capital, exclusive enjoyment, subordination of.functions, 
individual production ["1 '1ndividualisme dans la produeti0ntt3, 
the right of profit or increase, · the exploitation· of man by 
man, and, to sum up all these species under one hand, that 
2?9 
PROPERTY is the principal cause of misery and erim-;" 
Also in 1841• Proudhon responded to- an article by a forroa~ 
associate of' the Saint•Simontans Pierre Leroux and tha 
latter's program of reform~ "M~ Leroux means, by this 
magnificent formula, that humanity is a single immense 
society, which, in its collective unity, represents the 
infinite; that every nation, every tribe, every commune, 
and every citizen are, in difforent degrees, fragments or 
finite members of the infinite society, the evil in which 
results solely from individualism a~d ~rivilage,-•in other 
words, from the subordination of the infinite to tha finite; 
finally, that to attain humanity's end ~nd aim; each part 
280 
has a ril)ht to an indefinitely progressive devalopment.n 
In addition to rapeat!ng two pages.later his earlier state• 
ment about the growing ;.ndividualism or the age, Proudhon 
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termed certafn parsons with such privileges "individualized~" 
In 1846 Proudhon used the term "individualism" on seven 
different occasions .tn his ,SYstem2.f. Economic Contt-adictions. 
In all cases, individualism was employed, like rourier, so 
that it was associated with the existing undesirable system. 
"En vertu de principe de force collective, las travailleurs 
sont les &gaux et les assoc1As de leurs chefs; en sorta qua 
dans le systllme du monopole m3me. la communautA d'action 
ramenant 11 &qu111bre qua l 11ndiv1dualisme parcellaire a 
281 
troubl&, la justice et la charit§ se confondent." In 
keeping with his system of contradictions, Proudhon also 
paired the terms "l 'indivlduallsme" and "! 'association•• as 
282 
oppos! tes. He then added that a "Mais,· app.liquer la loi 
de division, c•est fomenter l'individualisme, c•est pro• 
voquer la dissolution de la communautlt 11 est impossible 
283 
d1Achappar l cetta cons5quence." He went on to explain 
the whole problem further. 
·201 
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Organisation du travail, division ou liberte du 
travail, separation des industries, taus ces termes 
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sont synonymes. Or la communaute pArit par la separ-
ation des industries; done la communaute est essent-
iellement lnorganique, elle ne peut ex!ster, elle ne 
renaftra sur la terre que par la desorganisation. Car 
comment concevoir une sAparation des industries qui ne 
separe pas -les industrieux, une division du travail qui 
ne divise pas las intarets? Comment sans responsabilitA, 
et par consequent sans libert§ individuelle, assurer 
1 1efficacite du travail et la fidelite du rendement? 
--Le travail, dites•vous, sera devisA; le produit seul 
sera commun.-•Cercle vicieux, p&tition de principe, 
logomachie, absurditA. J'ai prouvA tout I l'heure qua 
le travail ne pouvait etre divisA sans qua la consom-
mation le fut, en autres termes que la loi de division 
impliquait une lo! de repartition, et que cette rlpar-
tition, procAdant par dolt et avoir, synonymss de tien 
et de mien, 5tait destructive de la communaute. Aussi, 
l'indi'v'I"ciualisme exists fatalement au sein de la com-
munaute, dans la distribution des produits et dans la 
division du travail: quoi qu'elle fasse, la communautA 
est condamnee perir; elle n 1a que le choix d'abdiquer 
entre les mains de la justice en resolvent le probl~me 
de la valeur, ou de crAer, sous le couvert de la fra-
ternitA, le despot~afe du nombre la place du despo-
tisms de la Poree. 
Proudhon thus maintained that with the division oP 
work came uniformity, and with the arrival of uniformity 
liber~y was lost forever. It was the oppressive theory of 
any uniformity under communism, or under state socialism, 
which aroused his indignation. On the other hand, the 
principle which ruled in existing society--"Each by himself, 
285 
each for himself; God and LUCK for all"--was just as bad. 
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What Proudhon wanted was a social order J.n whlch_each indi• 
vidual was .assured the tight of exerci.sing··his own tttndivld• 
ual~ ty. tt 
L'individualitS est pour moi le~6rlt&rium de 1•o~dre 
social. Plus 11indiv1dualit5 est libre; indGpendante, 
1n1tiatr!ca, dans la sociltl•· plus la sociGtl est banner 
au contralre, plus 1 11ndlvidual1t5 est subordonnle, · 
absorbAe, plus la socllt~ est mau~a1sl~· 
En deux mots, le probllme sociar·it,nt d•accorder 
la libert3 de l 'esp?ice avec la ,li bertl de 1 1 individuf 
ces · deux lif:\srtls Atant solldai!fes et 1nsAparables, 
il en r§sul te pour mo!; que cdmn1a , rtoos pouvons · beaUC!)UP 
miaux juger de ce qui g,ne l'1ndtv.f.du que·de ce qui · 
conv!ent I la soci~t5, c'est la libgrt~ indl~l~uelle 
qui do1 t nous serv1r de drapeau et de. r~gle.2S6 · · 
What Proudhon had in mind was.allowing each individual 
to freely exert his individual! ty, or simply exercising 
those qualities which dist1nguished·him from others. He 
searched for a system which one might call an escape from 
authoritarianism, as found under the rigid requirements of 
communism. Proudho'1 • s solution was stpositlva anarchism," 
which appeared to him to avoid the entanglements or the ,. 
planned communities of the Utopian Socialists~ Unlike most 
or them, he wished to secure the liberty of the individual 
as the necessary prerequisite toward freeing humanity. 
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No thinker ·thus far had placed such importance upon the prs• 
rogativas of the individual, and eertainly no wr.-itar devel~ 
oped such a flair f'or expressing his ideas in a manner that 
captured the imagination of European rebels. 
Throughout much or his ·writing during the period, from 
1840-1851, Proudhon used a negative -~athcid of presenting his 
ideas. However, on certain issues he was no~ only v~ry 
insistent, ~lmost to the ~oint of dogrnotism himself, but 
very uncompromising. This was' :very true regarding his 
theory on individual liberty. In Progert~ ha unequivocally 
announced his rundamantal position. 
Liberty is invlolabls. I can neither sell nor alienat~ 
my liberty; every contract, every condition of a con-
tract, which has in view the alienation or suspension of 
liberty, is null: the slave, when he plants his foot 
upon the soil of libarty, at that. moment becomes a f'rae 
man. lUhen society seizes .a: malefactor and deprives him 
of his liberty, it is a case of legitimate defence, 
whoever viol~tas the social comp~et· by ·the commission of 
a crime declares himself a public enemy; in attacking 
the liberty of others, he compels thom to take away his 
own. Liberty is the original condition of man; to re• 
nounce liberty is to renounce the nature oF2ffgnt after that, how could we perform the acts of man? 
"Liberty•" for Proudhon, was therefore the balancing 
or man's natural rights with his responsibilities as. a 
286 
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member of the community, or the principal of "reciprocity." 
The role of ths individual was therefore to act as a free 
man, but a free man acting in a social environment with 
other similarly "free" individuals. This was what made his 
program of anarchy "positive." However. u~der the existing 
system• the individual v1as restrict~d 1n ,the exercise, of 
\ 
his f'reedom. This situation led Proudhon to predict an 
inevitable revolution against, particularly, the economic 
structure of society and its oppressive institutions. Thus, 
Proudhon could conclude that liberty was the "~ qua !ll!!l 
/ 287 
of existence." As ha developed his thed~y of liberty, 
,: 
Proudhon demanded security ~nd equality at the same time. 
0 Give men_ liberty, enlighten their minds that they may know 
the meaning of their contrac,ts,· and ye~ will sea the mast 
perfect equality in exchanges without regard to superiority 
of talent and knowljdge; and you will admit that. in com• 
mercial affai,rs, that is, in the sphere of society, the 
288 
word superiority is void of sense." Proudhon reasoned 
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that liberty required the creation of an equality of condi• 
tions, that is an equality in which the differing rewards 
for effort and talent would simply not matter.so long aa 
there was no injustice. "ftien, equal 1n the dignity of their 
persons and equal before the law should be equal in their 
289 
conditions; ••• " Individual freedom meant ~ach member of 
society ought to use his reason and other skills as he saw 
fit, without any interference from an institutional struc• 
ture like the state. Proudhon e,cplained that "liberty" 
involved more than equality, it was anarchy, variety and 
proportionality. He described what he had in mind in 1840. 
Liberty ls equality, because liberty exists only in 
society; and in the absence of equality there is no 
society. 
Liberty is anarchy, because it does not admit the 
government of the will, but only the authority of the 
law; that is, of necessity. 
Liberty is infinite variety, because it respects all 
wills within the- limits of the law. 
Liberty is proportionality, because it allows the 
utmost latitude to i~B ambition for merit, and the 
emulation'of glory. 
What did Proudhon mean by equality of conditions? 
Drawing upon his rural environment and heritage, ha 
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answer~d that what he intended wa~ an equality ·"cif means." 
Proudhon maintained separate family households as the basis 
of the community. Also of' importance• he sta.ted that each 
individual must be ·assured "the autonomy of the private 
reason." In his letter of 1841 he explained his position 
further. 
1. That eguallty• c~nsisting only in egualJ.t.y 2!, con• 
ffitions, and not,in eB4.ality of. eomfort•••Which.lt is 
the business of the laborers to achieve for themselves, 
when provided the equal means1••in no way violates 
justice and ~guitS. · · · 
.2. That il!!• resulting. from. the knowledge of facts, and 
consequently based upon necessity itselft never clashes 
with independence. . . . . 
3. That indi~idual independence, o~ the autonomy rif the· 
private ~~ason, .originating In the difference in talents 
and capablties, can e~ist without danger within the limits 
of the. law~ 
4. °That· ru• .. oportiooalJ. ty. being admitted only in the 
sphere of- intelligence an~sent,J.ment, and.not aa regards 
material-objects, may be ob2ijfVed without violating 
Justice or social equality~ ., 
The wide variety of possi~ili ties for interpreting 
,, 
libert,y inc~uded an a~ea of prime importance' to Proudhon--
economics. If one accepted the thesis that individuals made 
f_reely arrived at contractual obligations, then it followed 
that liberty in commercial and other economic relations was 
necessary in order for workers to exchange their products. 
291. 
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"La libert§ du commerce est nAcesaaire au developpement 
&conomlqua. I la cr&ation du b1en-Stre dens 1•hu~anitl, soit 
qua 1•0n cansidlrs chaqua soci&tA dens son unit& nationale 
et comma faisant partie de la totalitii de 11esplce, soit 
qu 1on ne voie en elle qu•une agglomlration d'indivldus 
libres, au$sl mattras de leurs biens qua de leurs per• 
292 
sonnes.n Proudhom assumed that individual liberty must 
be assured in the realm of labor 1tself••"Ls travail est 
. 293 
l'lducation de not~e libert&.~ Fr~adom to wotk as one 
pleased was most important. Every individual produce.?, 
such as the peasa,nt in rural f'rance, ought to receive the. 
fruits of his labor. "The organization of labor is the 
proper object of individual liberty. He wha works hard, 
294' 
gains much. tt As long as each member of an indlvidu'al 
peasant household produced from their family holdings, 
Proudhon supported a policy of inheritance. With· freedom 
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community in which a spirit of friendly co-operation and 
competition would animate all members for the good of' the 
anti re group.· This idea was, of course, to be found in 
rouriet•s system as VJell. lU1 th Sa!nt•Simon · and others, 
Proudhon believed that every individual must work and 
produce; only through individual production could each 
person achieve liberty and freedom. Proudhon was also 
extremely optimistic about the future under such circum-
stances~ "Progress, in industry as in science, is un• 
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limited; labor knows no bounds to 1 ts bold enterprises.•• 
The natural inclinatian or everyone was to work, and by 
keeping the means to labor open to all equally there would 
only result a Preely organized community of individuals~. 
Labor, Proudhon theorized, would reconcile the heretofore 
unresolved problem of individual versus group inter:ests. 
Proudhon's program ·sought to "satisfaire &galement aux 
. 296 
inttrats socJaux et t la libert& individuelle." In 
Property Proudhon elaborated on his idea or "l'lgalitl." 
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In so far as laborers are associated. they are equal; 
and it involves a contradiction. to say that one should 
be paid more than another. For, as the product of one 
laborer can be paid for only in the produet of ·another 
laborer, if the two products are unequal, the remainder•• 
or the difference between·the greater and the smaller•• 
will not be acquired by society; and, therefore, not 
being exchanged, will,not affect the equality of ~ages~ 
There will result, it is true, in favo~ of the stronger 
laborer a natural inequality. but not a social inequality; 
no one having suffered by his strength and productive 
energy. In a word, society exch~nges only equal products 
••that is, rewards no labor save that performed for her 
benefit; consequently, she pays all,laborars equallyt 
with what they produce outside of her sphere she has no 
more to do, than with the difference in their voices and 
thei~ hair. · · · .~ ..•.......••...•..•......•. ..... ~.~.~~-···········~··· 
Shall the labarei- who is capable of finishing his 
task in six hours have the right, on the ground of 
superior strength and activity• to usurp the task of 
the leas skilful laborer, and thus rob him of his labor 
and bread'?,. Who dares maintain such a proposition? He 
t1Jh0 finishes before the others may rest, if he choos$Sf 
he may devote himself to useful exercise and labors for 
the maintonahce of his .strength~ and the culture of his 
mind, and th1' pleasure of his life;.· This he can do with• 
out injury. ttj any one, but let him confine himself to 
services which affect him only. V1gor, genius, diligence, 
and all the personal advantages which result therefrom, 
are the work of Natura and, to a certain extent, of the 
ind1v1duali society awards them the esteem.which th•y 
merit1 but the wages which· it pays them is measured, not 
by thei'r power, but by ·their production29~our, the product af each is limited by the right of all~\ · 
The equality produced by this system of direct labor 
exchange was important in leading to the last element Jn 
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his .triad of liberty• equality and justice~ f"or Proudhon', 
the attainment of "justice rt was directly proportional to the 
realization of individual freedom from the stats-. In an 
attempt to explain what he meant, Proudhon wrote in 18401 
"Sociability 1s the attraction felt by sentient beings for 
each other. Justice is this same attraction, accompanied 
298. 
by tho~ght and knowledge.'* Then he commented further ... 
I 
on the 'subject of justice. "What .ts it, then, to practice 
J.ustica? It is to give equal wealth to each, on condi tlon 
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of. equal labor. It is to act socially.,n Justice 11Jas 
not, therefore, a motaphysital ab$traction as Plato had 
·thought·•-in the Regublic, but rather a· science· which 11111'!tll :f:t/' 
sooner or later put an end ta· social disordar, by teaching 
300 
us our rights and duties." The problem of realizing 
justice was how to achieve a balance or harmony between 
the interests of the individual and those or the community. 
The recipe envtsioned by Proudhon was his threefold plan of 
liberty, equality and justice. But, one must first tear 
down tho old structure in order to build anew. 
290 
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It is time that the public should know that, in 
philosophyt in politics, in theology, in history, 
negation is the preliminary requirement to affirmation. 
All progress begins by abolishing something; every 
reform rests upon denunciation of some abuse; each new 
idea is based upon the proved insufficiency of the old 
1dea •••• Thus, finally, I myself, having demonstrated 
afresh, under the eyes of my readers, the illegitimacy 
and powerlessness of government as a principle of order, 
will cause to arise from this negation a productive; 
affirmative O§flfr, which must lead to a new form of 
civilization. 
The symbol of negation in Proudhon•s system was the 
existing state, which by its very organization was con• 
trary to the interests of the people. "The history of 
governments•" he v1rota in 1851, "is the martyrology of the 
. 302 
proletariat~" ror this father of turopean anarchism, 
the existing form of government and its vast institutional 
structure was but the oppressive arm of the rich and the 
privileged few. "Government" was always aligned against 
the wishes and desires of the most numerous and poorer 
classes. The 1tate u.1as therefore a destroyer of liberty, 
not its preserver.or defender; it deserved only destruction. 
Government and socjety-•in the latter ease "la communautft•-
were tttJo entirely different things~ Regardless of 1 ts form• 
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"government" meant corruption• "There is not a monarchy nor 
303 
a democracy that is free from it. u Proudhon did not want 
authority and conformity ~rom any regime; and certainly not 
from one basad on, tha absurd concept of majority rule which 
only served t6 mask the particular interests of unscrupulous 
politicians. He was disenchanted with the democratic argu• 
·mants ei'xpounded 'by liberals and state socialists~ ror 
,~~udhon, sover~19nty'oti9ht to r~side;in the lndividti~l, not 
with the masses, In' this resp13ct; he 'voiced a fear f'ound 
in' all· of the Utopian Socialists before·· ·Louis Blanc. They 
were· profoundly suspicious of giving power and leadership 
to' the people who were unready for such a ·1:esponsibili ty. 
The french Revolution proved many things to many people. 
After his failure'to create a new order in 1848-49• Proudhon 
wrote' bitterly against the continuation of a system contrary 
to science and labor••by which he, of course, meant,hts. 
' In place of a natural order, conceived in accordance 
with science and !abort wa have a fictitious order, in 
the shadow of which have developed parasite interests, 
abnormal morals, monstrous ambitions, prejudices at 
variance with common sense, which today all' elalrn to'be 
legitimate, invoking a tradition of sixty years, and, 
being unwilling either to abdicate or to modify their. 
demands, place t~5wselves in an antagonistic attitude 
toward progress. 
303tbid., P• 67. 
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The individual therefore Joined in co-operating with 
other members of the community, but each retained his own 
identity and only by universal agreement,. by contracts, did 
one carry on relations with his neighbors. Proudhon denied 
the right of the state to exact capital punishment. "The 
individual alone has the right to Judge himself, and, if 
he thinks expiation would be good for him, to demand pun• 
ishment. Justice is an act of conscience, essentially vol• 
untary, as the consc1ence·cannot be judged; condemned, or 
acquitted but by itself• all else is war, the rule of 
305 
authorJ. ty and barbarism, the abuse or force." Every 
individual vsould thus recognize that his own :-eason would 
indicate to him what course of action was needed, if any, 
and "~ •• it1s our privllege to recognize them, our honor 
306 
to obey them." 
Like his colleagues 1n the Utopian Socialist movement, 
Proudhon accepted the idea that man was a social animal and 
had to live in society in order to be himself. The question 
wast what is the best type of social environment !n which man 
can realize his full potentiality? Proudhon recogn1%ed the 
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need by man for association with his fellows, however the 
term "association• had taken on such a variety of interpre-
tations from numerous sources that 1 t seemed to Proudhon to 
be contrary ta "liberty~» He opposed com~unl$m because lt 
merely substituted communal property for individual prapei-ty 
inter~_sts, and also because 1 t required the enslavement of 
the strong to the inability and laziness of the weak~ The 
"pious and stupid uniformity" which advocates of' mandatory 
association demanded of the individual was not, he reasoned• 
any ~cisnce oP society, but rather "c'est 1 1annihilat1onl" 
ln fropertr, (1840)• Proudhon delivered an angry denunc1'!1' 
.. 
atiori o~ communism~ It was the ve~y negation of everything 
he desired for the individual. 
Communism is oppression.and slavery. l'llan is very· 
willing to obey ·the law of duty, serve his country, and 
oblige his friends; but he wishes to labor as he pleases, 
where he pleases• and as much as he pleases. He wishes 
to dispose of his own time, to be governed only by 
necessity, to choose his ftiendships, his recfeation, 
and his discipline; to act from judgment, not by command; 
to sacrifice himself through self1shnessi not through 
servile obligation. Communism is essentially opposed to 
the free exercise of our faculties, to· our noblest · 
desires, to our deepest feelings. Any plan which r:;.~uld 
be devised for reconciling 1t·w1th the ·demands of ·the 
individual reason and will would end only 1n changing 
the thing while preserving the ·name. Now, if wa are 
honest truth-seekers, we shall avoid the disputes about 
·words. 
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Thus, communism violates the sovereignty ot" the con• 
science, and equality, the first, by ~estt!cting ~pOh• 
taneity of mind and heart, and .freedom of thought and. 
action; the second, by placing labor and laziness, skill 
and stupidity, and even vice and virtue on an equality 
in point of comfort. f'or the rest, if property is impos• 
sible on account of the deslre to aceumul~te, com!M,ism 
would soon become so· through the desire to shirk. 
F"reedom, Proudhon believed, maant.foi- alf individuals 
on the basis of sex, age and skill in laba:r. However, he 
was not a supporter of feminine equality, and refused to·-
encouraga the emancipation for taomon desired by f'our1erists 
308 
and others. the woman• s place was in the home as wife , 
and mother to her family. Again, .the. individual, as 
Proudhon envisioned him, was the man or rural family ties; 
the community 11.1as association of such families in a commune 
' ' ' 
of such people fcir exchange purposes~ Proudhon defended 
. . 
the necessity of competition, or contradictions, between 
individuals as a guarantee of' individual freedom frorn the 
excessive collectivization of' certain elements. The 
competition he wanted was t~e friendly bargaining or· bar• 
tel'ing so common in the vil.iage squares of' provincial 
rrance. Like rouriar, Proudhon balievad man needed the 
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unrestricted .inter•play of competition in the market place 
of ideas, passions, capacities and various interests. Such 
constructive competition was necessary to establish value, 
309 
and would advance true .equality. f'rom apparent. dishar• 
many would emerge a .balance among interests and actual social 
ordar,·which Proudhon reasoned was a11 .but the 10,gical 
:uo 
development· of liberty. Uniike · Robert Owen, Proudhon 
did net envision the world of ·tornpet1 tion withe ring away 
before a new moral world. F'ar from it, competition was 
the natural order of thinga; it provided the atmosphere 
in which each individual labored foi- his ow,1 good and that 
of his family. ' Competition was not !i.nhei-ently immoral, 
it was however when one individual or group had an unfair 
or unjust advantage over other$. l'he role of the individual 
11ias, theraf'ore, to exercise his natural rights and capaci-
ties as he saw fit. 
Proudhon's effort to attain and secure the sover• 
eignty of the individual led him to develop his own altar• 
native for that "unproductive organism" the state~ His 
solution was ''mutual! ty'' in tha community, which would 
foster liberty, equality and justice~ Proudhon wrote, 
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We already foresee that there should be·a law of ex. 
change; e theory of mutuality• a system of guarantees 
which determines the old forms of our civil-and commercial 
societies; and gives satisfaction to all the conditions 
of efficiency, progress and Justice which the critics 
have poi'nted out; a society no longer merely conventional, 
but real• which makes of the subdivision of real estate a 
scientific instrument; that will abolish the servitude of 
the machines, and may prevent the coming of a crisis, 
that makes of competition a benefit. and or monopoly a 
pledge of security for all; which by th~ strength of its 
principles, instead of making c~edit of capital and 
protection of the state, puts capital and the State to 
work; which by the sincerity of exchange, creates a real 
solidarity among the nations; which without forbidding 
individual initiative, without prohibiting domestic 
economy, continuously.restores to society the wealth 
which is diverted by appropriation; which by the ebb -and 
flow of cap! tal, assures pol! ti cal and industrial equality 
of the citizenry, and, through a vast system of public 
education, secures the equality of functions and the 
equivalence of aptitudes, by continuously raising their 
level; which through justice. we1l~be1ng and virtue, 
revives the human conscience. assures the harmony and 
the equality of the people, a society, in a word• which• 
being at the same time organization and transition, 
escapes what has tak3i1place, guarantees everything and compels nothing.· 
Thus, Proudhon developed his doctrine of "positive 
anarchism." In 1840 he defined_ the terms "Anarchx,••the 
absence of a master, of a sovereign,••such is the form af 
government to which we are every day approximating, and 
which our accustomed habit of taking man for our rule, and 
his will for law, leads us to regard as the height of dis• 
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order and the expression of chaos." Reason would create 
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a 0 pos1 t!ve" social order. ••He [the laborer] communicates· 
with his fellows through the mind, before he is united with 
them in heartt so that with him love is born of intelli• 
313·· 
gence, 11 Thus, · ttreason" in · the system of Robert' Owen and 
Pierre Joseph Proudhon. led !n opposite directions. The'. 
former subordinated liberty to association, the latter assoc• 
iation to liberty~ Yet, they both sought to create what 
was bast ror the individual man. Proudhon reasoned that 
' ' 
every individual ought to be a·membel" of'·asocial contract, 
but the social contract he had'in'mind was one based on a· 
' ' 
contratt oPcexchangei In 185l'h•·described his visioh. 
The· Social Contract is the:. supreme. act by which each 
citizen pledges to the association ·his love~ his lntel• 
llgence• his work, his s~rvlces~ his goods~ in return 
f'or -the aff'ection, ideas. labor; products, services and 
goods of his fallows; the 'measure of the right of each 
being determined by the importance of his contribut:tons, 
and the recovery that can ba demanded in proportiont/to 
his deliveries. · .· · · 
Thus the social-"cantract·r[siG) should include all 
citizens, with their intarests·and- relaticns.-•-lf· a 
single man were excluded from tha contract, i r a single 
one or the interests upon which ·tho ·members of the 
nation, intelligent, industrious, and sensible beings, 
are called u~on to bargain. were omitted, th• contract 
would be more or less relative or spacial, it would not 
be social. · 
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The social contract should increase the well-being and 
liberty of every citlzen~-•If any one-sided conditions 
should slip in; If any part of the citizens should find 
themselves• by the contract, subordinated and exploited 
by the others, 1 t VJOUld no longer be a contract; 1 t would 
be a fraudt aga!fat which annulment might at any time be 
invoked justly. 
Proudhon attempted to implement his theory of direct 
participation in the social contract by his effort to or• 
ganize credit in his bank of' exchange~ This was one way 
to assure balance and harmony between lnd1v1dual and group 
interests. A true social contract not only preserved 
libetty, but provided the opportunity for labor and prop ... 
arty. Then, property was no longer "theft" or "robbery," 
but beneficial to all~ The individual peasant could now 
secure necessary capital in order to make necessary capital 
improvements, and yet not be robbed in the process by the 
capitalist bankers and unproductive property owners. "The 
Bank of Exchange, finally is the principle, the means and 
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the measure of weal th, of' universal and perpetual peacE!I," 
Under Proudhon's plan, there was a very clear separation 
of economic planning and operation from the hands of the 
state as it then existed. Individuals would be assisted 
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by syndicates of production and distribution·. Here was .the 
revolution Proudhon wanted from capitalism to positi~e· 
anarchism. The role of' the 1nd1vi,dual was to be both the 
We desire a peaceful revolution, but we want it to 
be prompt; decisive, complete. \Are desire that to this 
system of oppression.and poverty. should succeed a sys-
tem of comfort and libertyJ that for a constitution of 
political powers should be substituted an organization 
of' economic forces; that the man and the citizen• instead 
of' being attached to. society by any. bond of subordin•. 
ation and obedience, should be held only by free contract. 
finally we desire that for the realization of our _wishes. 
you should make use of the very institutions which we 
charge you to abolish, and the principles of law which 
you will have to complete; in such a way that the new 
society may appear as the spontaneous, natural.and 
necessary development of' the old, and that the Revolution, 
while abrogat1ng3t~e old ordei;-, ~1i1Jrould nevertheless be derived from it. 
Proudhon wanted to foster liberty, ·equality and. justice 
by guaranteeing a social environment that would be conducive 
to those ends. The role of tha individual was therefore to 
achieve success in the means of mutuality, and through t_he 
equality of production to realize a new social science~ 
Proudhon's individual was always a worker, there was ·no 
room for idleness as far as he was concerned. ln this res• 
pect, that of demanding work from all members of society, 
he adhered to an argument. voiced by all of the utopians. 
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Proudhon rejected, however, the charge of' system-building. 
"Nevertheless, I build no system. I ask an end ta privileges 
the abolition of slavery, equality of tights, and the reign 
or law. Justice, nothing elsei that is the alpha and omega 
of my ttrgument• to_ others· l lea~a the• buain~ss or gbve~ning 
317 
the world~" Vet, he did indeed become the father c,f 
several movements in [urop$an socialisms anarchism, mutualism, 
. . 
syndicalism and· federalism; However Pt-oudhon ranks among 
the impor·tant early rainetaenth century socialists. bacau~e 
he regarded_ the in_divldual as f'undamental to any program·~ 
"The people," he wrote in 1840, "is nothing but _the organ_ic 
union of wills that are individually ·rree, that can and 
318 
should voluntar"ily work together, but abdicate never;~ 
Perhaps this passage quoted a_bove provides a convenient 
summation of Proudhon's ideas~ bJi th all of the contra• 
dictions upon which he prided himself, Proudhon•s ideas 
and writings prompted a great deal of !ntta•school 
divisions. Unlike either Owen or Fourie:t, Proudhon regarded 
tho community as based not on "an artificial centrali• 
zation" but on the individual and his family••."La fami11e 
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est 1 1A1Gment qui constitue le peuele, ••• 0 · 
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In the last analysis, P. J~ Proudhon sought to secure 
the liberation of society by the liberation of the person. 
The ideal social order was dependent on individual freedom. 
"It is neither liberty subordinated to order, as in a con~ 
stitutional monarchy, nor liberty imprisoned in order. It 
is liberty free from all its shackles, superstitions, 
prejudices, sophistries, usury, authority; it is r~clprocal 
liberty and not limited liberty; liberty not the daughter 
320 
but the mother of' order. 11 No writer to date had demar,ded 
the rights of the individual, to express his individuality, 
so consistently and so passionately as did Proudhon. In 
his dramatic deiense of individual self-expression one finds 
:"~; 
the seeds ·of thought behind those anarchists who later 
,., .. 
prompted the figrce debates tn the rirst International. 
Also, there was a great deal of attraction to Proudhon not 
so much Por what he· said, but the way he said lt••"Property 
is theft!" In the atmosphere of Europe about 1B39-40, other 
alternatives were also capturing the imagination. Two of 
these programs were introduced by rrenchmen, Louis Blanc 
and Ctienne Cabet. Like Proudhon, they too deplored the 
individualism of the day and sought to .create alternatives, 




At about the same time Proudhon published ~roperty, 
there appeared among the works of 'social Cr1 ticism a roman.tic 
travelogue entitled Voyage Ia lcaria. The author of this 
1839 ~~rk, ttienna Cabet, claimed his treatise discussed 
morality, philosophy, social and political economy, and 
these tdeas were presented by the old literary device of 
321 
a visitation to an ideal world on far away shores. 
Unlike any of the other writers examined in this ~tudy, 
!tienne Cabet (1788-1856) moved from the troubles of Europe 
in 1848 to the American frontier• and he never returned to 
rrance or Europe again. Cabet dreamed of tl~unding a society 
':-:.: 
based upon examples drawn from lcaria, but died in poverty 
himself in Missouri. Cabet•s early education and career 
in law had bean rather distinguished, until he decided to 
save mankind. rrom a very early age,_he had enjoyed par• 
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ticipating in the radicalism of the day. He was quite 
proud of his friendship with Buonaroti during the 1830•s. 
for a brief period in the early years of the Orleanist 
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Monarchy, Cabot served Louis Philippe's government on the 
Island of Corsica. However, his libertarian activities soon 
not only cost him his job, but brought legal charges against 
323 
him and, finally, forc~d Cabat to ~eek exile !n. England~ 
While living in England after 1834, he read the works of 
both Robert Owen and Sir Thomas more, particularly the Utopia 
of the latter. •rrom its Pirst lines th1s system impressed 
me so_ that I closed the book to collect my own thoughts in 
324 
meditations that led me to the most complete. conviction.• 
As wl th other utopians,. Cabet believed that reason and ~ature 
~xplained man's trua desires, therefore man•-ind1v1dua11y and 
collectively~•was not destined to be unhappy, and man was not 
evil. He explained in 1839. 
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Quand on considlre les richesses dont la bienfa1$ante 
Nature a combll le-Genre humain, et 1•t~telligence ou la 
Raison dont ella 1 1 a gratifil pour lui servir d1instru-
ment et de guide, 11 est impossible d1admettre qua la 
dest!nle de 1 1homme soit d13tre malheureux sur la Terre1 
et quand on consid~re qu 111 est essentiellement sociable, 
par cons§quent sympathique et affectueux, 11 n•est pas 
possible d1admettre qu'il soit naturellement m&chant. 
Ibid., P• 29, 
. ttlenne Cabet, "Tout la Vlri tA au Peuple au RAfutation 
d1 un pamphlet calmnlataur," (1842), as quoted in ibid~, 
P• 69. . -
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Cependant, dans tous 1es temps et dans les pays, 
l'Histoire ne nous montre que troubles et d&sordres, 
vices et crimes, guerres et rAvolutlons• supplices et 
massacres, catastrophes et calamit~s. 
roais si ces vices et·ces malheurs ne sont pas 11effet 
de la volontA d!2ta Nature, il'faut done en chercher la cause ailleurs. u 
Cabet, like other thinkers of the day, asked the very 
important question of what is the best organization ror 
society? All of the thinkers examined in this study agreed 
1n principle that society must be organized in some fashion. 
Cabet regarded the existence of inequality as the origin 
of man's problems, therefore the best system of' social organ!• 
zation for him would be the one which secured and guaranteed 
equality. Cab~t reason~d equality would inevitably triumph 
not only because of' its origins·in the history of man, but 
because it was ttla lo! de la Nature." 
Pour nous. plus nous 3tud1ons 11Histo1re• plus n~us 
sommas profound5ment convaincu qua l'In&galite est la 
cause gln&ratrlce de la mis~re et de !'opulence, de 
tousles vices qui sortent de l'une et de 11autre, de 
la cupidit& et de l'ambition, de la jalousie et de la 
haine, des discordes et des guerras de tous genres, en 
un mot de tout !~6mal dont sont accabl,s les individus et lee Nations. 
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The main theme deve,~aped throughout the descriptive ... 
and historical narrative provided by the various cltiiens 
of' Icarla to their .foreign guests was how equality-•the 
: ',, .. •:•·· 
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enemy of individ~alism••brought untold blessings and pros-
perity to a community which had itsolf formerly lived under 
the old corrupt system then found in Europe. The evils of 
the old order were, in rac:t, round not only throughout 
Europe.generally, but in rrance in particular. 
After a successful revolution• led by the proletarian 
. . 
hero Icar, the islanders had undertaken a series of measure8 
designed to bring them to peaceful equalitarian1sm.1n fifty 
years. They sought to organize their society so that each 
individual livad according to the concepts of de~ocracy• 
equal! ty and generally in the spirit of ••la F'raterni t;." 
The transition to equality was accomplished by a systematic 
redistribution o'l .land, taxes on inheritance and a, progressive 
tax'on all incomes. As with the other members of the early 
'.'I. 
nineteenth century,\_socialist movement., c·abet intended· that 
i·• 
the transition to a new order be peaceful~ "Nous sommes 
sinclrament et intimetnent concaincu• 0 wrote Cabet et the 
beginning of Voyage !a Jca,ria, ••q~_e cette: transformation 
ne peut s 1opGrer instantlmsnt, par l•efte~ de la 1iplente . . . . . 
• . :J• 
et de la contrainte, et qu'elle ne peut 3tre que successive, 
progressive, par l'effet de la persuasion, de la convictiori, 
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de 11apinion publique, de la volontA nationale." The 
individuals of Icaria were good rationalists and men or 
I 
peace. 
Voyage l2, Icaria illustrates an argument found in many 
works sympathetic to egalitaria_nl_sm., Competitiv·e inst!'• 
tutians in the social order ~ade men unequal, not only· in 
the more immediate and obv1ou$ areas ot physicai gotids but 
even in such realms as intelligence and education. Equality 
~as the solution to social problems in ~11 areas of life-•it 
was an all•in-one· science• principle, doctrine, theory·and 
328 
system. "L'assoc1G dolt done avoir l'tgalitG sociala !!! 
politigua, tiomme l 1 tgal1tl n~turelle?~•Oul, l'tgal!t5 sociale 
' !!, eolitigue doit 3tre !,!2~onfirmat1on !!. !!, perfectionnement 
!!! !' ;gali tA naturelle." 
IAli th emphasis placed upon equal! ty, the lead.ans werit 
about their everyday tasks. It is not difficult. there.fore; 
to see why Cabe:;t was in the· front ranks of the anti-1nd1• 
vidualists. In response to a question raised ag~lnst·such 
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communal living by one of the visitors, Cabet used the 
author! ty on lcarian history; Oinaros, to respond regarding 
the advantages of "la communaut&." Dinaros informed his 
listeners that he preferred the communal system because it 
alone avoided the problems associated with individual 
property~ ~Ind1v1dual1sm" was used in this case to mean 
' 
the isolation of one against the many under a regime of 
laissez f'aire, laissez passer. D1naros, to this extent, 
reflected the current mood. 
ta·communautA n•a pas les inconvlnlents de la Pro~• 
r1Gt5r ear!.!!.!. fait dis¥aratti~n1•1ntAret 1articulier poui: h eonfondre dans !. 1nt#iret· public, !.' qofsme eour 
!Y!, substi tuer la fraterni t&, i• ayarice poui la remplacei: 
par la g8nlros1t1', !.'tsolement, 1•1ndividua isme ll !!!. 
marcellement pouj faire plac~ i_ 1•assoc~!fiion 2.!L.!Y. 
sociallsme, !ll!. d vouement et! J:.TunltK. 
Later in his narrat1'1e, while discussing the origin~ 
of true communal living in ths life and teachings of Christ 
and his disciples• Cabet attacked the 1n•tttut1ona11zed 
structure of' the Church for 1 ts deviation fr.om prim! tive 
Christianity, and into 1nd1v1dualismt ".~.mais ces Com• 
munaut~s ne comprenant que des hommes saulement ou qoe 
des femmes seulement, et en petit nombre, c•&tait toujours 
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une ~specs d 1 indlvidualisme, et le Communisms ~•est arrat~, 
au m§p~is du commandement de· JGsus•Christ·~ ,.33l Thus, Cabet 
was led to conclude that communists were "les Oiscirales. 
' . 332 
les Jmitateurs, et-las Continuateurs de JGsus•Christ." 
The role of the individual in lcaria involved• among other 
duties, the practicing of' a pr1ni1 ti ve form of Christianity. 
. . 
The-voyage !2. lcaria consists of' an elaborate altern• 
ative to !ridividualism. C~bet•s attatk on it was in all 
areas tif ll~e, ~olitics1 economics, social relations a~d 
rel1g1~on, .. Although hj,s plan of social organization might 
. . 
not have.won the allegiance of.European .f.ntell~ctuals in 
large _numbers; the thoughts he provided by way of the 
attack on t~e·exlstirig ·sy~tem, contained a great deal or 
material for the opponents of' the French bourgeoisie~ 
What then was the ~ale of the individual ~n lcaria, a 
soclal orde·r · humbly referred to by 1 ts author as "un 
seconds terre promise, un ~, un ElvsAe, un nouveau 
333 
Paradis terrestre?" Cabet•s solutlo~ was virtu~lly 
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suiva~t J&sus~Chrlst, Paris• Bureau de Populaire, -1846. 
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to eliminate the individual~ as understood in the present 
context, from playing a decisive role at all. He carried 
his egalitarianism to the point that, since all individuals 
I 
received their dist!Mctive eharaeter1sties of talent or 
ability rrom nature, society and reason ought to redress 
these dif'fer~nces among individuals which had led to past 
evils. ln fact, Cabet felt the satisfaction which the 
individual received from knowledge that he was distinct in 
certain qualities, such as intelli~ence• would be enough; 
' 
hence, he avoided the possibility of differences by denying 
they could exist. The natural rights defended by so many 
thinkers were not individual rights, but rather social 
rights. Cabet therefore failed to give the same importance 
as Proudhon to the family es a necessary institution. 
For Cabet, the individual had no role outside the communityi 
1 t was indeed the latta.r which gave mearting to the former. 
Je n'ai pas besoin de vous dire que le Peuple est 
SOVERAIN et qua c•est 1 lui seul qu'appartient, $Vee 
la SOUVERAINET~t le pouvoir de r~diger bu de faire 
r&diger son contract social, sa constitution et ses 
lo1s; nous ne concevons m~me pas qu•un 1ndividu, ou 
un~ famllle, ou une classe, pui~!ft avair l'absurde 
prAtention d1&tre notre mattre. 
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lcaria itself was a modal of' neatness, of complete end 
absolute cleanliness and was pr~tected by an elaborate system 
of sanitation•-one sometimes gets the feeling that a general 
Europea" malodorousness ereated s~eialism! Cabst•s community 
was built according to petfect soeial symmetry. tearia was 
forced to impose certain limitations on its citizens, however 
everyone knew the p rin~ip~l purpose was .to produce and insure 
communal wealth ,ar,d happiness. Cabet,assumed that "knowing .. 
was the ·secret to. t:Joc1al happiness·. Ths mandatory alleqiance 
owed to society· by each individu~l• their obedience to their 
fallow associates, did not invoke hostility because the 
passage of time cemented the will of each to the will of all. 
As in th~ rithor communities of harmony, every individual was 
rigorously disciplined and labor served to promote social 
cohesion. All workers, from shoetnal<er to doctor·, ii,ere · equal 
socially. Distinctions did exist between members or society 
in such things as mode of dress, between age groups, by sex 
and posi ticns• But in lcaria such dlstirlctions did. not make 
any differenc$ because all had the opportunity to ~btain the 
same things and to serve the group as best they could~ The 
Icar1ens were allowed some Hfrse" time for their own indi• 
vidual enjoyment; however, the majority of the time, nine 
1B9 
of the ten days, was taken up with communal service. There 
was also a. period of silence during the day in order tha.t 
each individual Icar1an might have time fo:r self~reflection 
' and meditation.: Yet, this was counter-acted by prescribed 
periods of public f'esti vi ties. Cab$t placed the tcarian 
under complete regimentation by the community. Even his 
intellectual life wa~ iegulated by the ~eriodic burning ot 
undesirable books. Universal education did take into con• 
s1dax-at1on certain variations in intellectual ability, t:,ut 
a~a1n Cabet did not envision that any petsol"i who was trained 
rationally would attempt to subvert the law of nature, 
equal! ty~ Education in Icaria promoted his system--•1tous-
l•tous"-~and did not destroy mants social longings as 
happened elsewhere when men were animated by the destructive 
values of individualism. Each Jcarian produced what he 
was able, and took what he needed••••rous pour chacun. 
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Chacun pour tous." f"or Proudhon the alternative to 
social misery was ''la Libe:rt3," for Cabet it was rather 




With regard to "liberty,., Cabet considered such a term 
as simply a convenient word to cover exploitation ot the 
many by a few. Real liberty, he believed, could only exist 
within prescribed limits, and only then when it worked in 
the interests of the community••"dans 1'1nt5rlt du 
336 
Peuple. n The devotion which some thinkers had for 
liberty he considered a great error. Liberty was a very 
serious mistake, a vice• which led to an excessive love 
of independence and extremism; "La Libert8 n1 est done , 
q11a le droit de faire tout ce qui n•est pas d&fendu par 
la Nature, la Raison et la Soc!Atl, et de s 1abstenir de 
tout ce qui n•est pas ordonnl par ellesJ elle est soumise 
aux innombrables lois de la Nature, de la Raison et de la 
, 337 . 
Soc1At&.n Thus, for Cabet liberty was based on the 
needs of society, while for Proudhon society was predi• 
cated on l!befty. 
The individual tcarian did not have the usual freedoms 
-associated with liberty~ Cabet objected to the theory that 
society c·ould ever be founded on the rights of the individual 
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personality and minimizing control of the social order over 
th~ individual. Personal liberty ln Icaria was dePlned by 
an elected council of representatives1 but according to the 
rules of the community, liberty was only possible within the 
innumera~le laws of nature• reason and societ·y ltsel f. His 
writing on liberalism reflected C:abet•s basic belief that 
this doctrine was always where "chacun sacrifiait l'intlrit 
- 338 -
public I son !nt&r3t personnel." man, he na!vely con-
-eluded, did not want liberty, but equality and was always 
I 
c-
will 1n g to sacritlce the former for the latter. The role 
of the individual was, therefore, to transform the system 
of individual suffering and poverty•-"l'individualisme"--
by accepting the real laws of nature. Each individual ought 
to live according to the scientific laws and the social 
needs of mankind. Cabet concluded that one could find real 
happin~ss only in communal telationships based on equality. 
Cabet•s Iea:r:1a illustrated how every indlvidual_could live 
correctly and happily if he would but commit himself. His 
pseudo-scientific system was, in fact, not based upon the 
reason and laws of nature upon which he prided himself, but 
upon the necessity of a new moral system of social living. 
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In particular, if'. f'tance would only awaken to the real bene• 
fits of the #,,aradise described in Icaria, then mankind could ,. . 
be happy for~ver instead of surr•rlng in poverty and other 
forms of' hum~n-~egradatton. Collectivism was the remedyJ it 
alone assured each individual what he really wanted and 
needed: security and a sense of belonging_in a world plagued 
by isolated individuals pursuing_their own egotistical plans 
in conf'.lict L'Ji th others••in a word, "individualism." Thus, 
. . . . . . . . ' 
for ~tienne Cabet; individualism was ascribed to a whole 
corrupt system of social di_sorgan1zat1an. He was therefore 
one of·the•strongest opponents of' individualism, and con• 
tributed measurably .in his Voyage _tin Icarie ~o popularizing 




~tienne'Cabet was not the only figure to present an 
alternative to the existing social system in 1839. Since 
his influence within the ranks of European socialism has 
been greater than Cabet•s, Louis Blanc (1811-82) stands as 
a more important thinker. Certainly his emphasis upon direct 
political action by the individual was more modern than 
Cabet 1 s outworn collectivization. Louis Slane was born into 
,-
a good family, but was forced to labor himself, and hence he 
gained firsthand experience with the problems of misery and 
poverty among.the workers. Vet• he realized that in order 
to recast society into a better mold, it was necessary to 
utilize the instruments of existing power•-the state. Thus, 
in the same year as Cabet 1s Voyage, Blanc published his 
imaginative essays entitled Organization 2!. Work. In 
the development of his ideas, he too attacked the estab-
lished order based upon individual interests. Publication 
of these two alternatives to individualism in the same year 
suggests the multiplicity of problems regarding the topic. 
In Organization, Blanc advocated the creation of "social 
workshops" or worker's co-op•ratives within separate trades 
194 
or industries and between industries themselves under the 
guidance and protection of the state, an idea later developed 
in syndicalism. With the abdicat~on of Louis Philippe and 
the creation of the Provisional Government of france in 
February, 18481 Blanc served the state himself for a short 
time~ His ideas were actually attempted as a temporary 
expedient to allay labor unrest in Paris, but for a number 
of reasons the f"rench experiment with "national workshops" 
failed. Labor unrest was not abated, and with further 
C" 
disturbances in Paris durin_g mid•fflay, Louis Blanc sought 
exile in England. Here he remained until 1870 writing a 
multi-volume history of the rrench Revolution. The end of 
. . . 
the Second Empire permitted him to return to rrance, where 
he continued to serve the cause of rrench socialism until 
his death. 
Organization not only offered an attractive alternative 
to the existing system, but this work immediately placed 
Louis Blanc in the ranks of the anti-individualists. Con• 
temporary society, according to Blanc. was sickt HL'ardre 
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social actual est mauvaist comment le changer?" In this 
diagnosis ha was not alone, virtually all the Utopian 
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l Socialist,;, examined in this study would have agreed with him ,, 
on this otiservatian. They would not, hotuever, have agreed t_ . 
with him ~nth~ necessary prescription. Blanc believed 
~: ' •.: if 
society was c~·t;Jating itself; suffering was distributed over 
the en.tire ·:s~1c:1al fabric, not-•as some claimed••Just among 
'.:,:,:; ;· : 
the poor. Th11-s, al though society had 1 ts inequality of 
/ means, it inffact had a certain slemant of equality too--the . . ':f :i 
equality or·;!u[_fering and misery, although not all ind!• 
v1duals su'"fered in the same way. Blanc reasoned that if 
' ·'/ :) . 
any elemen~:{?uffers, then all suffer. He attempted to 
. ·._ ··:/r .,/ 
illustrate{~hotU .competition was the root of all evil by 1 ts 
/_- ._t< i.~{::~ .l 
ruthless pqllc.:}< of extermination. This particular problem 
. ·. ·.·'.:);."<. ( ./ 
affected nb.t~_jihly the poor. but the bourgeoisie also; it 
·.' Ii 
would resu1\{1n their decl1n$1 materially and morally, in . I 
·J 
the near future. 
'',/ 
Put simply, competition, as lt existed, 
·11 i was disastf'ous 
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for everybody, regardless of class. Only 
by a policy o·f careful reform, vJhich would provide the means 
·/ 
I 
for all indiv;lduals to work at full capacity, could a real 
:ft' 11 
remedy be app,11_'.ed to a very sick patient. Like his colleagues 
in the early n~n•teenth century socialist movement, Blanc 
./ .. 
also believed H;hat a moral reform would follow on the heels 
340 j 
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of economic reform. "La rlforme industriella ici serait 
done en r~al1tA un profonda rlvolution morale, et ferait 
plus de conversions en un jour qua n•en ont fait dans un 
si?tcle toutes les hpmlUies des prldicateurs et toutes les 
341 
rec:ommandations des •.moralistes." · With the removal of 
196 
mi~ery and suFrering, the inevitable result if all had the 
right to work, crime itself wool~ ?i~appea~• Crime was 
only the desperate but legitimate de~ense mec~aniam of the· 
unemployed laborer, who·· had sought· merely to offer hie 
' " 
talent to society and hadb~een rejected by its. fiercely 
. ., .. _.·;.i' . . . 
eompeti ti~e system which placed labc,r on .. the auction block. 
The worker without a family sold his services·cheaper than 
one with a wife and children,,therefore the former-•who 
would work cheaper•-abtained employment while the latter 
342 . 
starved. This was what competition. individualism 1n 
labor, meant to the individual worker. Competition also 
lowered wages. It contl'ibuted directly to the general 
immorality of the times.fostering the crumbling of family 
bonds, The flagrant evils of child labor, as found in 
341 
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the horrid mines and factories, repelled Blanc from laisse% 
f"aira. "Ainsi., sans un r&forme social~, 11 n•y a pas J.ci 
343 
de remide possible." 
In his search for the origins of this evil competitive 
system, L0u1s·a1anc concluded that it was the product of 
344 
"un rAgime d'!nd!vidualisme." Like Cabet,.Blanc also 
paired "l 'indlvidualisme" as the opposite of' both •1le 
soc1a11sme 11 and Hl I association••••1nd1v!dual1sm being the 
incarnat1o~ of something immoral, and socialism of' soli• 
dar1 ty and ethical behavior.. Thus he concluded: noe 
345 l 1lndividual1sme, avons•nous dit, sort la concurrence;.~." 
Blanc therefore 1 echoed his Pellow Utopian Socialists when he 
described haw monopoly and.tyranny masqueraded under the 
guise of free~om. Thus he asked: "Et comment n 1 y aurait-il 
pas eu encombrement dans toutes les sph,res de 11 act1v1tG 
huma!net lorsqua l'individualisme, proclamA sous le nom de 
libertA, vena1t pousser !»tousles exc?Js d1una compltition 
346 
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"La thl~rie de l'indi~lduaitsm~ pr&v~lut dans le~ lettres 
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comma dans l 11ndustrie." Real opportunity for liberty 
198 
was·only possible when each individual coulr.t develop his own 
' : 
cariabilities an'd· faculties. Hence, a ·change_ in. the power 
struct~ra, prilitically~ would·a~eliorate the lot or all. 
As Blanc defi'ned it, the present sys·tem wa;s ·dominated 
not :o·n1y by' individuallsm and co'mpetition, but also associated . . . . . 348 
wi ~h them was the spi~i t of '••1 • Sgoisme." Th~sa i,r19re• 
dients· created· a combir1ation. which engendered only universal 
, . I• • •. ,: •' 
v 
antagoni•m and cont~mpt; 
. . -· : "La concurrence est un, rlgima de •. . ' . . ,, 
hasardJ elle pot.isse natureliement· lune production aveugleJ 
' ' ' . . 
elle.·encour~ge· l'imprevofance;, elle absout d1 avance toutes 
les tAmeritls; f'ille de l*indivldualisme, elle est mrre' de 
. 349 
l 1esp.r1 t d'aventure.,. Under the supervision of the modern 
bourgeoisie~ individualism had secured complete domination 
over the entire social ordar, and had imposed Its valu~s 
350 
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class in the realm; the rule of thise element in france meant 
the reign of competition, scepticism and anarchy. 
How did Louis Blanc propose to change rrance from the 
era of lndividual!sme to association or fraternity? What 
would be the role of the individual under these circumstances 
if he succeeded? Since for Blanc the instrument of social 
reform was the state, the individual must become active in 
politics. ''Le gouvernament serai t considli-A comme le 
rGgulateur supr6me de la production, et invest!, pour 
accompli~ sa tiche, a•une grands force. Cette tache con• 
sisterait servir de 1 1arme m3me de la concurrence, pour 
351 
faire disparatti-e la concurrence~" The state was thus 
charged by Blanc with establishing "les ateliers sociaux" 
in the most important branches of industry. Then everything 
regarding the status of these social workshops would be 
determined by the government acting Jointly with committees 
from the workshops themselves. The state was to protect 
such workers associations~ Individuals admitted to the 
first workshops would be paid the sama wages; since these 
workers were to be only men of good character, they would 
gradually discover each other's capabilities and levels of 
351 
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industrial responsibility~ After the first year; the workers 
could take over their own affairs completely by popular 
election.'•., The Utopian Socialists believed that once man 
had discovered what was right, he' would never deter from 
doing it. The ultimate goal of Blanc's program was "l'ab• 
sorption successive et pac!fique des ateliers individuals 
. 352 
par les ateliers sociaux.tt 
Ideas prepared the way for revolutions. rrom ~is. study 
or history~ Blan~-concludeds "Aussl, la destruction d1une 
·samblable despotisms est-elle,une affairs de science, non 
• C 353 
de. rAvolte." One achieved Justice peacefully by the 
ballot and law,. not by bullets·. "0.isons .. le done una f'ois 
pour toutes1 la l!bertA consists, non pas selJlement dans 
le OROIT accord&, mais dans le POUVOIR donnA l 11homme -~ . ' 
d1exercer, de dAvelopper ses facultls, sous 1 1emp1re de 
354 
la justice et sous la sauvegarde de la lol." In an 
English translatlon-0f the "Introduction to the 1848 
·£di tiontr of' 0rganisat1o~ f:1!! .... tr_a_v __ a ... i,..l ,, Blanc e><plained his 
position. new spirit of "realism" entered with 1848. 
352 
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But if it is necessaryt,to become engaged in a program 
of social reform, it is~rio less necessary to pursue one 
,>.of political. reform·; f"or if the first is the end, the 
· second is the means~ It' j.s not enough to discover scien• 
tif'ic p_rocesaes appropriate for inaugurating the principle 
of association' ,and for organ1z1.ng labor in accordance w:f. th 
the rules of· reason. ··-Justice and t,umani ty~ Ona must also 
find a way to realize the principle that has been adoptad• 
and to enable the processes that have been discovered 
through study to bear f'rut t. Now, potuer la organized 
force.' Power depends upon chamber$, tribunals, soldiers-
in other words,. upon the triple forQe of laws. judgements .. 
and bayonats. Not to use it as an instrument is to encoun• 
ta~ it as an obstacle~ -~ 
Besides the emancipation of the ,proletarians -is a 
most complicated tasks it is !nvo~ved with too many 
questions, it upsets top many habits, it is contrary, 
not in reality but in appearance, to too many interests, 
for anyone to believe seriously that it could be brought 
aboutf by a series of' partial efforts and isolated attempts. 
All the force. of. the State must be applled in- th1$ task~ 
The proletarians lack the instruments of labor, which they 
need in order·to ~mancipate themselve~: the function of 
the government 1s to provide them with these. If we had 
.to define the State as we see its5!e' u10uld say that ~he State is_ the banker ot" the poor. · 
Louis Blanc hoped f'o:r a better world in which each !ndi• 
vldual was an associate ln labor and in societyi At first 
his social workshops would exist side by side with private 
industry, however they would eventually replace the latter 
peacefully by the simple superiority recognized by all 
parties under such arrangements. Under the new system of 
Blanc there tvould not be any commercial "crises•" no unem• 
ployment, no economic wars and a constant adjustment of 
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production to demand. Inheritance would be maintained, but 
only through direct l.tna. Blanc assumed also that the bane•_ 
fits or labor organization would lead to associa.tion in 
other non•economic areas as wall~- and hence to social equality. 
His desire to replace the existing system of competition and 
individualism by one of association was1 however, not the 
same thing as the stif'fliiig collectivization of Cabet or 
Owen~ Al though both French thinkers used '*la fraterni ti," 
they did no·t mean the same thing by it. According to Olanc, 
each individual laborer would have the right to use the 
/, 
profits of.his ~ork as he saw fitJ capitalists ware even 
invited to invest in the various social wotkshops if they 
356 
were willing to take their profits as the workers did. 
The establishment of social workshops would create better 
and cheaper products for the individual consumer. The state 
would regulate sue~ production activities, and it would also 
prevent personal interests from it,terfering in the normal 
. 357 
intercourse of ths market place. _,,,_ ··· 
Lika Proudhon, Louis Blanc sought to encourage freedom, 
however ftaedom for all r.1ennt everyone in sociaty--freedom 
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from individualism, competition and the pursuit of individual 
inter~sts~ Fraternity could only b~ guaranteed by the power 
of' the state. Blanc also predicted that within a relatively 
. ' 
short period of'time the social workshops.would be strong 
enough to serve_ as unifying factors within the European 
community, and would therefore serve to promote the workar•s 
interests around the world. The duty of the state, however, 
was to prevent a: return_ to .the competitive system which was · ssa 
opposed to social interests; World order and peace among 
' ' 
all man was a vision which attracted many thinkers. In a 
(, .. 
passage reminiscent of Saint•S!mon, Blanc attacked the 
existing system of- inte~nat:!,onal. ~narchy and offered to 
replace it w.t th his program._ He .wrote in part, 
Les trait&s .~e palx et d'alltanoe ne sv~flraient pas 
pout cela sans :doutef .cependant, que -de dAsaet:res con• 
jurAs, si, ft cettediplomatie honteuse,_lutte d'hypoc• 
risie, de msnsoriges, ·de b~-sssses, •a~ant pour but le 
partage _ des peuples entr~ q.._elques -b_rigands heureux, 
· on substituait un systtme;dtalliance fondl sur les 
n&cessiti,s da 1 1indus~rie._et les convenances rlcip• 
roques3g§a travailleurs dans ·toutes les·parties du monde. 
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Under his system of social workshops, Blanc theorized 
that where before the technological improvements made by 
scient1·sts and inventors had gone. to the highest bidder in 
the competive struggle for survival, there would no longer 
be this individual exploitation. "L' inventeur serai t 
rlcompensA par -1 1 ttat, et sa dlcouverte mise I l'instant 
360 
m3me au service de tous." ldeas and inventions for 
univer•at progress which had previously, under the reign 
or individualism, been beyond the reaches of the workers--
individually and collectively--would become available to 
(; 
all equally. 
Louis Blanc was also concerned about the problem of 
credit. On this important topic, an item which was so 
necessary for progress, he stated that credit ought to be 
available for any worker in order to furnish him with the 
means of production. Under the existing system, however, 
banks made credit available only to the richr thus, he 
proposed·to eliminate banks as they then existed. "Les 
banques constitu&es ~u point de vue indlviduel ne sauraient 
done jamais Stre, quoi qu 1on Passe, qu•une procldA admlr• 
ablement 1magin& pour les riches plus riches et les 
360 




puissants plus puissants." Here too, one found the evils 
of individualism. Blanc believed if one simply put aside a 
portion of' the prof! ts from the social workshops, there . . 
would be enough capital available for credit provisions, and 
the state could serve as the creditor. Profits were, in. 
fact, to be split three wayss (1) they would be distributed 
equally among the membe.rs of t~e workshops, and .each. member 
could then do as he wished with his port!o~; (2) a certain 
amount would _be. all_ocated to support the. aged, sick and 
·disabledj apd (3) a_port1on would be·used to meet.costs and 
provide funds necessary for capital investment. Again, he 
stressed that his plan would not only lead to industrial 
362 reform, but to social and moral reform as.well. 
~that was ne'lfded for thie .ref'ormatian or society, Slane. 
asserted, was fot: the state's power to direct the movement. 
i ' .. 
T~is reform could be seen in one very vital area, which was 
suggested by all of the Utopian Socialists, education~ He 
wished to establish a -universal, ·compulsory system of free 
instruction for everyone. If each individual worker wa!3:' 
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guaranteed enough work to insure him a living•-if work wa$ 
organized in other words••Blanc reasoned that he would no 
longer have any objection to sending his children to school. 
Enlightenment diff~sed throughout the population insured 
perpetuation of the best social systom. Lauis Blanc-noted 
that under the -existtng conditions• those of the fi~~t 
edition in 1839, •ducation was da~gerous in that it served 
to ·prepare some individuals for competition and ambition 
. . ~3 
while taking delight in the plight of others., Like 
Robert Owen, he believed that if children were taught 
correct principles, th~n education was probably the most 
important means toward realization of a better social·order~ 
Explicit in Blanc's Organisation ,gy, travail is the theory 
that in addition to the education structure of contemporary 
society, the whole corrupt civilization itself' ought to be 
replaced. Armed with the infallibility ~r human:1ntel11gence, 
a rovolution had to be attempted. 
l. Paree que l 1ordre social actuel est trop rempli 
d1iniqu1t&s, de mislres, de turpitudes, pour pouvoir 
·subsister longtemps; · 
2. Paree qu 1il n•est personne qui n 1ait 1nt&ret, quels 
que no1ent sa position, son rang• sa fortune, I" l'inaug• 
uration d1 un nouvel ordre socialJ 
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3. £nfin, parce qua cette rAuolution, si nAcessaire, 
11 est pags!ble• facile mime, de l 1accomplir pacif• 
iquement. 6 
How was this necessary revol~tion to be carried out? 
By whom? Did Louis Blanc envision the necessity of the 
super-individual, such as an Icar? In contrast to Cabet, 
Blanc felt that.all men were not equal in either their 
physical or intellectual capacities and that no social 
organization could create human uniformity. What Louis 
Blanc sought was to place the individual in such an envir• 
onment so a, to derive the greatest possible advantage from 
each without infringing upon tne rights of others. This 
could be accomplished most effectively in the social work• 
shops. He accepted the existence of natural inequality 
among individuals• and eo retained a system of rewards 
whereby compensation went to each associate on the basis 
or differing needs. Those individuals with greater talents 
must bear the responsibil1ty for harnessing their skills to 
the overall needs of society. He described the situation. 
364 
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Beaucoup d11d&es faussee sont l dAtruiret elles dis• 
para!tront, gardons•nous d 1 en douter.- Ainsi, par example, 
le jour viendra o~ il sera reconnu que celui-1~ dolt 
plus l ses·semblables qui a recu de 01eu plus de force 
au plus d'ints111gence. Alors. 11 appartiendra au glnie, 
et cela est digne de lui, de constater son llgitime 
empire, non par !'importance du tribut qu 111 livers sur 
la soci&t&, male par le grandeur des services qu 1il lui 
rendra. Carce n1est pas I 1 1.tnlgalitl des droits que 
111nAgalitG des ~g~itudes doit ab0utir. c•est l 111n&gal• 
itl des devoirs. 
Although bath Cabet and Blanc were opposed to the 1ndi• 
vidualism 0,f the day, they adopted vastly different solutions 
to this common problem~· They agreed that 1nd!vidua11sm•• 
which they associated with the system of laissez faire•• 
meant only competition and continual conflict of !nerests 
among the members of society to the total detriment of all. 
In such struggles, the individual himself was always the 
real loser~ Within the framework of these two contemporary 
al ternat1 ves to individualism, ~O}!age. !!l Jcari! and 
Oroanisation 5!11. travall••both published in 1839, the role 
of the individual was greater in the state socialism of 
Louis Blanc than in the communism of ttlenne Cabet. There 
was no attempt an Blanc•s part to intervene in the affairs 
of the workers in order to enforce equality, in fact he 
365 
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placed a great deal of reliance on the family to resolve its 
own problems. Blanc believed also that social equality would 
be the in.evi table result of a social order once individualism 
were removed from it. Blanc's equality was .more particu• 
larly concerned with securing equality in the economic proces• 
ses by the organization of work toward this goal~ Cabet 
deemed it necessary to insure equality 1n all areas of 
life-•a situation which calls to mind the vision of Big 
Brother 1n Orwell•s 1984. Once man was freed from the -
caprice "de 1 1&goJ?sme 1ndiv1dua1,n Blanc could sea only 
harmony among the workers and thus there was no need for 
the rigid collectivism of Icaria, f'or Cabet, the funda• 
.mental desire of every individual was equality; for elanc, 
it was the desire to work in accordance with his capacities. 
So, Cabot organized societies and. Blanc organif'.,ed work. 
Louis Blanc sincerely believed that the end of Louis 
Philippe was the beginning of a new eraJ it was the end of 
individualism and the beginning of fraternity~ Perhaps it 
was rather the beginning of the end for the era of which 
Blanc and the others were but a part, the era of Utopian 
Socialism. 
CHAPTER VIII 
suroMARV AND CONCLUSldNS 
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The task of rendering not only a definition for the 
term "individualism," but also of determining 1 ts origin 
and history has not become easier with the passage of' time. 
; 
Two modern and reliable f'rench etymolo_gical sources, both 
published in 1964,_ disag~ee as to the origin of the tetm. 
One cites the first usage of individualism from 1829• and ··. 366 . . . 
the other from 1833. As previously noted, the first 
reported use of the word was in 1820, and the first well-
("' 
documented use occurred in 1826. Louis Blanc, whose theories 
' . 
ware more historieall):' oriented than any of the oth_er 
thinkers ~xamined hare, accounted for individualism in. his 
lat~r writings as beginning in r~liglous revolt, which then 
passed into intellectual and political spheres. However, 
tor the Ut~pian Socialists, ttind1vldualism" was the result 
of the misdirected economic structure and its social organ!• 
zation. This, in fact, is precisely where the Utopian 
Socialists contributed measurably to the derinition of 
individualism. 
If one examines the first rrench dictionary entries 
given for the term "l'!ndividualisme," the conn~tationa 
366 
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·and ~_eanings applied to tha term are exactly those ·_ideas 
made knotJJn by Owen, Saint•S1mon and f"aurier~ Thus, the 
first definition by the trench Academy stated in 1836, "T, 
de Philosophie. Systtma d'isolement dans les travau><, les 
.. . 367 
efforts; 1 1oppos& d'Esprit·d'assoc!atlon." All of' the 
Utopian Socialists accepted the ide·s that individualism was 
a philosophical term, and therefore must be combatted e1!l 
such· by creation of' another term••such as association,. 
frater~1ty, harmony, mutuality, communism or socialism to 
cite only a few. They certainly described in their major 
C' 
writings the phenomenon. "d'1solement dans las travaux, las 
efforts. 11 As early as 1803, Saint•Simon wrote. of the. need 
to "gathet- up and unite all these forces acting .in diff_erent, 
and often contrary, directions," and later, 1819, h~ wrote 
. 368 
against "des efforts purment ind1vi.duels et. 1sol&s." In 
1808, fouriar likewise lamented 0 the opposition of the.two 
369 
kind~ of interest, ~ollective and individual.~- .He also 
\\ 
' r,ijectdd the situation where every person "is at war w1 th 
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the mass" in an anti•assoclative world order. This is what 
Robert Owen had in mind too -~hen he described how man was 
37(}" •. 
"individualised" in 1811.-· f'rom the very beginning of 
their literary efforts, the Utopian Socialists used the 
meanings given to.•"individualiam" in its first dictionary 
definition~: The natural opposition between the two opposing 
systems of association and individualism was developed in 
the works of Prou.dhon, Cabet and Blanc also'. The isolation 
or atomization of j"?ankind assigned by tha Utopian Socialists 
to individualism-, and their reflectlon in dictionary defin• 
itions published later, indicates the role oP these thinkers 
1n the origin of' the term. 
Another idea frequently associated with individualism 
was the primacy of individual interests over those of the 
commun! ty ,. or "egoism~" Owen, Sa1nt•Slmon and rourier were 
again instrumental· i~attaching this pejotative connotation 
to individualism. _By his use~, the t~rm individualism• each 
of the Utopian Socialists played an important role in either 
popularizing the word itself, or in Sa1nt•Simon•s case-•who 
did not use "individual!smtt in any of his~wri tings-•using 
terms VJhich expressed' the same· ·ideas f'ound in individualism. 
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Individualism thus evolved as a theory which advocated 
or supported the unrestricted ambitions of each individual 
in his physical and mental pursuits outside of the community~ 
It was opposed to the spirit and practice of association, 
and therefore the six Utopian Socialists examined in this 
study wete in the vanguard or the anti-individualists. It 
was particularly repulsive to humanitarians who.sought to 
reorganize society in order that all members of society 
might equally enjoy their existence and labor for the good 
of mankind~ "Individualism" served as a convenient label 
for the evils of existing society~ As a result• indi-
11idua11sm was born from a number of ideas and given its 
final form from a variety of critical sources, but all or 
them quite critical during the period under discussion. In 
this development, the Utopian Socialists played a key role~ 
Vet, one must point out that the for~es of anti-individualism 
gave too much credit to their opponent. ln actual! ty, 
~bsolute individualism was overly stressed in order to 
dramatize the alternatives to it. By the same token, the 
complete collectivization and communism planned for places 
like· Icaria was impossible of realization. Both individ• 
ualism and socialism suffered in the hands of the more 
' 
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determined and zealous writers, and the Utopian Socialists 
were certainly determined and zealous men. 
All of the six thinkers in this study were universally 
agreed that man was by nature a social enlmalJ mankind could 
only develop his full potential in combination with other 
beings. There was lengthy debate, however, among them over 
the best means ·to achieve this end; it ranged from the 
anarchism of Proudhon ta the communism of Cabet. During 
the Enlightenment, the Philosophes had sought to bring 
tha diverse ,socio•physlcal elements together in almost a 
chemical mixture labeled "mutual interes_t. 11 Each of the 
writers involved here sought to prove that his program of 
social reform was the most compatible with nature's, 
society's and man•s needs~ In their separate ways• each 
of them wanted to define and defend the right of the indi• 
vidual to develop his real "self" ln the community~ 
Hera is the crux or the dilemma~ What is freedo- in 
a cohesive social order? What, indeed, are the rights-•with 
responsibilities••which must be assured to each member of 
the community? It is interesting to note that there is a 
real paradox at this pointt the Utopian Socialists were 
instrumental in fostering the wide-spread pejorative 
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connotations of "individualism" at a time when the mood wa~ 
Romanticism, which espoused the prima;c:,y of' the individual. 
Some of them reacted to their dilemma f'atalistically--such as 
Owen, rour!er and Cabet-•whila others••like Saint-Simon and 
Blanc-•interpreted the whole problem as pax-t of the !nev• 
1table movement· of' history. "Individualism" epitomized 
all of the divisive elements within the social order, and 
it was· divisiveness which they sought to eliminate. By 
mid-nineteenth centuryt ••tnd1vidual1smtt carried many con .. 
notations• all of them pernicious. The six thinke:rs 
treated in detail here, and their disciples, were important 
agents in the development of defin!n9 individualism during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. 
The role each of them assigned to the individual was 
as diverse as the fertile imaginations behind each alternative. 
Of all those sourcss considered, only Cabet would have ·agreed 
with Owen's statement in 1Bl7~ "t cared, and I do still care, 
as little for the individual as any of his opponents did or 
.. f[ . can. I make him,· as they shall now be made, !~n instrument 
to forward measures for our mutual and the general bene• 
f1t.n 371 Yet, all of' these writers-•even Proudhon--placed 
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some restrictions or obligations on the individual. All of 
the six Utopian Socialists limited the freedom of the lndi• 
vidual in order to increase the ttfreedom" of the community 
of which that individual was a member, it was a question of 
degree. None of them ant.tcapted that man's release t'rom 
individualism would mean a llfe or ease or laziness. lndeed, 
the individual would certainly be happier than before but he 
would. also work harder now in whatever capacity he could. 
Work was enjoyable, they reasoned, because man was a social 
animal and was happiest when serving his fellow human beings. 
With the exception of Sa1nt•Slmon; they felt the proper 
environment for the realization of' the.tr goal was by re• 
turning mankind to the land and to small producer's com-
munities~ 
The ptac!se role of the individual must be sought in 
the major writings of each of the six thinkers presented 
here. The possibilities ar·e extensive,. All of them wished 
to provide a role for the individual in their respective 
social order, but in the last analysis this position 
depended upon the needs of humanity. These man ware 
profoundly troubled moralists who wished to find something 
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pure and noble in the universe's greatest creation, man~ 
Thus, each of them sought to idealize the actual and paten• 
tial condition of man 1n order to plaee him in an environment 
which they envisioned he ought to have. Humanity, of' which 
they were indlvidually and collect1ve1y_a part, needed to 
belong to something g:eeat, something infinitely more vast 
than ·jiist individual interest and the highly unflattering 
pursuit of material weil•being alone. All of them sought to 
make mankind wealthy, however this wealth was not only 
physical-•such as the elimination of povex-ty .. •it was also 
spiritual. Even those thinkers like . Proud.hon, who con-
sciously opposed leading a particular school of thought, 
could not and would not shirk their duties as prophets of 
an essentially secularly~briented religious movement, the 
religion of humanityi Even~ "seien~ific" socialist like 
rriedrich Engels sounded a rather utopian note _when he 
described t.he misery and poverty of' London:. He wrote ln 
part, 
The brutal indifrerence, the unfeeling isolation of 
each J.n hie private interest becomes the more repel• 
lent and offensive, the more these individuals are 
crowded together, within a limited space~ And, how• 
ever much one may be aware that this isolation of the 
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individual, th!a narrow self-seeking is the fundamental 
principle of our society everywhere, it is nowhere so 
shamelessly barefaced, so self•conscious as just here 
in the crowding of the great city; The dissolution of 
mankind into monads, of which each one has a separate 
principle, the wot-ig7~f atoms, is hel'e carried out to its utmost extrema. 
All of the thinkers in this study indicated in theiJ: 
writings that man could be changed, individually and'cal-. ' ' 
lactively,,. f'or the better by a new system of' education. 
They·d1sagreed among themselves as to who was responsible 
for this education••fathar, mother, special teachers or 
' •, • < ••. • I 
simply _society,, They also debated other r_elatad matters 
such as currltulum, facilities• and whether education ought 
to be coeducational~ However, they all believed man was 
t-ational, even when exercising his passions for, rourier» 
and could be convinced by reason. Their respective programs 
were designed to convince the reader by appealing to _logic 
rather than coercion·; Thus they invoked laws af r,ature 
and determinism in history in order t.o validate their 
respective theories~ In fact, the quarrels bet!,Ueen them 
were all the more heated because each accused the others of 
perverting nature and history~ By the emphasis g!van .to 
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education, the Utopian socialists expressed their belief in 
' the necessity of each individual achieving his maximum 
potential• and then "knowing" the respons1b11ltfes which 
knowleq_ga· entailed. 
The role or the individual was generally to employ 
a social "individual! ty" f'or the good of himself and the 
well-being of the community. Thus1 by way of a final sum• 
mation; the doctrine of individualism was regarded by the 
early nineteenth century Utopian Socialists as their prime 
ideological opponent. They all contributed in their own 
C' 
way to its final form of definition• and developed their 
own alternatives for the individual in a new social order~ 
Individualism .was· botht~an incorrect state of mind and an . ~-
evil system of political economy. Humanity had been cor• 
rupted by false institutions which had perpetuated them• 
,.,..,.. ... 
selves by a host of evil methods. In a world torn by the 
divisions or nationality, class race, sex, and religion, 
they sought to construct a bridge between most or all of 
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